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Abstract
Single wall carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) have remarkable properties: the thermal conductivity of diamond, the electrical conductivity of copper, and mechanical properties greater
than steel at a sixth of the weight. If these properties can be retained at the macroscale,
SWNT fibers could be used in many high performance applications. The difficulty lies with
dispersing SWNTs at high concentrations. Strong van der Waals attractive forces cause
bundle formation, which limits SWNT self-assembly into highly aligned macro-structures.
Using additives, SWNTs can be dispersed as individuals at low concentrations. Although
spinning fibers is difficult to do with these dispersions, I have exploited their ability to disperse individual SWNT to develop an easy technique to measure the SWNT length distribution through the bulk measurements of viscosity or polarized absorbance in an external
magnetic field. Determining length is important for fiber spinning, since longer nanotubes
offer promise of stronger, more conductive fibers at the cost of higher viscosities and difficulty in dispersing. To produce neat SWNT fibers, we use superacids, which can disperse

SWNTs at high concentrations, forming liquid crystalline phases that are valuable in forming
highly-aligned SWNT fibers. I found that functionalization improves SWNT stabilization
and solubility at lower concentrations, but at high concentrations, most of functional groups
studied prevents the formation of highly aligned phases, which translated into poorly-aligned
fibers. I found that chlorosulfonic acid is the most effective solvent, yielding high isotropic
solubility and liquid crystallinity at high concentrations. Moreover, cryo-TEM shows that
chlorosulfonic acid dissolves as individuals 500 //m-long SWNTs and MWNTs.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Discovered in 1991 [Iijima, 1991] by a Japanese researcher, Sumio Iijima, singlewalled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) (shown to be single-walled by Iijima and Ichihashi [1993]
and Bethune et al. [1993]) have unique properties that can be exploited in the industrial and
scientific world. SWNTs are basically perfect, hollow molecules of pure carbon linked in
a hexagonal network, similar to graphite sheets, that forms a cylinder. The bonding of the
carbon gives to this specific molecule the strongest molecular network that can exist. Carbon nanotubes are 100 times stronger than steel, in stress, and six times lighter [Krishnan
et al., 1998; Nardelli et al., 1998], a property exploited in the reinforcement of composite
materials [Andrews et al., 1999; Bryning et al., 2005]. They can have either semiconducting
or metallic electrical properties [Tanaka et al., 1999] depending on their chirality, defined by
how the graphite sheet is rolled to form the nanotube [Issi et al., 1999; Saito et al., 1992].
One could imagine building a nanoscopic tunable field effect transistor [Appenzeller et al.,
2002] (semiconductor) or nanowires [Choi et al., 2000] (metal) for computer motherboards.
Carbon nanotubes also have a high surface area [Cinke et al., 2002], that can be used for
hydrogen storage [Dillon et al., 1997] through chemisorption, and high thermal conductivity [Hone et al., 1999], that can be used in electronic nanocomponents.
The above predicted properties are based on theoretical calculations and experimental
measurements on individual SWNTs (diameter ~ 0.7 — 1.6 nm, length ~ 50 — 10,000 nm)
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and SWNT ropes (diameter ~ 10 — 100 nm, length tens of micrometers). It is difficult to
take advantage of the unique properties of SWNTs on such a small scale; thus, there is a
drive to produce continuous macroscopic fibers that exhibit the properties that have been
observed on the nanoscale. Neat SWNT fibers (diameter ~ 75 /jm, continuous length) have
been produced by dissolving the SWNTs in a strong acid at high concentrations and then
forcing the dispersion through a small orifice into a coagulant bath [Davis et al., 2004; Ericson, 2003; Ericson et al., 2004]. This process is commonly referred to as wet spinning and
is used to produce high performance fibers such as DuPont Kevlar. Due to the high aspect
ratio of SWNTs, there is evidence that acid solutions are expected to be lyotropic liquid crystals [Davis et al., 2004], which because of their high degree of ordering makes the processing
of macroscopic fibers more successful. Now that the production of neat macroscopic fibers
has been accomplished, there is a drive to improve the fiber properties. There will be two
areas of focus: characterizing the SWNTs behavior in solution under an external field and
adjusting the solubility in superacids.
Length is an important variable for fiber spinning both in terms of the phase behavior
and processability of the liquid dope as well as properties of the solid fiber. Phase transitions from isotropic to biphasic ('spaghetti') to liquid crystal are expected to occur at higher
concentration for shorter SWNTs, given the same diameter. Using shorter SWNTs should
permit fiber spinning out of a higher concentration liquid dope at similar or lower viscosities,
which will simplify the coagulation and annealing processes. However, shorter SWNTs may
yield fibers with inferior mechanical as well as electrical properties. There is a current drive,
at Rice University and elsewhere, to control the length range of SWNTs both in as produced
SWNTs and by cutting methods after purification. Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) growth
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techniques have successfully yielded SWNTs 100 //m -1 mm in length [Behabtu et al., 2008;
Fan et al., 1999; Pint et al., 2008; Ren et al., 1998].
Controling length distributions requires measuring the length distributions in produced
SWNT samples. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) has been used to get both the average
length and the length distribution; however, it is still unclear whether the deposition technique gives a representative distribution of SWNTs. For this reason, methods are being
researched to extract the length distribution from bulk measurements. The apparent aspect
ratio and length distribution of SWNTs can be calculated from viscosity measurements of
SWNT dispersions in acids or surfactants in the dilute regime based on the Kirkwood-AuerBatchelor (KAB) relation [Batchelor, 1970; Doi and Edwards, 1986; Kirkwood and Auer,
1951]. The length distribution can also be characterized through absorbtion measurements
of magnetically aligned SWNTs [Shaver et al., 2009]. AFM measurements indicate that
SWNTs are produced in a lognormal distribution; this distribution has only two parameters,
the mean and standard deviation [Wang et al., 2006]. Thus, only a defining relationship between the bulk measurement, viscosity or absorbance, and length is needed to fit the two
parameters, which yields an approximate length distribution without the complications of
AFM measurements.
Since rheologic measurements will be used to reveal length distributions, there is an
increased importance of understanding the relationship between these measurements and
length. The viscosity, resistance to flow, can be directly associated with length and orientation of rigid rods in solution through friction; longer rods give more frictional resistance to
flow and rods that are aligned with the direction of flow cause less frictional resistance to
flow, thus giving a lower viscosity than rods not aligned with flow. Therefore to understand
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the effects of rod orientation and length on viscosity the Smoluchowski equation, the phenomenological equation of Brownian motion derived from macroscopic laws (i.e. forces of
friction), can be solved. Solving this equation for distributions of lengths can reveal characteristic times, such as the time needed to reach steady state at a given shear rate and the time
needed to reach the isotropic state when the shearing has ceased both of which can be used
to get accurate measurements leading to accurate length distributions.
The Smoluchowski equation can be redefined and solved to determine the SWNT orientation, dependent on the length of the SWNTs, in an external magnetic field . The orientation, more precisely the degree of alignment, can be measured with polarized absorption
and the changes in absorbtion in a time altering magnetic field can be used to fit a length
distribution. The strength of the magnetic field needed can only be found in a few locations
(some being Toulouse, France; Berlin, Germany; and Los Alamos, New Mexico); thus, this
is not as practical for determining length distribution as viscosity measurements. However,
since the bulk measurement needed is optical absorbtion, this opens up the ability to discern length distribution dependence on chirality. Should a monodisperse sample in length be
made available, this technique could also ascertain the magnetic susceptibility dependence
on chirality.
Besides measuring the length distribution of SWNTs, the solubility of SWNTs in sulfuric acid was studied. There have been many attempts to wrap SWNTs to increase the
solubility in organic and aqueous solvents. However, due to high Van der Waals interactions, it is typically only possible to disperse < 1 wt. % of SWNTs [Badaire et al., 2005;
Haggenmueller et al., 2008; Islam et al., 2003; O'Connell et al., 2002]. An added problem
is how to remove the wrapping after the fiber is produced. For example fibers from 0.35%
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SWNT bundles dispersed in a 1% aqueous SDS solution have been spun into a polyvinyl
alcohol solution bath [Vigolo et al., 2000, 2002]. These fibers have promising mechanical
and electrical properties but the significant amount of polymer retained in the final fiber will
likely limit the properties that can be achieved. An added problem with these dispersing
techniques is the need of sonication; as the length of SWNTs push to macroscopic (cms)
quantities, a method of dispersion is needed that will not shorten the SWNTs. Producing
fibers with properties approaching those observed on the nanoscale requires using solely
SWNTs; thus, a method that requires less of an additive, a less strenuous dispersion process,
and can disperse a higher concentration of SWNTs is desired.
Functionalization of SWNTs has been shown to increase the solubility and may reach
the desired concentrations. Sidewall functionalization can be used to prevent the SWNT/SWNT
van der Waals interactions and may improve fiber strength by adding resistance to SWNT/SWNT
sliding during fiber breakage. However, for electronic applications that need pure SWNT
fibers of desirable density and alignment, the functionalized groups will add hinderance that
could make aligning more difficult and the functional groups will need to be removed leaving
voids. Therefore it is desirable to increase the solubility of SWNTs in solvents by adding
a minimal amount of functionalization. Since it has been shown that pristine SWNTs have
some solubility in sulfuric acid (not completely soluble, evidenced by a 'spaghetti' phase
showing the presence of van der Waals attraction [Davis et al., 2004]), it would be most
beneficial to design a functional group that increases the solubility in sulfuric acid as well as
adds steric hinderance to combat van der Waals attractions. To produce well aligned fibers
of promising densities the optimal degree of functionalization as well as size and type of
functional group must be found.
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Another method of increasing the solubility of SWNTs is to increase the sidewall
protonation to counteract van der Waals attraction. This can be done by using a stronger
acid [Davis et al., 2009; Ramesh et al., 2004]. A stronger acid may also open up new avenues of producing fibers from double-walled and multi-walled nanotubes, which have been
known to reach millimeters in length [Dupuis, 2005; Hecht et al., 2006]. However, adaptations to the current fiber spinning process or a new process will need to be found to handle a
stronger, more corrosive acid. The promise of a highly conductive, ultra-strong fiber justifies
research into unknown frontiers.
The true solubility of individual SWNTs in superacids, characterized by rheology and
neutron scattering, has been a question without visual evidence. Wrapped and functionalized SWNTs have been shown to disperse as individuals either by AFM [Carver et al.,
2005; Parra-Vasquez et al., 2007; Ziegler et al., 2005], UV-vis-nIR or fluorescence spectroscopy [Bachilo et al., 2002; O'Connell et al., 2002], or cryo-TEM [Duque et al., 2008;
Fagan et al., 2006; Moore et al., 2003]. Spectroscopic techniques cannot resolve individual
SWNTs in acids [Ramesh et al., 2004]. AFM of acid dispersed SWNTs have been difficult,
due to the inherent drawbacks of the technique, including SWNT deposition and rebundling.
Thus, a cryo-TEM method to image SWNT dispersions in acid is very valuable.

1.1

General Background
Theoretical modeling and experiments have shown that individual and small groups of

SWNTs exhibit remarkable properties including
• Tensile strength at least 37 GPa and strain to failure at least 6% [Walters et al., 1999;
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Yu et al., 2000]
• Young's modulus of 0.62 to 1.25 TPa [Gao et al., 1998; Krishnan et al., 1998; Yu et al.,
2000]
• Electrical resistivity of approximately 1 fiQ/cm [Hone et al., 1999]
• Thermal conductivity equal or better than diamond, roughly 3000 W/m-K [Hone et al.,
1999]
If these properties can be maintained during scale-up to macroscopic materials, they will
revolutionize materials science enabling stronger, faster, more conductive materials than ever
before.
Carbon can make different types of network structures, such as diamond, graphite,
and C60 or Buckminsterfullerene ('buckyballs')- Carbon Nanotubes can be considered as
sheets of graphite rolled into a cylindrical structure. Rolling several nested sheets yields
multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs); SWNTs are formed by rolling a single sheet.
The geometry and electrical properties of SWNTs depends on how the hypothetical single
sheet of graphite is rolled. The nomenclature of carbon nanotubes is given by an integer pair
(n,m) which refers to the nanotube's chiral vector, Ch, where,

Ch — rial + vria^ .

(1-1)

This vector defines the diameter, d, according to
=

ay / 3(m 2 + mn + n 2 )
IT

=

C^
IT

Figure 1.1 : (a) The chiral vector C/, is defined on the honeycomb lattice of a 2D graphite sheet, by the unit vectors ci\ and a2 and the
chiral angle, 9 set by denning the zig-zag axis, 0,2, as 9=0. The construction shown is for (n,m) = (4,2). (b) Possible vectors for general
carbon nanotubes including zigzag, armchair, and chiral nanotubes. The encircled dots are for metallic nanotubes and the single dots are for
semi-conducting nanotubes [Dresselhaus and Avouris, 2001; Tanaka et al., 1999].

00

where a is a carbon-carbon bond with a length of 1.42 nm for graphite. The (n,m) pair also
defines an angle 6 according to
6 = arccos

2m + n
=) [ 0 < # < 3 0 ° ] .
+ mn + n2 -

(1.3)

For example, a (10,10) nanotube denotes a graphite sheet that is rolled by going 10 cells in
the x direction and 10 cells in the y direction, corresponding to a one nanometer diameter
and a characteristic angle of 30° metallic SWNT [Tanaka et al., 1999].
Referring to Figure 1.1, a cylinder carbon nanotube is formed by superimposing the
two ends of the vector Ch, in other words the bold rings O and Ch are superimposed; the
joint of the nanotube is made by the two dotted lines and at the ends are hemispherical
caps. Both these lines are perpendicular to the vector Ch at each end. The vectors (n,0)
and (0,m) denote zigzag nanotubes and the vectors (n,n) denote armchair nanotubes. All
other vectors (n,m) correspond to chiral nanotubes. Drawings of each type of nanotube are
shown in Figure 1.2. Both the armchair and zigzag nanotubes have a mirror plane and are
therefore achiral. Differences in the chiral angle and nanotube diameter result in differences
in nanotube properties, such as electrical band gap. As shown in Figure 1.1, if \n — m\ is
divisible by three the nanotube is metallic, if \n — m\ is not divisible by three the tube is
semiconducting.
Arc discharge, laser ablation, chemical vapor deposition, and gas phase catalytic growth [Dai,
2001] are among the different methods that can produce carbon nanotubes. Arc-discharge
and laser ablation can be used to produce both MWNTs and SWNTs by condensing gaseous
carbon. In arc-discharge the atoms are evaporated by a plasma of helium ignited by high
currents passed through an opposing carbon anode and cathode. Production of SWNTs by
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(a)

Figure 1.2 : (a) An armchair (n,n) = (5,5) nanotube, 0=30°. (b) a zigzag (n,0) = (9,0) nanotube
6=0°. (c) a chiral (n,m) = (10,5) nanotube 61=16.1° [Dresselhaus and Avouris, 2001].

arc-discharge requires the use of a metal catalyst such as cobalt. Laser ablation uses intense
laser pulses to ablate a carbon target containing ~0.5 wt. % of nickel and cobalt in a nanotube furnace. Both methods operate at temperatures of 3000 to 4000°C, close to the melting
temperature of graphite. The nanotubes are produced in bundles, termed ropes, held together
by van der Waals interactions. In addition to SWNTs, both processes also yield impurities
including fullerenes, graphitic polyhedrons surrounding metal particles, and amorphous carbon. These impurities can be removed by purification processes such as refluxing the reactor
output in nitric acid [Dresselhaus and Avouris, 2001]. Arc discharge methods typically produce SWNTs with diameters of 1-3 nm and lengths of 4-10 fim [Hecht et al., 2006; Saito,
2002].
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) grows nanotubes from catalysts placed on a support
material, typically alumina. Hydrocarbons are decomposed at high temperatures in a nan-
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otube furnace then cooled to room temperature to be collected. The CVD process produces
both MWNT and SWNT depending on the reaction conditions. The process parameters that
control this are the carbon source, catalyst type, and operating temperature. MWNTs can
be produced with ethylene or acetylene feedstock with an iron, nickel or cobalt catalyst at
temperatures of 550-750 °C. SWNTs can be produced with methane as the feedstock and
temperatures of 850-1000 °C, or ethylene and a temperature around 800 °C. CVD grown
SWNTs can be produced with diameters of 0.8-4 nm and lengths of > 100 fim [Pint et al.,
2008].
In gas phase catalytic growth, SWNTs are produced without a support; they grow by
reacting a gaseous carbon source with a catalyst particle, carried by a gas. In one example
benzene is used as a feedstock, hydrogen as the carrier gas, and ferrocene as the catalyst
precursor [Cheng et al., 1998]. The HiPco process uses high pressure carbon monoxide (1030 atm) as the feedstock and carrier gas. Catalyst particles are generated from the decomposition of iron pentacarbonyl at reactor temperatures in the range of 800-1200 °C [Bronikowski
et al, 2001; Nikolaev et al., 1999]. In addition to SWNTs, this processes also yield impurities including fullerenes, graphitic polyhedrons surrounding metal particles, and amorphous
carbon, so purification is needed. All nanotubes used in this research are produced by this
method; SWNTs are polydisperse in both length (0.05-10 /um) and diameter (0.7-1.4 nm).
The average diameter of HiPco nanotubes, carbon to carbon on opposing sides, is slightly
over one nanometer [Bachilo et al., 2002]. The length and diameter distribution of nanotubes is dependent on the reaction parameters and can vary from an average diameters of
0.78-1.15 nm and average lengths of 0.85-1.26 fim [Carver et al., 2005; Duque et al., 2009].
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Chapter 2
SWNT Length Determination in Brownian Dispersions

2.1

Introduction
Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) have unique mechanical, thermal, and elec-

trical properties [Baughman et al., 2002]; if retained on a macroscopic level, these could be
exploited in industrial, biological, and scientific applications — e.g., reinforcing composite
materials [Andrews et al., 1999; Bryning et al., 2005], nanoscopic tunable field effect transistors [Appenzeller et al., 2002] (semiconducting SWNTs), and nano-scale quantum wires
for electronic devices [Choi et al., 2000; Johnston et al., 2005] as well as macroscopic cables
of metallic SWNTs for long-distance power transmission [Smalley, 2003]. For these and
various other applications, the length of the SWNTs is an important variable.
One example of the importance of length can be shown in fiber spinning. Many techniques have been used to produce fibers containing SWNTs, from composite [Dalton et al.,
2003; Kumar et al., 2002; Vigolo et al., 2000] to neat fibers [Ericson et al., 2004; Gommans
et al., 2000; Jiang et al., 2002; Li et al., 2004; Zhu et al., 2002]. Length of nanotubes is an
important variable for solution fiber spinning of neat SWNT fibers in terms of processability
of the liquid dispersion as well as the final mechanical, thermal, and electrical properties
of the solid fiber. Phase transitions and flow properties of rigid-rod dispersions are affected
by length, and SWNTs are no exception [Chen, 1994; Davis et al., 2004; Forest and Wang,
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2003; Fry et al., 2005, 2006; Hemmer, 1999]. SWNT length is believed to play a role in other
applications such as the formation of sheets and coatings[Duggal et al., 2006; Meitl et al.,
2004; Trottier et al., 2005; Wu et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2004], and may affect the interaction
of SWNTs with living organisms[Cherukuri et al., 2004; Fiorito et al., 2006; Nimmagadda
et al., 2006; Sayes et al., 2006].
Techniques to obtain the molecular weight (or length) of polymers include dynamic [Muller
and Burchard, 1995] and static light scattering [Muller and Burchard, 1995], ultracentrifugation [Ohoya et al., 2001], gel permeation chromatography or size exclusion chromatography [Styring et al, 1989], matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization [Creel, 1993; Tatro
et al., 2002], membrane and vapor pressure osmometry [Lehmann et al., 1996], and intrinsic
viscosity measurements [Fuoss, 1951; Yamanaka et al., 1990a,b] by capillary viscometers.
Until recently, none of these methods have been applied successfully to determine length distribution of individual SWNTs. The average length and diameter of bundles of SWNTs have
been measured by a dynamic light scattering technique [Badaire et al., 2004]. This technique
shows great promise; however, it is complicated by the need of making assumptions on effect of light absorption by SWNTs. The length distribution of a suspension of SWNTs was
measured by dynamic light scattering in combination with zeta potential measurements [Lee
et al., 2005]. In this case, however, the model used to interpret the measurements assumes
that the SWNT length is much smaller than the wavelength of light.
The most common method of obtaining both average length and length distribution of
SWNTs has been Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). This technique, however, is time consuming, is preparation sensitive, has small sample sizes (200-2000 SWNTs), and relies on
subjective height thresholding (human or computer-aided) to identify SWNTs [Islam et al.,
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2003; Wang et al., 2006; Zaric et al., 2004a; Ziegler et al., 2005] — of course, sample preparation and image analysis are faster if individual SWNTs and bundles are not differentiated.
A faster, preparation-insensitive, objective method for measuring SWNT length is preferable.
This chapter describes a quick method for determining the average length and distribution of SWNT samples through viscosity measurements on a dilute dispersion of individual
SWNTs.

2.2

Theory

2.2.1

Average Length
The zero-shear viscosity rj0 is the limiting value of the ratio of measured shear stress

a to imposed shear rate K as the shear rate tends to zero. In a solution or suspension, rj0 is
the sum of the solvent viscosity rjs and a contribution due to the suspended objects. When
such a solution or suspension is dilute, molecules or particles do not interact with each other;
therefore, the change in viscosity of such dilute fluids depends linearly on the concentration
of the suspended objects.
In a dilute suspension of rods, the zero-shear viscosity can be expressed as [Doi and
Edwards, 1986; Kirkwood and Auer, 1951]

Vo = - = Vs + Js^r-

(2.1)

For monodisperse rods, the number of rods per unit volume v is the ratio of the volume
fraction (/»of rods in solution to the volume of one rod,
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where R and L denote the rod radius and length, respectively. In a SWNT, R should be
identified with the distance between the SWNT axis and a carbon atom plus the van der
Waals radius of a carbon atom. The rotational friction coefficient cr can be related to the
dimensions of the rod by assuming that the rod is slender, the flow is laminar, and the fluid
sticks to the surface of the rod. Under these assumptions,[Batchelor, 1970; Larson, 1999]
l

where

e =

and

/(e)

=

3
1
7-77ln~fit

ef(e),

(2.3)
(2.4)

I ± ^

+ l.659e2 ,

(2.5)

where Ls and Rs refer to the axial and radial locations where the fluid adheres to the rod.
In a SWNT-surfactant complex, L ss Ls, because any surfactant adsorbed at the SWNT
ends (few nm length) does not affect considerably the overall length of the SWNT-surfactant
complex (hundreds of nm). Conversely, the effect of the surfactant size a must be considered
in estimating the effective radius of the SWNT-surfactant complex as Rs — R + a. The same
analysis will apply when any molecule, i.e. DNA, is used to stabilize individual SWNTs by
wrapping them.
Further analysis of the slender rod approximation has been pursued by Mansfield and
Dougles et al.; they found for rods of aspect ratios below 100 (US-SWNTs can have aspect
ratios of sa 100 [Chen et al., 2006]), Batchlor's approximation, Eq. (2.3), can be inaccurate
by up to 10%. A more accurate calculation of the rotational friction coefficient for blunt
cylinders is [Mansfield and Douglas, 2008]
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Rearranging (2.1) and combining (2.2) and (2.6) gives the intrinsic viscosity [77] of
a dilute Brownian dispersion of rods (monodisperse in length L and diameter D, with the
aspect ratio A = L/D):

W - 4>^o
lim ^r) d>
/ aS r

=45A\ D
^ /V l f , 2L/fl»
*
mn

)

jM(e).

(2.9)

Vexp(25/12)/

The effect of the surfactant on the radius Rs is in the correction factor e. Equation 2.9 shows
that the length of rods of known diameter in a suspension can be determined from a zeroshear viscosity measurement.
SWNT samples are polydisperse both in length and diameter; therefore, Eq. 2.9 should
be extended to polydisperse systems. There is no information on whether SWNT diameter
and length are correlated; hereafter, they are assumed to be uncorrected. The diameter distribution of HiPco SWNTs (D = 0.98 ± 0.21 nm for an estimate[Kukovecz et al., 2002])
and Laser Oven SWNTs (D = 1.34 ± 0.30 nm for an estimate [Kingston and Simard, 2006])
are so narrow that treating the sample as monodisperse in diameter introduces minimal approximation (e.g., (D)2 and (D2) differ by about 5%); therefore, the SWNTs are considered
monodisperse in diameter hereafter. Equation 2.9 holds for a sample of rods monodisperse
in diameter and polydisperse in length if the length L is replaced by denning a "viscosity
average length":

Lvisc = J{j^,

(2.10)

where (L) and (L3) are the first and third moments of the length distribution, respectively,
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defined for a finite population of rods as:
\

L

/ =

N

(2lll)

*'

where N is the total number of rods and n is the moment of interest. Therefore, in a polydisperse sample the intrinsic viscosity measures the ratio of the third and first moments of the
length distribution.

2.2.2

Length Distribution
AFM measurements taken for this study have shown that lognormal distributions ac-

curately represent the length distributions. The lognormal distribution is defined by two
parameters, the average /J, and standard deviation a of ln(L). Hereafter when referring to the
lognormal parameters, /x and a will be used to remove confusion with average length. The
probability distribution function fi(L) is

LaV2ir
For a continuous distribution, the nth moment of L is defined as
(iA

= I

Ln Q(L)dL ,

(2.13)

where the first moment of L is known as the mean length (/J,L) and the standard deviation
(ai) of L is defined as
0"L

L?

/ALA^

where the second representation is for a finite number, n, of lengths, i.e. produced with
AFM. Since there are two parameters, two equations are needed to solve, thus the zero-shear
reduced viscosity (Eq. 2.9) is not enough.
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A second equation can be obtained from the viscosity measurements as a function of
shear rate, which are already taken to obtain the zero-shear viscosity. In 1956, Kirkwood
and Plock expanded the Kirkwood-Auer relationship to calculate the reduced viscosity as a
function of shear rate [Kirkwood and Plock, 1956]. They estimated the reduced viscosity for
a slender rod (^4 > 100) as
8A2
Vredd) = ^ ^ t

1

- 0.729(r rot 7) 2 + 1.011(r rot7 ) 4 ...],

(2.15)

where rrot is the rotational relaxation time and 7 is the shear rate. A Carreau-Yasuda equation
can be fit (within 1.3%) to the data given by Kirkwood and Plock [Kirkwood and Plock,
1956] resulting in an equation of viscosity as a function of the rotational relaxation time (r rot )
and shear rate (7)
r, = rjs + p0rrot[l

+ (Zr2£2)°](-»/°),

(2.16)

where n, a, and 8 are fitting parameters, n controls the slope of the viscosity at high shear
rates, thus n = | . a controls the size of the region between the plateau of the zero-shear viscosity and the constant shear-thinning region, found to be a = 2.405. Lastly, 9 controls the
shear rate at which shear thinning starts, found to be 6 — 0.485. Modifying this equation to
incorporate polydispersity and hydrodynamic effects [Mansfield and Douglas, 2008] yields

V = Vs + p0 P

rrot{L,Rs)[l + Cr°t{L0Rsh)a]{-n/aML)dL,

(2.17)

where
rrot{L, Rs) = —Vs*T

2LjR—/M(C)m

(2-18)

Vexp(25/12V

To fit this equation with a distribution of lengths one need only solve for Trot(L, Rs) for each
L, then integrate over all L. To reduce the computational time, Gauss-Hermite points are
used for the integration on L.
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2.2.3

Bundling of Nanotubes
Due to recent experimental results, there is some question of how individual are sus-

pensions of nanotubes. O'Connel et al. estimated that SWNTs in surfactant prepared by their
published decant method produce 90 % individuals in solution [O'Connell et al., 2002],
while others have estimated the same procedure can produce as low as 50 % individuals
(based on samples that have gone through a density-gradient ultracentrifugation [Arnold
et al., 2005, 2006]). Coleman et al. estimate low concentrations of DNA dispersed SWNTs
have as little as 83 % individual SWNTs [Cathcart et al., 2007]. Because of these findings,
it is important to look at the effects of bundling on the zero-shear viscosity.

a)

b)

V

+ +

OR

Lbund

=

max(Li)

Rbund

=

2it

Lbund
Rbund

=

Li + Lj

= V2R

Figure 2.1 : Cartoon of SWNT bundling to make entity of a) smaller aspect ratio (about | ^ )
or b) larger aspect ratio (about V2j$).
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The rotational relaxation time, rrot is a function of aspect ratio; bundling can either
increase or decrease the aspect ratio, thus increasing or decreasing Trot, respectively. To
increase the aspect ratio, Figure 2.1b), SWNTs must bundle in a way that proportionally
increases the length faster than increasing the radius. This may occur with large bundles,
however, the bundles are expected to be small since they remain in the supernatant after ultra
centrifugation. Small bundles will most likely consist of tubes that were unable to be broken
apart because there was a significant amount of van der Waals forces keeping them together,
Figure 2.1b. This will suggest that most if not all of the nanotubes are in contact. For the
calculations it will be assumed that the smaller nanotubes are in full contact with the largest
nanotube, thus a small bundle will have a radius dependent on the number of nanotubes
within the bundle, but the length will be determined by the longest nanotube. The effective
radius will be calculated assuming the rods form a hexagonal close-pack structure.
Consider a continuous probability of finding a nanotube of length L, P(L), then the
probability of finding at least one nanotube, X, of length at most L' is defined as
P(X <L')=

[ n(L)dL,
Jo

(2.19)

where Q(L) is the probability distribution function on length (Eq. 2.12). Now given a bundle
of k nanotubes, then the probability of this bundle having a length of at most V is the same
as the probability of each nanotube within the bundle independently having a length of at
most V. This conditional probability can be defined as
P{Xi<L'\N

= k) =
=

P{Xl<L')*P(X2<L')*...*P{Xk<L')
( I

n(L)dL)

.

(2.20)

Lastly, the probability of finding a bundle of size k, independent of length, can be defined by
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an exponential decay,
exp (—jk)

?(» = *) E"T«P(-7J)
= ^Z?
7 ...

<2.21)

where 7 is a parameter that defines how sharply the probability of finding a bundle of size k
decreases as k increases; 7 is not a fixed value, it is sample dependent and will be used as
a fitting parameter. As a reference a sample will consist of 50% individuals if 7 = 0.693.
Since this probability is independent of length, the probability of finding a bundle of size k
and length L' is
P(N = k and Xt < L' for i = 1,2,..., k) = P(N = k) * P(Xt < L'\N = k)
L'
0

dL

.k

W) ) ^

{

t} v

(2 22)

'

A consequence of bundling, given a length distribution, is a shift in the average length of an
entity to higher lengths since the probability of finding a bundle of length L is raised to the
kth power for a bundle of size k. In other words, in order for a bundle of 5 nanotubes to be
short, all five of the nanotubes must be short, where as in order for a bundle of 5 nanotubes
to be long, only one tube must be long.

2.2.4

Error Analysis
For an optimization technique, defining the error is an integral part of finding the so-

lution. Using an absolute error would force the fit to stay close to the data. However, since
the data is shear thinning, this type of error would place more value in the data measured
at low shear rates. A relative error would remove this bias by scaling the error with a value
that changes relative to the shear rate of measure. One could choose either the measured or
the predicted value for this scaling; however, since the data is expected to shear thin at an
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Figure 2.2 : Measure of the instrumentation error as a function of measured torque; below a
torque of 1 E-6 N-m the error remains constant at 7 E-9 N-m.

exponential rate, the range of data measured could differ by 2-3 orders of magnitude thus
allowing for too great of error at lower shear rates. To remedy this I have chosen to use the
relative log error; this will scale all the data within one order of magnitude. The error is
defined as
error 1

ln(M) - ln(M)
\n{Minst)
'

(2.23)

where M is the measured torque, M is the calculated torque for the distribution being fit,
and Minst is the instrumentation error shown in Figure 2.2. The instrumentation error was
found by measuring the viscosity of 2 different standards (3 cP and 25 cP) three times each
and plotting the standard deviation of the torque as a function of the torque measured. For
torques greater than 1 E-6 N-m the error was found to be roughly 1 % of the measured torque;
for torques less the 1 E-6 N-m the error remained at 7 e-9 N-m even for measurements made
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below 7 E-9 Nm, meaning an error greater than 100 % was measured. 1 E-6 N-m is considered the minimum torque reliably measured by the instrument and measurements made
below this torque were not used to fit the length distribution. Using the instrumentation error
to scale the relative log error removes the biases described above and ensures measurements
below the limitations of the instrument do not affect the fitting.
While fitting the data, it was shown that there exists a valley of minimal error (Figure 2.3) that was further confirmed by isolating the minimum error at each average length
(Figure 2.4). Thus a range of lognormal parameters are able to fit the measured data, however, when plotting the fit data against the measured data, they do not all fit the same (Figure 2.5).
To remedy this, more weight was placed on the intrinsic viscosity. The average length
of the sample is measured by the intrinsic viscosity (Eq. 2.9) and the fit distribution should
maintain the average length. An extra error, error2, was added to the relative log error to
ensure the intrinsic viscosity remained close to the measured intrinsic viscosity. A graph
of the added error is presented in Figure 2.6: error2 = 0 if the value remains within one
standard deviation, error2 increases linearly to 1 if the value lies between one and two
standard deviations, error2 increases linearly to 10 at three standard deviations, 100 at four,
and 1000 for five. The resulting contour plot (Figure 2.7) shows the error rises quickly as the
fit moves away from the intrinsic viscosity. A closer look at this contour plot (Figure 2.8)
shows a smaller valley of minimal error, resulting in a better fit to the measured data.
If one has some indication of length distribution by a less reliable technique, such as
AFM [Parra-Vasquez et al., 2007], then this information can be used to draw the fit distribution towards the distribution of prior indication by adding an error centered on the distribu-
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Figure 2.3 : Contour plot of relative log error shows valleys of minimal error.
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lengths shows a region where the minimum error is almost
flat.
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Figure 2.6 : This error function ensures the fit remains close to the intrinsic viscosity by adding
an extra error that increases as the fit intrinsic viscosity passes outside of one standard deviation.

tion measured. The added error is
errorZ — A\

{fJ-data ~ lA2

cr

, (adata ~ ^ ) 2

P2

(2.24)

where A is a measure of how reliable the prior measured distribution is - the greater A the
more affect it will have on the fit distribution - and a and (3 define the shape of the elliptical
cone with a minimum error when the fitting distribution (p, and a) equal the prior measured
distribution (fidata

an

d v<iata)- The resulting contour plot, Figure 2.9, shows the minimum

error is drawn closer to the AFM distribution; in fact the valley of minimal error has broadened near the AFM distribution and narrowed further away. A closer look at the minimum
error at each average length, Figure 2.10, confirms the overall minimum was shifted toward
the AFM fi of -15.63.
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Figure 2.7: Contour plot of relative log error with additive
error on intrinsic viscosity shows how quickly the error increases as the fit ventures away from the intrinsic viscosity.
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Figure 2.8 : A zoomed in image of the contour plot shows
that adding an additive error based on the intrinsic viscosity produces a valley of minimum values that all fit the
intrinsic viscosity, i.e. average length.
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Figure 2.9 : Contour plot of relative log error with additive error centered on AFM fit (/i = -15.63, a = 0.845)
gives shape to the valleys of minimal error and attracts the
overall minimum to the AFM values measured. The elliptical cone error (Eq. 2.24) was define by A = 25, a — 5,
and (3 = 2.7. A was chosen to be high to demonstrate how
much the minimal valley can be shifted.
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For the remainder of the chapter the error used for fitting will be the relative log normal
error with the additive error on intrinsic viscosity.
Figure 2.11 is a flow chart depicting the length distribution fitting process. The measured data is imputed into the program along with an initial guess on \i and a of the SWNT
length distribution; if AFM data is available, then the AFM distribution is used as an initial
guess. An initial guess is also needed for 7, which defines the bundle distribution. First, //
and a give a length distribution of individual SWNTs. Then, 7 defines how the SWNTs are
allowed to bundle, which results in a new length distribution of objects (bundles and individuals). This new distribution is used to calculate viscosity data, which is then compared
to the experimental data. An error is computed, chosen as a linear combination of the three
errors defined above, and if it is above the acceptable tolerance then a Levenberg-Marquardt
parameter estimation algorithm in MATLAB is used to generate a new set of [x, a, and 7
to enter the loop again. This will continue looping until the tolerance is met; when this occurs the process has reached the best fit length distribution (defined by fi and a) and bundle
distribution (defined by 7.

2.3 Experimental Procedures
2.3.1

Surfactant Dispersions
Surfactant stabilized HiPco SWNT dispersions (produced at Rice University, HPR

120.3) were prepared by sonication and centrifugation followed by decanting [Moore et al.,
2003; O'Connell et al., 2002]. By combining the average carbon-carbon diameter of HiPco
material, 0.93 nm [Bachilo et al., 2002], to twice the van der Waals radius of carbon, 0.17 nm,
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Figure 2.11 : Flow chart for the length distribution fitting process.
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the average external diameter of the SWNTs in our sample is D = 1.27 nm.
Surfactant stabilized laser ablation SWNT dispersions (produced at NASA, lot # 338)
were prepared by a slightly different sonication, centrifugation, and decant process [Fagan et al., 2008]. The average carbon-carbon diameter of NASA laser ablation material is
1.34 nm [Kingston and Simard, 2006], when combining with van der Waals radius the average external diameter becomes D = 1.69 nm. These samples were prepared by collaborators
at the National Institute of Standards and Measures (NIST).
The two surfactants used to disperse HiPco nanotubes were pluronics F-68 (BASF), a
polyethyleneoxide-polypropyleneoxide-polyethyleneoxide (PE080-PP030-PE08o) triblock surfactant with an average molecular weight of 8400 g/mol, and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS,
from Sigma Aldrich), a small surfactant with a molecular weight of 288 g/mol. A 2 wt. % solution of pluronic F-68 and a 1 wt. %solution of SDS in water were used to suspend SWNTs.
This is the ideal range suggested by Wang et al. [2004] to minimize potential depletion effects. The size of the PEO chain protruding from the surface is highly dependent on the
curvature of the surface [Li et al., 1994]; due to the high curvature of SWNTs, the protrusion
can be estimated by its Flory radius of £N$ = (0.24 nm) • (76) s ~ 3.2 nm, where £ is the
size of a monomer and N is the number of monomers. The size of SDS micelles [Bibette
et al., 1990] is similar to the size of SDS protruding from the surface of SWNTs [Richard
et al., 2003] giving a protrusion of 2.25 ± 0.25 nm.
The surfactant used to disperse NASA nanotubes was sodium deoxycholate (DOC,
from Sigma Aldrich), a small surfactant with a molecular weight of 414.55 g/mol. A 2 wt. %
solution was used to suspend SWNTs. Unlike SDS, DOC forms cylindrical micelles, however, similarly the SWNTs favor the center of the micelle and the DOC molecule should
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protrude from the surface of the SWNTs in a similar manner giving a protrusion of 1.0 ±
0.2 nm [Lopez et al., 1996].

2.3.2

DNA Dispersions
Another SWNT dispersant used in this study was single-stranded (ss) DNA (30-mer

oligonucleotide, sequence (GT)i5, from Integrated DNA Technologies). Aqueous dispersions of SWNTs were achieved by sonication (0.32-cm tip sonicator, Thomas Scientific) of
HiPco SWNTs (produced at Rice University, Batch 286) in salt solution (200 mmol/L NaCl,
40 mmol/L Tris, 0.2 mmol/L NaN3 buffered to pH 7 with HC1). SWNT and DNA were at
concentrations of 1 mg/mL [Fagan et al., 2006]. These samples were prepared by collaborators at NIST. To increase the viscosity of the solution, a 50 wt. % sugar mixture (60/40
sucrose/glucose) was added to both the SWNT/dispersions and the salt solution. The solvent viscosity increased from 1 mPa-s to 12 mPa-s and remained Newtonian, indicating no
structure formation. The increase in viscosity had two positive effects: the viscosity could
be measured accurately at lower shear rates (more accurate zero-shear viscosity) and the onset of shear thinning (important for determining length distribution) is shifted to lower shear
rates, within the range of the instrument. DNA does not uniformly wrap around the SWNT;
however, it is still able to disperse SWNTs as individuals. The ssDNA was found to protrude
from the surface of the SWNT about 1.0 ± 0.5 nm [Bertoncini et al., 2007; Zheng et al.,
2003].
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2.3.3

Superacid Solutions
The final SWNT dispersions measured were superacid dispersions made with purified

HiPco nanotubes (batches 113.4 and 120.3, both contain < 5 wt. % iron catalyst particles)
and raw HiPco nanotubes (batch 120.5, containing 30 wt. % impurities consisting of iron
catalyst particles, fullerenes, and other amorphous carbon). SWNT/superacid dispersions
were mixed in a glove box with ~102 % sulfuric acid using a standard magnetic stirrer at
room temperature. All samples are initially mixed for three or more days before testing;
then each dilution prepared from the initial dispersion is mixed for 1 hr before measuring.
The ~102 % sulfuric acid is prepared by mixing concentrated, 96 wt. %, H 2 S0 4 with oleum
inside a glove box at a mixing ratio assuming equimolar reaction between the excess S0 3 in
oleum and water in 96 % acid.

2.3.4

Concentration Measurements
The concentrations of the aqueous dispersions were measured by UV-Vis spectroscopy

using the extinction coefficient 0.043 L/(mg cm) at 763 nm [Moore, 2005]. The concentrations were converted to volume fraction, which was used to calculate number density, by using a SWNT nanotube density of 1.45 g/cm3 for HiPco nanotubes (close-packed density for
(7,8) SWNTs) and 1.24 g/cm3 for HiPco tubes (close-packed density for (10,10) SWNTs).
Low concentrations were tested to ensure that measurements were in the dilute regime; this
occurs for dispersions with viscosities roughly below twice the solvent viscosity [Doi and
Edwards, 1986]. The dispersion with the highest concentration was diluted to make several
different concentrations. Dispersions at low concentrations with viscosities within 5 % of
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the solvent were not used because of the large subtraction error when calculating the reduced viscosity, rjred =

^ .

Initial concentrations of superacid dispersions were made by weighing the SWNTs
and measuring the volume of 102 % sulfuric acid (p = 1.88 g/mL) added. Subsequent
concentrations were determining by measuring the volumes of dilution.

2.3.5

Raman
Raman spectroscopy was done using a 785 nm excitation wavelength and 1.5 mW

beam power (on Holoprobe Research Raman microscope, Kaiser Optical Systems Inc.). Raman on the most concentrated dispersion (Figure 2.12) suggest that the dispersions contained at least 90 % individuals, evidenced by a strong fluorescence peak (greater than
the G peak, 1593 cm - 1 ) [Moore et al., 2003] and the absence of the roping peak (265267 cm" 1 ) [O'Connell et al., 2004].

2.3.6

Rheology
Each diluted sample was tested (on an ARES strain-controlled rheometer, Rheomet-

rics Scientific, now TA Instruments) at shear rates j from 0.01 to 100 s _ 1 (though not all in
torque) in a Couette fixture (either a titanium bob and 316 stainless steel cup (aqueous dispersions) or a Hastaloy C bob and cup (superacid dispersions), height 34 mm, cup diameter
34 mm, bob diameter 32 mm, 1 mm gap, torque sensitivity ~ 0.1 ^uN-m, corresponding to
a minimum measurable shear stress of 1.83 mPa) or a double-walled Couette fixture (height
30 mm, bob: Rl=14.75 mm, R2=16 mm, cup: Rl= 13.975 mm, R2= 17.00 mm, 1 mm outer
gap and 0.775 mm inner gap, minimum measurable shear stress of 0.62 mPa). For aqueous
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Figure 2.12 : Afluorescencesignal (seen at Raman shifts greater than 2000 cm -1 ) stronger
than the G peak (1593 cm -1 ) and the absence of the roping peak (265-267 cm -1 ) show that the
dispersion consists almost exclusively of individual SWNTs. The excitation wavelength used
was 785 nm.

dispersions, a vapor trap was used to maintain a moisture saturated environment preventing
solvent evaporation. For superacid dispersions, an anhydrous environment was used for the
loading and measuring of samples. This was achieved by enclosing the fixtures in a desiccant
chamber, where dry argon is continuously flowing (Figure 2.13). Samples are loaded from a
syringe through a side port in the chamber and a layer of 3M Flourinert® FC-77 (density =
1.78 g/cm3, viscosity = 1.3 mPa s) is used to ensure no moisture ingress.

2.3.7

Functionalization
The functionalization reactions were carried out as follows: 20 mg (1.6 mmol of car-

bon) of purified SWNTs were added to a flame dried 100 mL three-neck round bottom flask.
Then 60 mL of ammonia (NH3) is condensed into the flask with a dry ice (solid C02)/acetone
bath, thereby ensuring that no water is present. This is followed by the addition of small
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Figure 2.13 : Top Left: ARES rheometer with Argonfilledchamber. Top Right: Argon filled
chamber to supply anhydrous environment. Bottom: RDA Rheometer with Nitrogen filled
chamber to supply anhydrous environment.

pieces of lithium metal (~ 11 mg, 1.6 mmol). Then an equivalent amount (1.6 mmol) of functional group/iodide, such as dodecyliodide, is added and the mixture is left to stir overnight
allowing the slow evaporation of NH3. The flask is then cooled in an ice bath as 10 mL of
methanol is added slowly, followed by 20 mL of water; this is done to slowly to react all
the remaining reactants. The/-SWNTs are then rinsed a couple of times with a 10 % HC1
solution, extracted with hexane, and washed several times with water. The hexane layer is
then filtered through a 0.2 fim PTFE membrane filter and washed with ethanol. Finally the
sample is dried in a vacuum oven at 80 °C overnight Liang et al. [2004].

2.3.8

AFM
AFM (NanoScope R Ilia, Veeco Instruments) samples of SDS and pluronic F-68 dis-

persions were prepared by dip coating with aminated silicon wafers. The animation process
began with a series consisting of a hydrofluoric acid cleaning step (15 min) and an ozonation
step (30 min) to oxidize the surface for better functionalization. The silicon wafer was then
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soaked in a solution of 4-6 drops of 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane in 15 mL chloroform for
15 min and rinsed; during the whole process the top surface of the silicon wafer remained
face-up to prevent contamination. The S WNTs were deposited onto the wafer by dip coating,
then rinsed with isopropanol and dried with pure nitrogen for imaging.
AFM samples of SWNT dispersions in aqueous DOC and DNA solutions and functionalized SWNTs in chloroform were prepared by spin coating at 3000 rpm onto a freshly
cleaved mica surface (Ted Pella, Inc.). The DOC and DNA dispersions were rinsed with DI
water and isopropanol to remove the excess surfactant or sugar.
AFM samples of SWNTs dispersions in superacids were prepared by spin coating at
3000 rpm onto both mica and aminated silica. They were rinsed with ether, isopropanol,
and/or water to remove the acid.
All AFM images were taken in tapping mode at a scan rate of 1.25 Hz and scan sizes
of 5 and 10 jim.

2.4 Results
2.4.1

Average Length
The aspect ratio of SWNTs was determined by measuring the zero-shear viscosity

of dilute suspensions of individual SWNTs stabilized in water with surfactants and in superacids. Length distributions were also measured by AFM to estimate the relative merit of
the two measurements. AFM measurements of functionalized SWNTs were compared with
average lengths determined in superacids due to the difficulties in depositing SWNTs from
acid dispersions.
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Surfactant Stabilized Dispersions
SWNTs were dispersed into an aqueous pluronics solution, a polyethylene-polypropylenepolyethylene (PEO-PPO-PEO) triblock surfactant, and an aqueous sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS) solution. Since the pluronics solution has a higher viscosity than the SDS solution,
more torque is measured at a given shear rate thus providing a stronger signal and less error
at low shear rates, where the zero-shear viscosity is calculated. SDS dispersions, even with
lower viscosities, were tested for comparison with pluronic results.

Viscosity
Pluronics. A pluronic F-68 dispersion at a concentration of 51 ppm vol. (74 mg/L) was
diluted to two lower concentrations, as low as 19 ppm vol. (28 mg/L). Figure 2.14a shows
the specific viscosity, r)sp = 2=2*., of these dispersions increases with concentration and shear
thins at higher shear rates.
In the dilute regime, the viscosity is expected to increase linearly with concentration.
The rotational relaxation time Trot should not depend on concentration because in a dilute solution the SWNTs are not interacting; for rods, rrot scales roughly with the third power of the
rod length [Doi and Edwards, 1986], as confirmed recently by measurements on individual
SWNTs [Duggal and Pasquali, 2006], as defined below:
_
T

7T7?,L3

™< = l 8 ^ T e / ( e ) '

(2 25)

'

Therefore, the reduced viscosity r]red of dilute suspensions should overlay at all shear rates.
Figure 2.14b shows that this is indeed the case for suspensions of pluronic-stabilized SWNTs
below 51 ppm vol. Importantly, Figure 2.14b shows that all the suspensions transition at the
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same shear rate (roughly 8 s _1 ) from a regime where the viscosity is independent of shear
rate to a regime where the viscosity decreases with shear rate. Theory dictates that the
transition should occur when JTrot > 1, i.e., when the hydrodynamic drag torque on the rods
exceeds the Brownian torque due to the fluctuating momentum exchange between the rod
and the liquid. Therefore, the various samples are dilute and the SWNTs in the samples are
not bundled — otherwise, this would alter the length distribution, which in turn would alter
the shear rate where this transition occurs. The intrinsic viscosity is extracted from the data
in Figure 2.14b by averaging all the viscosity measurements below 7 « 10 s _ 1 . This yields
[77] = 7700 ± 500, corresponding to a viscosity average length Lvisc = 500 ± 40 nm.

SDS. In a second study, SDS was used to stabilize the SWNTs. The most concentrated
dispersion, 25 ppm vol. (36 mg/L), was diluted to three different concentrations, as low as
13 ppm vol. (19 mg/L). As shown in Figure 2.15 the reduced viscosities overlay at all shear
rates resulting in an intrinsic viscosity of 7400 ± 550, corresponding to a viscosity average
length of 505 ± 35 nm.

Comparing Surfactants. Rigid-rod theory predicts that the reduced viscosity of dilute suspensions should only be a function of the rod's radius and average length. Because the
experiments described above were performed with the same HiPco batch of SWNTs, the
rods remained the same; therefore, the reduced viscosity should be independent of concentration and surfactant used. Figure 2.16 shows that the reduced viscosities of both the
pluronics and SDS dispersions overlay with excellent agreement, within experimental error,
at all Weissenberg numbers, Wi = Trotj, yielding the viscosity average lengths of 500 and
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Figure 2.14 : a) Specific viscosity, r]sp = 1^h-, of SWNTs dispersed in Pluronic F68 show
that the viscosity increases with concentration and begins to shear thin at high shear rates, b)
Reduced viscosity, rjre(i = ^ , of SWNTs dispersed in Pluronic F68 overlay at all shear rates
and plateau to the intrinsic viscosity, giving a viscosity average aspect ratio of 500 ± 40.
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Figure 2.15 : Reduced viscosity of SWNTs dispersed in SDS overlay at all shear rates and
plateau to the intrinsic viscosity giving a viscosity average aspect ratio of 505 ± 35.

505 nm for pluronic and SDS dispersions respectively. The Weissenberg number is a dimensionless number scaling the shear rates j by the rotational relaxation time rrot calculated for
L = LviSC—equivalently, the rotary Peclet number can be used, Pe r = -^—, where Drot is the
rotational diffusion coefficient,[Doi and Edwards, 1986] Drot = l/(6r r o t ). The experimental
data at lower shear rates is noisy due to the sensitivity limit of the torque transducer.

AFM
Pluronics. Up to now, SWNT length has been measured mostly by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). However, in order to produce reliable images with AFM, individual SWNTs
must be deposited, dried, and washed onto an ultra-flat surface. All these steps can induce
artifacts. The length scales of importance are in the 1-3 nm range, where the height is used
to distinguish individuals from bundles. The AFM samples were prepared from the same
aqueous dispersions.
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Figure 2.17 : AFM image of mostly individual (boxed) and some bundled (circled) SWNTs.
The left image shows the height data, brighter means higher (up to 5 nm), and the right image
shows the amplitude data. SWNT lengths can easily reach 1.5 /um. The scale bar is 1 fim.
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Figure 2.17 shows that most of the nanotubes deposited are individuals; the height
image, Figure 2.17a, was used to ensure that individuals and not bundles of SWNTs were
measured. Translating AFM images into length distributions requires choosing a cut-off
height that distinguishes between individual SWNTs and bundles (presumably formed during the drying of the sample). The height cut-off is not well-defined because SWNTs are
coated by surfactant, and the height of the dried surfactant layer is unknown. For example,
an image with height of 5 nm could represent one SWNT with a thick surfactant coating,
or two SWNTs with less surfactant (see, e.g., the oval in Figure 2.17). Here, images with
a height between 1 and 3 nm were taken to represent individuals; sampling heights along
the nanotube as well as computer-aided software (Nanotube Length Analysis package of
SIMAGIS software, Smart Imaging Technologies, Houston, TX) were used to determine individual SWNTs. For the pluronic-stabilized dispersion, ten 10 x 10 /xm2 areas on an AFM
sample were imaged to accumulate lengths of 188 individual SWNTs ranging from 50 to
1180 nm. The distribution of length is shown in Figure 2.18.
The viscosity method measures the viscosity average length defined in Eq. (2.10); to
compare viscosity and AFM, the same average length must be calculated from the AFM
length distribution. The viscosity average length determined from the AFM distribution is
460 nm, 10 % below the value measured by viscosity (500 nm).

AFM vs. Viscosity
To check reproducibility, a second pluronic-stabilized sample was prepared by sonication and ultracentrifugation from the same HiPco batch. Length was measured both by
viscosity and AFM (792 SWNTs) yielding average lengths of 680 and 950 nm respectively
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Figure 2.18 : Histogram of lengths obtained through AFM yielding a viscosity average length
of457nm.

(33 % difference). Table 2.1 summarizes the values of L visc measured by viscosity and AFM
on two samples. The two viscosity measurements differ by about 30 %, while the two AFM
measurements are off by more than a factor of two.

Table 2.1 : Viscosity average lengths (Lvisc) measured by viscosity and AFM
Sample 1

Sample 2

Viscosity

500 ± 40 nm

680 ± 80 nm

AFM

460 ± 45 nm

950 ± 50 nm

Instrument sensitivity can only account for 5-10 % of the difference in viscosity measurements. The remaining 20-25 % must be due to dispersion preparation (e.g., sonication
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can shorten SWNTs). The AFM measurements will have this same 20-25 % difference due
to dispersion preparation; the remaining difference is due to the poor reproducibility of AFM
sample preparation and analysis. Typically, AFM sample preparation results in differences
as high as 30 % arising from the number of dips, the difference in sample sizes, and the
differences in the wafer surfaces. To assess subjectivity of AFM analysis, a colleague, Erik
H. Haroz, independently analyzed the same AFM images using the same acceptance criterion (1-3 nm in height) and reported results that differed by 13 %. As a second test, one
long nanotube of length 1640 nm was artificially added to the sample with the viscosity average length of 460 nm; its viscosity average length increased by 16 %. The preparation of a
surfactant-stabilized suspension of individual SWNTs typically takes 5 hours. The viscosity
method requires 2-3 hours; AFM requires about 8-10 hours to deposit SWNTs on surfaces
and acquire sufficient images (200-2000 SWNTs), and about 8 hours to analyze the data
by computer software. In AFM, a small number of nanotubes (200-2000) are imaged and
viewed as representative of the bulk sample, while in the viscosity measurements roughly
1015 nanotubes are used. Therefore, viscosity is a more objective, reproducible, and effective way of measuring the average length of SWNTs and as will be shown length distribution.

Superacid Solutions
Due to the dispersion process (sonication, ultracentrifugation...), length determination
in surfactant systems does not measure the true length of the SWNTs produced. Dispersing
SWNTs in superacids with minimal processing offers a technique to measure the unprocessed SWNT length.
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Viscosity
Purified. Purified SWNTs (HiPco batches a) HPR 113.4 and b) HPR 120.4) dispersed in
102 % H 2 S0 4 at a concentration of 1500 ppm vol. were diluted to concentrations between
150 ppm vol. and 30 ppm vol., each dilution made from the previous concentration. Figure 2.19 shows that the reduced viscosity overlays at all shear rates resulting in an intrinsic
viscosity of a) 63500 ± 11400 and b) 19200 ± 4400, corresponding to the viscosity average
lengths of a) 1800 ± 180 nm and b) 950 ± 1 2 0 nm. The onset of shear thinning is at a
lower shear rate than in the surfactant systems, this is mainly due to the large difference in
solvent viscosity. The onset of shear thinning is estimated to occur at a Weissenberg number
(Wi = T^J) of 0.2 [Kirkwood and Plock, 1956]. Using the viscosity average length to calculate Trot, the samples are estimated to shear thin at a) 0.16 and b) 1.15 s - 1 - shear rates an
order of magnitude higher than shown in Figure 2.19. This was first attributed to the polydispersity in length, however, the transition between the zero-shear and shear-thinning regions
is expected to broaden, which is not observed. Due to recent findings [Davis et al., 2009] the
mismatch in the onset to shear-thinning is attributed to the presence of a liquid crystalline
phase, even at extremely low concentrations. In order to get accurate average length measurements in superacids one can either centrifuge the sample to remove the liquid crystalline
phase or use a stronger superacid that is not biphasic at low concentrations. However, both
have drawbacks: length fractionation will occur during centrifugation and stronger acids are
more corrosive.
Raw. Raw SWNTs (HiPco batch 120.5) dispersed in 102% H 2 S0 4 at a concentration of
1500 ppm vol. were diluted to concentrations between 100 ppm vol. and 25 ppm vol., each
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Figure 2.19 : Reduced viscosity for all concentrations of purified SWNTS in 102% H2SO4 overlay relatively well at all shear rates and
plateau to the intrinsic viscosity to give an apparent aspect ratio of a) 1450 ± 140 and b) 750 ± 90.
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dilution made from the previous concentration. Raw SWNTs contain 30 wt. % impurities
that may effect the viscosity measurement. Small particles should have a minimal effect on
viscosity in comparison with SWNTs, however, if the particles bridge the SWNTs allowing
loose networks to form there will be a great effect on viscosity. Figure 2.20 shows that
even with impurities the reduced viscosities* overlay at all shear rates resulting in a intrinsic
viscosity of 87000 ± 9000, corresponding to a viscosity average length of 2200 ± 250nm.
The intrinsic viscosity plateau occurs at shear rates that do not give a torque within the limits
of the transducer; because of this the intrinsic viscosity is more of an indication of length
rather than a measurement.
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Figure 2.20 : Reduced viscosity for all concentrations of raw SWNTs dispersed in 102% H2SO4
overlay relatively well at all shear rates and plateau to the intrinsic viscosity to give an apparent
aspect ratio of 1700 ± 200.

The reduced viscosity was calculated using the SWNT mass or 70 wt. % of the weighed total mass of raw
material.
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The strong match in reduced viscosities implies the environment surrounding the SWNTs
remains constant; if a network was formed due to the presence of impurities it should be broken at lower concentrations when mechanically stirred which would result in a change of
reduced viscosity (not seen). This supports the idea that the impurities do not effect the viscosity measurements, thus with the SWNT/superacid dispersions it may be possible to find
the length prior to purification. There are still issues with the presence of some liquid crystalline phase and there is a possibility of SWNTs being too long pushing the onset of shear
thinning below the measurable torque of the instrument. There are current pushes to measure rheology of SWNT in chlorosulfonic acid which will remove the presence of a liquid
crystalline phase.

AFM
Superacids. Typical AFM techniques involve deposition of SWNTs by spin or dip coating
SWNTs dispersed in a volatile solvent, meaning when rinsed with air the solvent is easily
removed. Superacids are non-volatile, thus a volatile rinsing solvent with minimal reactivity
must be used to remove the acid. Without rinsing acid drops coat the substrate surface no
matter the spin coating time, shown in Figure 2.21a. Spin coating from acid dispersions was
tested with rinses with ether, isopropanol, and/or water after deposition. Deposition on mica
substrates resulted in groups of individual (or small bundled) SWNTs (Fig 2.21b and c) still
covered in acid (Fig 2.21d). Further rinsing to remove acid from the surface of nanotubes
resulted in apparent removal of the nanotubes themselves from the surface (no nanotubes
could be found). Deposition on aminated wafers resulted in viewing a single SWNT, shown
in Figure 2.22, but few others could be seen. The successful deposition of few SWNTs gives
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Figure 2.21 : AFM images of SWNTs deposited from SWNT/oleum dispersions: a) without
a proper wash only acid drops can be seen, b) after removing the free acid, mostly groups of
SWNTs are seen, c) a closer look reveals groups consist of individual or small bundles, d) an
even closer look reveals they all may be individual SWNTs heavily covered with acid. All scale
bars are 500 nm.
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Figure 2.22 : The amplitude image from AFM shows one individual SWNTs deposited from
102% H2SO4 of length 3.5/xm. Discoloration along the nanotube is most likely residual acid not
rinsed away.
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promise of measuring length distributions by AFM, however, the process still needs to be
optimized.

Functionalized. AFM of side-wall functionalized SWNTs offers another method to measure
length distribution with minimal sonication and no ultracentrifugation, thus enabling length
measurements on as-produced SWNTs. Individual functionalized SWNTs, evidenced by
AFM, are dispersed in chloroform with light sonication (30 sec in a bath sonicator) and
deposited onto mica by spin-coating. Figure 2.23 shows individual functionalized SWNTs
for batch HPR 126.1. The length distribution obtained, shown in Figure 2.24, gives an
average length of 2200 nm. This value is very close to the viscosity estimated average length
in raw and purified SWNTs in superacids, however, it is almost five times as long as the
average length found in the surfactant systems.
Even though the batches are not the same the great difference in length may be due
to cutting during sonication. To test this hypothesis the same sample was bath sonicated for
1 h and deposited onto mica giving the length distribution shown in Figure 2.25. The fit
lognormal length distribution resulted in an average length of 1000 nm, half that of the nonsonicated nanotubes, revealing that sonication cuts nanotubes. Note that this number is still
larger than the average length found by pluronics; meaning the batch has longer nanotubes
and/or the dispersion method is more representative for this functionalized system. It would
also be interesting to compare with the same batch the average lengths determined by AFM
on functionalized SWNTs and by raw SWNT/chlorosulfonic acid dispersions, since both do
not have the sonication step.
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2.4.2

Length Distribution
The length distribution of SWNTs was determined by measuring the viscosity as a

function of shear rate of dilute suspensions of individual SWNTs stabilized in water with
surfactants or DNA. Two lognormal parameters, n and a, and one bundling parameter, 7,
(see Sec. 2.2.4) were varied to fit the viscosity data by minimizing the relative log error with
an additive error based on the intrinsic viscosity. Length distributions were also measured
by AFM to compare with the fit length distributions.

Pluronics
Viscosity. The reduced viscosity measurements used to determine the average length of
SWNTs dispersed in Pluronics F-68 (see Sec. 2.4.1) overlay for all concentrations at all
shear rates (Figure 2.26) as expected for a dilute system of SWNTs. As stated earlier, from
the intrinsic viscosity the average length is calculated to be 500 nm using Eq. 2.9.
All viscosity measurements are used to fit a length distribution. A lognormal distribution with an average length of 500 nm and a standard deviation of 0.2 is used as an initial
guess. A bundle concentration of 50 % (7 = 0.693 in Eq. 2.21) is also used as an initial
guess. A nonlinear least squares solver, using the Gauss-Newton method, is used in MATLAB (lsqnonlin) to minimize the relative log error defined in Sec. 2.2.4. Figure 2.27 shows
that a lognormal distribution with a fi of -14.45 (530 nm) and a a of 0.55 accurately fits the
data.
Figs. 2.28 and 2.29 show the distribution of bundles needed to fit the viscosity data.
56 % of the Brownian objects were found to be individual, the remaining 44 % were bundles
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Figure 2.26 : Reduced viscosity measurements of F-68 dispersed SWNTs overlay at all concentrations. The intrinsic
viscosity is measured as 7700 ± 500, which results in an
average length of 500 ± 40 nm.
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Figure 2.27 : Reduced viscosity vs. shear rate for SWNTs
dispersed in F-68. The lognormal distribution that fit the
viscosity (green) has a fi and a of -14.45 and 0.55, respectively.
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Figure 2.28 : Distribution of the size of bundles in the F68/SWNT dispersion reveals that 56 % of the bundles are
individuals.
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Figure 2.29 : Distribution of the nanotubes in bundles for
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nanotubes exist as individuals.
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of as many as 10 SWNTs. Only 32 % of the SWNTs in solution were found to be individual.
This is much less than the estimated 90 % individual SWNTs reported for the dispersion
procedure used [Moore et al., 2003] The assumption that the bundle length is the length of
the longest nanotube made to compensate for bundling may not hold for bundles of 5 or more
SWNTs; this may cause a small error in the fit distribution. However, the data supports the
presence of large bundles, since no lognormal distribution without bundling could produce
the measured viscosity curve.

AFM. AFM images produced a distribution of 188 SWNTs (more images were unable to be
taken for the sample was prematurely disposed of), as shown in Figure 2.30. The fi and a
were found to be -15.4 (200 nm) and 0.63, respectively.

Comparison. The AFM distribution was found to have a shorter mean but a greater standard
deviation than that found by viscosity measurements, shown in Figure 2.31. The bundling of
SWNTs shifts the mean to longer lengths and slightly decreases the standard deviation; this
is expected since the bundle acts as an entity with a length equal to that of its longest S WNT.
Recall that there was an additive error term that ensured the fit would maintain the same
intrinsic viscosity (average length). It is hard to understand how the viscosity fit distribution
with a mean of 530 nm and a viscosity average length of 1100 nm (calculated by Eq. 2.10)
can have the same intrinsic viscosity but not the same viscosity average length (500 nm)
found in Sec. 2.4.1. This difference occurs because the intrinsic viscosity is a function of the
aspect ratio, thus indirectly the length. A bundle of the same length has a larger diameter than
an individual nanotube, thus a smaller aspect ratio resulting in a smaller intrinsic viscosity.
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Figure 2.30 : AFM distribution of F-68 dispersed SWNTs.
188 individual SWNTs measured. The \i and a of the
lognormal distribution that fits the AFM data are -15.4
(200 nm) and 0.63, respectively.
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In other words, the more bundles present the longer nanotubes need to be in order to fit a
given viscosity profile. If no bundling were to occur, the two viscosity average lengths would
be identical. The viscosity average length in Sec. 2.4.1 assumes no bundles are present and
only individuals exist; this results in a difference in viscosity average length measurements
of 100 %.
Due to significant bundling in the pluronic samples, other systems known to disperse
individual SWNTs at high concentrations were explored.

DNA
The first system explored was SWNTs dispersed in DNA. Initial viscosity measurements showed no shear thinning, suggesting the SWNTs were too short to begin shear thinning within the shear rates measured. The onset of shear thinning is inversely proportional
to the rotational relaxation time rTOt, which in turn is proportional to the solvent viscosity
77s, thus if r\s is increased the sample will begin to shear thin at a lower shear rate. To increase 77s, sugar was added to the solution. UV and fluorescence confirmed that a significant
amount of SWNTs remained individual, as well the intrinsic viscosity remained constant, all
suggesting minimal or no bundling was induce. A 50 % by weight addition of sugars (60/40
sucrose/glucose) was used to increase 77,, from 1 Pas to 12 Pas, which was enough to shift
the shear thinning region into the shear rate range the instrument could measure.

Viscosity. The reduced viscosity measurements of the DNA/SWNT dispersions overlay for
all concentrations at all shear rates (Figure 2.32). The intrinsic viscosity is measured as 2500
± 380 which results in a viscosity average length of 290 ± 20 nm calculated from Eq. 2.9.
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A lognormal distribution with a \i of -16.1 (100 nm) and a a of 0.829 accurately fits the data,
shown in Figure 2.33.
The DNA dispersions were found to contain fewer bundles than found in the Pluronic
F-68 dispersions. Figs. 2.34 and 2.35 show the distribution of bundles needed to fit the
viscosity data. 76 % of the Brownian objects were found to be individual, the remaining 24 %
were bundles of 5 SWNTs or less. 58 % of all the nanotubes in solution were individual,
much more than found in pluronic solutions. Since data prior to addition of sugar showed
no shear thinning, there is no estimate of the amount of bundles present prior to adding
sugar, thus it is not know if the sugar addition caused the bundling. However, the amount of
bundling is still small, so even if the sugar did cause bundling it was minimal.

AFM. Due to a significant amount of sugar, the sample was immediately rinsed while spin
coating, first with warm water to dissolve the sugar and then with isopropanol to dry the
sample. AFM images revealed mostly individual SWNTs in solution; 1753 individual nanotubes were measured giving a lognormal distribution with a fi and a of -15.6 (230 nm) and
0.85, respectively, shown in Figure 2.36.

Comparison. The distributions found by viscosity measurement and by AFM are very similar. They have nearly the same a, 0.83 and 0.85 for viscosity and AFM distributions respectively, and their /i differs by a factor of two 100 nm and 230 nm. This small difference
is shown in Figure 2.37; both having the same shape or width, defined by a, but the AFM
distribution is shifted to the right, defined by //.
There are various different ways to present length distributions; the one shown in Fig-
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Figure 2.32 : Reduced viscosity measurements overlay
for all concentrations of DNA dispersed SWNTs with 50
% by weight of sugar added (60/40 sucrose/glucose) to increase the viscosity and shift the shear-thinning transition
to lower measurable shear rates. The intrinsic viscosity is
measured as 2500 ± 380 which results in an average length
of290±20nm.
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Figure 2.33 : Reduced viscosity measurements of SWNTs
dispersed in DNA with 50 % sugar by weight. The lognormal distribution that fit the viscosity (green) has a // and a
of -16.1 (100 nm) and 0.83, respectively.
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Figure 2.34 : Distribution of the size of bundles in the
DNA/SWNT/sugar dispersion reveals that 76 % of the
bundles are individuals.
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Figure 2.35 : Distribution of the nanotubes in
bundles for the DNA/SWNT/sugar dispersion
reveals that 58 % of the all the nanotubes exist
as individuals.
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Figure 2.36 : AFM distribution of DNA dispersed SWNTs
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Figure 2.37 : For the DNA/SWNT dispersion, a comparison between the viscosity fit distribution (black) and that
found by AFM (red). The bundling of nanotubes shifts
the distribution to the right (blue), closer to that found by
AFM.
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Figure 2.38 : Other ways of presenting length distributions of SWNTs dispersed in DNA and
50 % sugars by weight: a) Cumulative distribution function (cdf) and b) Probability distribution function (pdf) of AFM (red), lognormal fit of AFM data (blue), and lognormal fit of
rheological viscosity data (black) shows the rheology fit has more shorter nanotubes than found
by AFM. c) Probability-probability (p-p) plot shows that the lognormal distribution fits the
AFM data well.
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ure 2.37 is a probability distribution function (pdf) with the x-axis in log base 10; when
presented this way a lognormal distribution looks Gaussian. Figure 2.38 shows three different ways to present the distributions. Figure 2.38a is a cumulative distribution function (cdf)
for the viscosity (Rheology) fit distribution, the AFM fit distribution, and the AFM raw data.
The AFM fit cdf matches the AFM raw data extremely well, while the Rheology fit cdf increases earlier than the AFM fit cdf, showing the presence of shorter nanotubes. Figure 2.38b
is a pdf distribution comparing the viscosity (Rheology) fit, the AFM fit, and the AFM raw
data. Although the AFM fit matches the trend of the AFM data, it does not match the spike at
in the AFM data at short SWNT lengths. This spike is at a value close to the average found
by the Rheology fit. Both the cdf and pdf comparisons shows that the viscosity fit measures
short nanotubes that are not measured in the AFM data. This is an inherent problem with
AFM; nanotubes smaller than 50 nm (for a 10 /um scan) are indistinguishable from particles
adhered to the surface.
A common method to show the strength of a distribution fit to data is a probabilityprobability plot, Figure 2.38c. The p-p plot shows that a lognormal distribution fits the AFM
data well, however there is a small difference at low cdf values (short lengths) meaning the
AFM fit shows nanotubes at short lengths that are not measured by AFM.

DOC
Since the DNA distributions were of short nanotubes, shorter than expected, this added
complications to the system: sugar was added to increase the viscosity, which might have
induced bundling, and AFM measurements could not capture nanotubes of lengths less than
50 nm resulting in a distribution of higher average length then measured by viscosity. Due
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to these complications, the second system explored was NASA SWNTs dispersed in sodium
deoxycholate; a system expected to have longer nanotubes than the DNA sample and at
higher concentrations than the pluronic sample.

Viscosity. As expected, the samples were at higher concentrations than in the pluronic dispersions and they showed shear-thinning within the measurable shear-rate range of the instrument, suggesting longer nanotubes than in the DNA dispersions. The reduced viscosity
measurements of the DOC/SWNT dispersions overlay for all concentrations at all shear rates
(Figure 2.39). The intrinsic viscosity is measured as 5500 ± 830, which results in an average
length of 610 ± 30 nm calculated from Eq. 2.9. 610 nm is longer than expected for a intrinsic
viscosity of 5500, especially since the pluronic sample with a intrinsic viscosity of 7750 had
an average length of 500 nm; but recall the intrinsic viscosity measures the aspect ratio (^)
and since NASA SWNTs have a larger diameter (RS 1.34 nm) a similar intrinsic viscosity
will result from longer nanotubes. A lognormal distribution with a ^ of -14.7 and (420 nm)
and a a of 0.57 accurately fits the data, shown in Figure 2.40.
The DOC/SWNT system, of the three systems studied, has the most individually dispersed SWNTs. Figure 2.41 shows that 83 % of all objects in solution are individual SWNTs,
and Figure 2.42 shows that 68 % of all nanotubes in solution are individuals. The high percentage of individuals shows promise of the best fit length distribution, thus far.

AFM. A total of 3793 individual SWNTs were measured from 25 AFM images to get a
length distribution shown in Figure 2.43. The /J and a of the lognormal distribution that fit
the AFM data are -14.7 (420 nm) and 0.76, respectively.
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Figure 2.39 : Reduced viscosity measurements of DOC
dispersed SWNTs overlay at all concentrations. The intrinsic viscosity is measured as 5500 ± 830, which results
in an average length of 610 ± 30 nm.
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Figure 2.40 : Reduced viscosity vs. shear rate for SWNTs
dispersed in DOC. The lognormal distribution that fit the
viscosity (green) has a /i and a of -14.7 and 0.57, respectively.
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Figure 2.42 : Distribution of the nanotubes in bundles for
the DOC/SWNT dispersion reveals that 68 % of the all the
nanotubes exist as individuals.
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Comparison. The /J, of the viscosity fit and AFM fit distribution are nearly identical and the
small amount of bundling shows only a small shift in the fit distribution. There is a small
difference in the a values; AFM having a greater a, meaning there are more shorter and
longer nanotubes found in the AFM distribution (recall AFM is merely a snapshot of the
distribution viewing 4000 nanotubes rather than 1015 measured by viscosity, see Sec. 2.4.1).
The distributions were further compared by a cdf, pdf, and p-p plot, shown in Figure 2.45a, b, and c respectively. Even though the viscosity and AFM fit distributions have
the same fi the cdf and pdf reveal their slight differences: Figure 2.45a reveals that the viscosity fit does not start as early (meaning not as many short nanotubes) but reaches its final
value quicker (meaning a smaller a) than the AFM fit distribution and crosses at 0.5 (meaning the same //), as well Figure 2.45b reveals the AFM fit shows the longer tubes have greater
influence in the distribution than those in the viscosity fit. The p-p plot, Figure 2.45c, shows
the AFM fit distribution is nearly a perfect fit for the data.

2.5

Conclusion
The intrinsic viscosity of dilute dispersions of SWNTs can be used to quantify the av-

erage length of SWNTs. This measurement agrees within 10-30% with the viscosity average
length measured by AFM. A repeat test suggests that AFM results have a higher variability
than viscosity measurements. The difference is believed to be due to poor reproducibility
of AFM analysis because of small sample sizes, sample preparation technique, and image
analysis. A better understanding of the relative merits of various techniques (AFM, light
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Figure 2.45 : Other ways of presenting length distributions of SWNTs dispersed in DOC: a)
Cumulative distribution function (cdf) and b) Probability distribution function (pdf) of AFM
(red), lognormal fit of AFM data (blue), and lognormal fit of rheological viscosity data (black)
shows the rheology fit has slightly less shorter nanotubes (< 250 nm), more intermediate nanotubes (between 250 and 750 nm) and less long nanotubes (> 750 nm) than found by AFM.
c) Probability-probability (p-p) plot shows that the lognormal distribution fits the AFM data
extremely well.
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scattering, viscosity, etc.) for measuring SWNT length could be achieved by comparing the
results of such techniques on well-controlled, standardized samples.
There is great evidence supporting the use of this length measurement in superacid
dispersions where minimal processing is needed to disperse thus no cutting of the SWNTs.
There are some problems measuring the zero-shear viscosity in sulfuric acid because the
sample tends to shear thin very close to the minimum torque of the instrument; it is hypothesized that this is due to liquid crystalline formations being present even at low concentrations
and using a stronger acid, such as chlorosulfonic acid, should relieve this problem. AFM
measurements in superacids have given few results and have remained difficult.
The reduced viscosity as a function of shear rate is calculated for a given lognormal
length distribution. Defining a relative log error with an additive intrinsic viscosity error is
then minimized to find the lognormal distribution that best fits the viscosity measurements.
Bundling effects were accounted for by assuming a bundle would act as an entity with the
length of its longest SWNT and a diameter based on the number of nanotubes within the
bundle (valid for small bundles).
Length distributions of three systems were successfully measured: SWNT/Pluronics
F-68, SWNT/DNA/Sugar, and SWNT/DOC aqueous dispersions. For pluronic dispersions,
high amounts of bundling and underrepresented AFM measurements, only 188 nanotubes,
resulted in a mismatch in length distributions. For the DNA dispersions, AFM and viscosity
fit distributions were very similar, however the AFM measurements are unable to capture
the smaller nanotubes present in solution. Finally, for the DOC dispersion, the viscosity
measurements fit a length distribution nearly identical to the length distribution determined
by AFM. Viscosity adjustments may be needed to shift the onset of shear-thinning within the
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measurable range of the instrument used depending on the length distribution of the sample.
A successful, simple procedure has been found to measure the average length and
length distribution of SWNTs dispersed individually (few small bundles) in aqueous dispersions.
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Chapter 3
SWNT Alignment in External Fields
*

Individually suspended SWNTs in aqueous/surfactant solutions [O'Connell et al., 2002]
behave roughly as rigid rods undergoing Brownian motion [Duggal et al., 2006]. In the absence of external fields, their orientation angles are randomly distributed. However, when
placed in a perturbing field, suspended SWNTs will align parallel to the field lines due to
their anisotropic properties. The steady state alignment of SWNTs in magnetic [Fujiwara
et al., 2001; Islam et al., 2004, 2005; Torrens et al., 2007; Zaric et al., 2004a,b], electric [Fagan et al., 2007a], flow [Casey et al., 2008; Davis et al., 2004; Fry et al., 2005; Hobbie, 2004;
Parra-Vasquez et al., 2007], and strain fields [Fagan et al., 2007b] has been characterized
in many recent studies. Though mentions of dynamic alignment have been made [Shaver
et al., 2005; Zaric et al., 2006], to date there are no comprehensive studies. In this chapter, a combined experimental and theoretical study provides fundamental insight into the
hydrodynamic motion of these highly-anisotropic nano-objects.
T h e work in this chapter was done in collaboration with Jonah Shaver (PhD 2008) of the Applied Physics
Department, who was advised by Prof. Jun Kono. Experiments were performed by Jonah and collaborators
and the results are also reported in his thesis [Shaver, 2008]. I develobed and implemented the computational
model described in this chapter. The model is also outlined in Jonah's thesis [Shaver, 2008]. This work is
published as Shaver et al. [2009].
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The magnetic susceptibilities of SWNTs of different diameters, chiralities, and types
have been theoretically calculated using different methods [Ajiki and Ando, 1993b, 1995;
Lu, 1995; Marques et al., 2006]. Semiconducting SWNTs are predicted to be diamagnetic
(X < 0) both parallel (||) and perpendicular (J_) to their long axis, but the perpendicular
susceptibility is predicted to have a larger magnitude (|x±| > |X|||)» aligning the SWNT
parallel to the field. Metallic SWNTs are predicted to be paramagnetic (diamagnetic) parallel
(perpendicular) to their long axes (x\\ > 0, x± < 0) and thus also align parallel to the applied
field. For ~ 1-nm-diameter nanotubes, the values for the magnetic anisotropy, Ax = X-L—X|| >
calculated by an ab initio method are between 1.2 and 1.8 x 10~5 emu/mol, depending on the
nanotube chirality [Marques et al., 2006], which are similar to the values calculated by a k • p
method (1.9 x 10 - 5 emu/mol) [Ajiki and Ando, 1995] and by a tight-binding method (1.5 x
10~5 emu/mol) [Lu, 1995]. These values are consistent with recently-reported experimental
values, measured with steady-state optical methods [Torrens et al., 2007; Zaric et al., 2004a].
The degree of alignment of SWNTs in a magnetic field can be conveniently characterized by the dimensionless ratio of the alignment potential energy and the thermal energy,

where B is the magnetic field, N is the number of carbon atoms in the SWNT, k& is the
Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature of the solution. A significant fraction of
nanotubes in the solution will align with B when the alignment energy is greater than the
randomizing energy, i.e., when £ > 1. Using u and the angle (9) between a SWNT and
the aligning magnetic field, an angular distribution function [Walters et al., 2001], P{9), in
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thermal equilibrium can be calculated as t
dP(fl)

e« 2cos29 sin0

Many experiments have studied the equilibrium alignment of SWNTs in magnetic
fields [Fujiwara et al., 2001; Islam et al., 2004; Tsui et al., 2000; Walters et al., 2001]. More
recent experiments have explored the chirality dependence of SWNT alignment to extract
the SWNT species specific magnetic susceptibilities [Torrens et al., 2007].
Linear dichroism spectroscopy has a well-developed history of application to both
steady state and dynamic situations, such as the flow-induced alignment of fibrils [Adachi
et al., 2007] and the magnetic-field-induced alignment of polyethylene and carbon fibers [Kimura
et al, 2000]. However, to date no one has studied the dynamic effects of alignment of
SWNTs. Defined as the difference between the absorbance of light polarized parallel (A\\)
and perpendicular (A±) to the orientational director of a system, h, linear dichroism {LD)
is a measure of the degree of alignment of any solution of anisotropic molecules [Rodger
and Norden, 1997]. Experimentally, the sign of LD gives qualitative information about the
relative orientation of molecules, positive for alignment parallel to n and negative for perpendicular. Reduced LD, LD1, is normalized by the unpolarized, isotropic absorbance (A)
of the system, and gives a quantitative measure of the alignment. The measured LDV spectrum is related to both the polarization of the transition moment being probed and the overall
^The equation used for the angular distribution function, Eq. (3.2), is equivalent to the equation in Walters
et al., dy^'

= -7=75

o" , s l n 9 — , as can be seen by substituting the identity sin 2 6 = 1 — cos2 8 and

multiplying the numerator and denominator by e^ .
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degree of alignment of the molecules being investigated [Rodger and Norden, 1997]:
L / 7
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V
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JS

(3.3)

where a is the angle between the transition moment and the long axis of the molecule and
S is the nematic order parameter. S is a dimensionless quantity that scales from 0 for an
isotropic sample to 1 for a perfectly aligned sample and is defined as

2
where (cos2 6) is averaged over the angular probability distribution function and 6 is the
microscopic angle made between a SWNT's long axis and the alignment director of the
system.
For the case of SWNTs, optical selection rules [Ajiki and Ando, 1993a] coupled with
a strong depolarization for light polarized perpendicular to the nanotube axis result in appreciable absorption features observed only when light is polarized parallel to the nanotube
axis. Hence, Eq. (3.3) can be simplified by using a = 0, to LDr — 35, giving a direct link
between the measured LDr and the orientation of the SWNTs.
In this study, the dynamic effects of SWNT alignment in pulsed high magnetic fields
were investigated for the first time. We measured time-dependent transmittance through
individually-suspended SWNTs in aqueous solutions in the Voigt geometry (light propagation perpendicular to the applied magnetic field) in two polarization configurations, parallel
and perpendicular to the applied magnetic field. From this LD is calculated as a function of
time, both in millisecond (ms)-long pulsed high magnetic fields up to 56 T and microsecond
(yus)-long pulsed ultrahigh magnetic fields up to 166 T. A theoretical model was developed
based on the Smoluchowski equation, which extracts the length distribution of the SWNTs
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in suspension based on a fit to time-dependent LD. These results pave the way to further
study of SWNT dynamics in solution.
Although not tested, the model developed here can be used to understand the SWNT
orientation with other types of external fields, which includes a shear field. Like the magnetic
field, polarized absorbtion can be used to measure the alignment versus time in a shear field.
Unlike the magnetic field, nanotube alignment has a stronger dependence on shear fields
and thus a simple viscosity measurement can be used to assess alignment. The degree of
alignment of SWNTs in a shear field is more difficult to characterize because of the many
types of shear that can be used. For simple shearing flow, such as Couette flow, the degree
of alignment can be conveniently characterized by the dimensionless ratio of the shear rate
7 and the rotational diffusivity Dr,

<=h

<35)

-

where the rotational diffusivity is a ratio of the thermal energy ksT and the rotational friction constant ? r , defined in Eq. 3.9. Similar to alignment with the magnetic field, the thermal
energy acts to randomly align the SWNTs, while the shear field acts to align the nanotubes
with flow. A significant fraction of the nanotubes in the solution will align with the flow
when the shear rate is greater than the rotational diffusivity, that is, £ > 1. When this occurs the viscosity of the solution will decrease in manner that is specific to the geometry
and concentration of the sample (Eq. 3.32). Because of this, a theoretical model was developed based on the Smoluchowski equation, which can extract the length distribution of the
SWNTs in suspension based on a fit to time-dependent viscosity measurements. The model
will be described in the theory section of this chapter but no data has been collected so no
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comparison can be made.

3.1 Experimental Procedures
HiPco SWNTs were suspended in aqueous surfactant solutions of sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate (SDBS) using standard techniques [O'Connell et al., 2002]. It is noted that
the ultracentrifugation step in our preparation procedure minimizes the presence of ferromagnetic catalyst particles, which have been shown to have a strong effect on SWNT alignment in low DC magnetic fields [Islam et al., 2005]. Samples were loaded into home-built
cuvettes with path lengths of ~ 1 to 2 mm before being inserted into one of the experimental
transmittance setups used.
Short pulse magnetic field (56 T, ms-pulse) data was obtained at the Laboratoire National des Champs Magnetiques Pulses in Toulouse, France. A broad band, quartz tungsten halogen (QTH) lamp was used with a fiber-coupled, Voigt geometry, transmittance
probe with an adjustable polarizer. Light transmitted through the polarizer (either parallel or
perpendicular to the magnetic field) and sample was dispersed on a fiber-coupled 300-mm
monochromator and detected with a liquid-nitrogen-cooled InGaAs diode array with a typical exposure time of ~1 ms. The magnetic field was generated by a ~150 ms current pulse,
using ~ 24% of the energy from a 14 MJ capacitor bank, into a ~26 mm free bore reinforced
copper coil cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature, designed for 60 T pulses. As the coil was
at liquid nitrogen temperature before each experiment, a cryostat was utilized to keep the
samples maintained at room temperature.
Megagauss measurements (/Lxs-pulse) were performed at two installations: the Mega-
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gauss Generator [Portugall et al., 1999]* (~140 T) at Humboldt-Universitat zu Berlin and
the Single Turn Coil Project (STP) magnet (~166 T) at the National High Magnetic Field
Laboratory (NHMFL) in Los Alamos. The Megagauss Generator and the STP magnet are
single-turn coil magnets of similar design. They each utilize low inductance capacitor banks
(~225 kJ in Berlin and 259 kJ in Los Alamos) capable of discharging ~3.8 MA on a [is timescale through a 15 mm or 10 mm single-turn copper coil. These experiments are deemed
"semi-destructive," as the massive amount of current and huge Lorentz force on the conductor causes an outward expansion followed by explosion of the coil, ideally preserving the
sample and sample holder for repeated use. Oscillating fields were realized by preventing
coil expansion through reinforcement. Since the duration of the field in megagauss experiments was « 10~4 that of a long-pulse experiment, transmittance data was collected with
higher intensity, single wavelength lasers. An Ar + ion laser at 488 nm was utilized in Berlin
and a diode laser at 635 nm was used in Los Alamos. Light transmitted through a fiber
coupled sample holder, cuvette, and polarizer, with similar geometries to the long pulse experiment, was collected on a Si photodiode (3 ns rise-time) connected to a fast oscilloscope
using the sophisticated setup at the NHMFL pulsed field user facility in Los Alamos, NM.
The measurements were done at room temperature, without the need of a cryostat.
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Figure 3.1 : A SWNT with a direction denned by the vector u at an angle 6 to the magnetic
field B; the magnetic properties of the SWNT creates a torque Nmag forcing the SWNT to align
with the magneticfield.Its direction changes as u, defining an angular velocity u = u x u

3.2

Theory

3.2.1

Magnetic-Field Alignment
In order to understand the effect of the magnetic field on the overall alignment of

the SWNTs in solution, we must understand the competition between thermal agitation, or
Brownian motion, which functions to randomize the nanotube orientation, and the magnetic
field, which functions to align the nanotubes. Since the persistence length of a single SWNT
is much greater than the length of the SWNTs in our study [Duggal et al., 2006], we consider
SWNTs to behave like rigid-rods in suspension of radius R and poly-disperse length L. We
examine a dilute dispersion of non-interacting SWNTs, which enables us to consider the
orientation of each nanotube independently and determine the bulk orientation by summing
the contributions from each nanotube in the distribution.
*The Megagauss Generator has been moved to the LNCMP user facility in Toulouse, France.
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Figure 3.1 depicts a SWNT oriented in the direction u at an angle 6 to the magnetic
field B; the SWNT orientation is dependent on the total torque,

Ntot = A^Brown + ^ m a g ,

(3-6)

which is the sum of contributions from Brownian motion and the magnetic field. If ^(L; u; t)
is the probability distribution function of u and U(L; u; t) is the external potential, then the
Brownian motion contribution is included by adding k-e,Thi ^ to U. The angular velocity to
induced by the total torque is [Doi and Edwards, 1986]
u = -Ntot = --(kBmin<H

+ W),

(3.7)

where the rotational operator 3? is defined as
» = u x -

(3.8)

cm
and the rotational friction constant qr is defined as [Larson, 1999]
* = ^ef(e)

,

(3.9)

where
e = f ilnn ^ )

(3.10)

and
/( e ) = I ± ^ f

+

1.659e2.

(3.11)

The equation for the conservation of the probability distribution vl/ then becomes
^
at

=-ft

• (u*) = DrM • [m +-^-RU]
KB J-

,

(3.12)
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where the rotational diffusion is defined as
Dr = M ! .

(3.13)

Eq. (3.12) is known as the Smoluchowski equation for rotational diffusion [Doi and Edwards,
1986].
In our system the external potential is the magnetic field's effect on the orientation of
an individual SWNT. This potential depends on the magnetic susceptibility anisotropy, Ax,
of the SWNT, the number of carbon atoms in the SWNT, N(L), the strength of the magnetic
field, B(t), and the orientation of the SWNT as measured by the angle 0(u):
U(L; u; t) = -AxN(L)B{t)2

cos2 0(u).

(3.14)

To track the nematic order parameter S(t) of the SWNT suspension in a time-dependent
magnetic field, we first solve the Smoluchowski equation by expanding ^ as a sum of spherical harmonics Y™:
n

*(L;u;t)= Yl
0<n<N
n even

E

K(L;t)Y™(u).

(3.15)

—n<m<n
m even

Spherical harmonics are ideal basis functions because they are eigenfunctions of the highest
derivative operator in Eq. (3.12). Note that only the even values of n are used because the
system is symmetric about the alignment axis. Note also that only the even values of m are
needed since the SWNTs have no permanent magnetic moments (they have only induced
magnetic dipoles), and so *(u) = \I>(—u) [Stewart and Sorensen, 1972].
The energy can be expressed simply in terms of the second spherical harmonic F2°
U = AXNB2

cos2 6 =

AXNB2

m«+\

/3(V2° + ^ )

(3.16)
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where
(3(L;t) = ^AXN(L)B(t)2

(3.17)

The partial differential equations, Eq. (3.12), are then converted into a system of ordinary differential equations for A™ using Galerkin's method. By multiplying Eq. (3.12)
by each basis function Y£ and integrating over all orientations, the time evolution of each
corresponding coefficient, j^tApq, can be determined as

/ s i n l M * fd+Y?
J

J

^

= /sinI9d0 [d4>Y* ^
J

J

E

0<n<N
n even

-n<m<n
m even

E

2<n<7V
n even

E

-n+2<m
m even

E E
:n<N
even

A

™Yn = ^ U ?

E

0<n<N
n even

-Drq(q + \)A* - Q(3-^- E
B

E

A

n /
^

-n<m<n
m even

sin m

I d(t> YP Yn Y °
"'

'V' ! < • — m)(n + m + 1)
/3

(n + m)(n — m • . ) /

- n < m < n —2
m even

(3.18)

where the integrals of the multiplication of three spherical harmonics, i.e.,
J sin 9d0 J dcj> Y£ y^"+ 1 . m . m -i Y^1'0'1, are nonzero only when m = p — 0 or p= —m [Arfken, 1985]. The initial values of the coefficients are determined from the initial orientation
of the nanotubes; a random orientation is described by A™ = 0 except for A% — 1. The
magnetic field is turned on at t = 0 and varies with time. The coefficients at each time
step are solved by using a numerical ordinary differential equation integration technique third-order Runge-Kutta, available in MATLAB (ODE23). S is related with the coefficients,
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A™(L), by averaging over cos2 6{L),

J

J

V

V

/

0<n<AT

n even
4

/7r

4

/TT i n

; J^A°2
3
3V5

I f(Y°)2sin0

-n<m<n
m even

d9 d<j> + ^-A° /" /" sin 0 d6 d<j>

1

4> + ±.

(3.19)

By placing Eq. (3.19) into Eq. (3.4), we find S(L, t) to be

S(L;t) = 2^Al(L;t).

(3.20)

The bulk solution's nematic order parameter S(t) is determined by integrating S(L; t)
over the distribution of lengths
S(t) = 2J-

f

A°2(L,t)Q(L)dL.

(3.21)

To compare with experimental data, we assume a lognormal probability distribution,
1

n(L) = —-=e~

(lnl-|i)2

**> ,

(3.22)

LCTV27T

and vary the parameters fj, and a, the mean and standard deviation of log L, respectively, to
calculate LD(t) = max(S(t))/S(t),

3.2.2

which is compared with our measured LD(t).

Shear-Field Alignment
Now suppose an external force is applied to the fluid causing the rods to flow in a

certain velocity gradient re, the rigid rod will feel a torque Nshear exserting force on the rod
to align with the flow field, which results in an angular velocity LU0 = u x (re • u). When
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Figure 3.2 : When a macroscopic velocity gradient is applied the direction of the rod changes
as u = K • u — (uu : K)U, which results in an angular velocity w0 = u x u = u x (/c • u).

added to the angular velocity induced by Brownian motion, the resulting angular velocity is

Li! =

knT

$Rln\I> + U X (K • U),

(3.23)

where u is a unit director parallel to the rod and K is the velocity gradient, shown in Figure 3.2.
The equation for the conservation of the probability distribution \I> then becomes
^

= -3? • (<jtf) = LVK - O T - S ' ( U X K - utf).

(3.24)

Eq. (3.24) is the Smoluchowski equation for rotational diffusion in a shear field [Doi and
Edwards, 1986].
The unit vector u has coordinates x, y, and z in Cartesian coordinates and R, 9, and
4> in spherical polar coordinates, which are related to Cartesian coordinates by x = RSc,
y = RSs, and z = RC. Hereafter these abbreviations will be defined: S = sin 6, C = cos 9,
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s = sin (j), and c = cos 4>. For the unit vector (u); R, 6, and <>
/ will take values of 1, between
0 and 7T, and between 0 and 2-K, respectively.
For a simple shear flow, such as Couette flow, vx = ^y(t)y, the only nonzero component
of the tensor K is Kxy = j(t). The rotational Smoluchowski equation can then be written in
spherical polar coordinates as follows
5*
It

=
=

D

>

ur^ +
S66\

iw

S2 <502

59 )

- 7 ( 0 S66{

'

L>rA* - 7(<)fi«* ,

66[

J

(3-25)

where A and f2s are linear operators [Bird et al., 1987].
To track the viscosity of the SWNT suspension in a time-dependent shear field, we
solve the Smoluchowski equation by again expanding * as the sum of spherical harmonics
i y1 m .

n •

*(L;u;i)= £

J2

00<«<1
< i < l 0<n<N
n even

E

Mn(£;*)%m(u),

(3.26)

0<m<n
m even

where i refers to the dependence on <p,
U

Y™ =

P„ m (C)c m

^

Pnm(C)sm,

=

(3.27)

sTO is sin(m^>), c m is cos(m^), and Fram(C) (recalling C = cos#) is the normalized associated Legendre functions derived from the Legendre polynomials. A solution to this equation
has been found by separating the dependence on (f> [Bird et al., 1987].
Spherical harmonics are ideal basis functions because they are eigenfunctions of the
linear operator A [Bird et al., 1987],
A(% m ) = - n ( n + l ) % m .

(3.28)
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When the linear operator Qs is applied to a spherical harmonic then the following
linear combination of spherical harmonics results [Bird et al., 1987]
m+2

m

ns(pn sm) = E

ra+2

E <VJV*J

j=m—2 k=n—2
m+2
n+2

ns(-Pnmcm) = E

E <V>A .

(3-29)

j=m—2 fc=n—2

where a n m ^ are defined in Table 3.1. This equation is valid for m > 0.

Table 3.1 : Table of the a™'kj for (3.29) [Bird and Warner, 1971]
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«n, n-2
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_
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m, m+2
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3(l+5 m o)
4(2n-l)(2n+3)

n

a
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(n+3)(l+5 m 0 )
4(2n+l)(2n+3)

=

0, for all not given above

n , n+2

an"V

(n-2)(l+<5 m 0 )
4(2n+l)(2n-l)

The partial differential equations, Eq. (3.24), are then converted into a system of ordinary differential equations for M™ using Galerkin's method. By multiplying Eq. (3.24)
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by each basis function lYqp and integrating over all orientations, the time evolution of each
corresponding coefficient, £ lAPq, can be determined as

LmOM
J

[d<t>lY>^=
J

[dcf>lYqp ff

fsmOde
J

E

J

E

00 <
< ii << ll 0<n<JV
neven
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« ^

= ^
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?
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m even

= -£> rg (g+l)Uf-7(*) E
0<n<AT
n even

U

E

1

"'^(- 1 )' <^3.30)

0<m<n
TTI even

The initial values of the coefficients are determined from the initial orientation of the nanotubes. Under no shear, a random orientation is described by %A™ = 0 except for °AQ — 1.
Should the solution start from a steady shearing sample and then the starting orientation is
the solution to the steady state equation

o = -o r ? (? + i ) M j - 7 ^
0<n<7V
n even

E

1

"'4?(- 1 )'<Y-

<3-31)

0<m<n
m even

From either starting position the shear rate is changed at t = 0 and can either vary with time
or can remain constant, thus implementing a step change. The coefficients at each time step
can be solved by using a numerical ordinary differential equation integration technique third-order Runge-Kutta, available in MATLAB (ODE23).
The viscosity is related to the solution of the Smoluchowski equation for a dilute dispersion of rods of length L (for N > 2) through the coefficients °A\, ®A\, and 1 A\ [Stewart
and Sorensen, 1972]
6A-(L)ML;f)-T7 a )
n0kBT

=

4TT(1 - / t ( L ) ) r
(l-2h{L))
L

U4.DALML)

°A°2(L;t)
5
lAl{L;tu

6°A22(L;th
5
p32)

57(0(1 - 2h(L))
where rj(L; t) is the solution viscosity, rjs is the solvent viscosity, n0 is the number density of
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rods in solution, h(L) is a geometry factor equal to 3R/AL for the radius R and the length L
of the rods.
The bulk solution's viscosity rj(t) is determined by integrating rj(L, t) over the distribution of lengths
w>

Vs •+• yo

6

^(L)

(1_2/l(L))

L1

5

24nh{L)n0kBT
11 2
^(L;i)Q(L)dL.
57(<)(1 - 2/i(L))

5

J
(3.33)

To compare with experimental data, a lognormal probability distribution can be assumed, Eq. (3.22), and the parameters /J, and a, the mean and standard deviation of logL,
respectively, can be varied.

3.3 Results
3.3.1 Measured Transmittance
All ms-pulse data was taken using a spectrally resolved, near-infrared setup. To avoid
any convolution with spectral lineshape broadening and splitting [Zaric et al., 2004a,b, 2006]
the data was integrated over the entire InGaAs range (~900 nm to 1800 nm). The benefit of removing ambiguity associated with spectral changes induced by the AharonovBohm [Ando, 2006] effect coupled with the large number of nanotube chiralities present
in our sample outweighs the possibility for any chirality selective analysis (which has been
performed at low magnetic fields [Torrens et al., 2007]).
Figure 3.3(a) displays spectrally-integrated, time-dependent transmittance through the
sample and polarizer [in parallel (blue) and perpendicular (red) configurations] and the accompanying 56 T magnetic field trace (green). The raw transmittance data is normalized to
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Figure 3.3 : Time-dependent traces of transmittance of light polarized parallel (red, left axis)
and perpendicular (blue, left axis) to the applied magnetic field (green, right axis) for (a) a
56 T, 50-ms-rise-time pulse, (b) a 140 T, 2.5-/^s-rise-time pulse (Megagauss), (c) a 166 T, 2.5//s-rise-time pulse (STP) in the perpendicular polarization geometry, and (d) 65 T oscillating
/is-field pulse and transmittance in parallel polarization geometry. At zero magnetic field, the
transmittances are equal. As the field strength grows, the SWNTs align and decrease (parallel)
or increase (perpendicular) the intensity of transmitted light.
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the zero-field value as

where T\\t ±(t) denotes the raw transmittance as a function of time with the respective polarization configuration. Starting at time zero, before the field pulse, the transmittance in both
polarization configurations is equal. As the field increases, and the SWNTs start to align with
the field, light polarized parallel (perpendicular) to the magnetic field decreases (increases)
in overall transmittance.
Similarly, Figure 3.3(b) shows the optical response of suspended SWNTs to a //spulse magnetic field produced by the Megagauss Generator in Berlin [Portugall et al., 1999].
This data was collected with an Ar + ion laser at 488 nm, which is in the second subband
region of the SWNT optical spectra, and thus the Aharonov-Bohm-effect-induced spectral
changes are small in relation to the linewidth, negating the need for spectral integration. As
the field rises to 140 T (~2.5 /xs rise time), the nanotubes align to their maximum value,
which lags the peak field by ~ 2 //s. It should be noted that in this experiment the field
returns to zero at ~ 6 ^s and then increases in the negative direction, reaching a minimum
of ~ —50 T at ~ 9 fis. However, since only the magnitude of the magnetic field (|-B|) is
important in aligning the nanotubes, the transmittance shows a secondary peak at ~10 //s.
This is also clearly demonstrated by the parallel configuration data in Figure 3.3(d) where we
used the Megagauss Generator to produce a rapidly oscillating field of «65 T. Figure 3.3(c)
shows results from the Los Alamos Single Turn Coil Project (STP) magnet [Mielke and R.
D. McDonald, 2006] in a perpendicular configuration with a 635 nm laser and a different
sample. At approximately 6 /is, when magnitude of the field was low, in part (c) the detector
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overloaded due to the arc flash from the routine disintegration of the coil, this does not affect
the data collected before the coil break. This data confirms our results from the Megagauss
Generator with a different magnet of similar design, different excitation wavelength, and
different sample. Overall, the magnitude of the change in transmittance is less than the ms
pulse experiment due to the shorter field duration. Figures 3.3(a) and 3.3(d) are nearly the
same magnitude, but the ^s-pulse in 3.3(d) shows an order of magnitude smaller response
than the ms-pulse in 3.3(a). For our qualitative analysis we use ms-pulse data from Toulouse
and /Lts-pulse data from Berlin.

3.3.2

Calculated Dynamic Linear Dichroism
The time-dependent (or dynamic) linear dichroism, LD(t), of SWNT alignment is cal-

culated directly from the normalized transmittances. Using the relationship between transmittance (T) and absorbance (A), LD(t) can be related to the measured transmittances, Ty (t)
and Ti_(i), as
LD(t)

= A\\(t) 111

To

A±(t)
T

lU

To

= ln^§

(3.35)

where the transmittance of the background medium, T0, cancels out. This is of particular
advantage in pulsed field experiments, where the induced change in transmittance is very
straightforward to collect, but the background signal can be cumbersome. As we are studying the dynamics of SWNT alignment in pulsed fields, and not the magnitude of alignment,
we can utilize LD(t) normalized to its maximum value (LD(t) = LD(t)/LDmax).

Al-
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Figure 3.4 : Time-dependent traces of calculated normalized dynamic linear dichroism LD(t)
(purple, left axis) and applied magnetic field (green, right axis) for (a) a 56 T, ms-pulse and
(b) a 140 T, //s-pulse. As the sample is isotropic at zero magnetic field, the linear dichroism
is zero. As the field strength grows in time and the SWNTs align with the magnetic field, the
dichroism increases, peaking at a time slightly lagged to the maximum of the magnetic held.
After the magnetic field pulse, the sample gradually relaxes to its unaligned state. Comparison
to normalized linear dichroism computed from our model is shown in solid black.
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Figure 3.5 : The contributions from each length in the distribution normalized to their maximum value (dotted black), the experimental LD (purple), and the accompanying magnetic field
pulses (green). Traces are offset for clarity, and the field and experimental traces are reproduced at each offset for ease of comparison. Note that no single dotted trace can successfully
reproduce the experimental LD. Part (a): ms-pulse, part (b): ^s-pulse.
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though this procedure washes out the quantitative measure of the alignment as opposed to
normalizing by isotropic absorption as in LDr — 35, it retains the dynamics of the SWNTs
in response to the magnetic field pulse.
Figure 3.4 shows LD(t) (purple) for (a) ms and (b) fj,s pulses calculated from the
transmittances of Figure 3.3. The relationship of LD and LDr is such that they share the
same dynamic features. The positive sign of the signal indicates that the SWNTs are aligning
with the magnetic field. As the strength of the magnetic field increases, it reaches a critical
value (length dependent) where the magnetic force overcomes Brownian motion. At this
point, SWNTs start aligning and continue to align as long as the magnetic field remains
above this critical value. However, the overall alignment of the SWNTs lags behind the
applied field because of viscous drag. As the field decreases, Brownian motion becomes
again more significant; beyond a critical field strength (corresponding to the maximum LD)
the SWNTs begin to progressively lose orientation, slowed by viscous drag. At the end of the
magnetic pulse, the residual SWNT alignment decays exponentially in time under the effect
of Brownian motion with a characteristic time dictated by r r = ^-,

where Dr is defined

later in Eq. (3.13).

3.4 Discussion
We can now use our model to calculate the dynamic response of SWNTs in timevarying magnetic fields and compare with the experimental data. Figure 3.5 compiles simulated LD for several lengths. Each simulated LD trace (dotted black) is offset vertically
and plotted along side its applied magnetic field (green) and experimental LD (purple). In
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Figure 3.6 : Colormaps showing alignment as a function of length for the millisecond pulse (a) and the microsecond pulse (b). The black
graphs on the left and the green graphs above and below are the corresponding fit distributions (log scale) and magnetic fields, respectively.
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the Smoluchowski equation, orientation is controlled by the competition between magnetic
and Brownian torques; however, the overall dynamics are slowed by the viscous drag. The
magnetic energy varies with L and the viscous drag varies with L 3 , i.e., shorter nanotubes
do not align as much as longer ones but reach their equilibrium alignment more quickly.
Thus, in the millisecond magnetic pulse (Figure 3.5(a)) the dynamics are dominated by the
longer nanotubes as they align more significantly and need a longer time to relax, while short
nanotubes that align quickly dominate the signal of the microsecond pulse (Figure 3.5(b)).
Due to the fact we have a sample that is polydisperse in length, as expected, no individual simulated length is able to reproduce all the features of the experimental data, as
shown in Figure 3.5. To describe a typical SWNT length distribution, we use a log-normal
form, which has been measured and confirmed by AFM and rheology measurements on sim-
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ilarly prepared samples [Parra-Vasquez et al., 2007]. In Figure 3.8 the lengths indicated by
symbols are those that were explicitly calculated to determine the overall LD that best fit
our experiment. Figure 3.7 compares the experimental LD signal with that obtained from
our simulation as a function of magnetic field. Our model shows a good overall match to the
measured data using published values [Zaric et al., 2004a] for A%, the corresponding alignment potential from Eq. (3.14), and the length distribution, Q(L) from Eq. (3.22). These
results were obtained by varying average, /J,, and standard deviation, a, of the natural log of
L in a log-normal distribution (Figure 3.8).
The comparisons in Figure 3.4 are fit by the length distributions of Figure 3.8. Figure 3.5 gives an indication of which population of SWNTs is responsible for each part of the
simulated LD. Shorter nanotubes are the predominant source of signal during the upsweep
of the field and longer nanotubes for the down sweep (and lag). As the samples were not
from the same batch for the different time duration pulses, a rigorous comparison between
these effects cannot be made. Nonetheless, it is feasible to conclude that a shorter duration
pulse will be moving predominantly individual nanotubes as our fit length distribution [ParraVasquez et al., 2007] is close to published values. The ^us-pulse experiment is of too short
duration to appreciably align very long SWNTs, so it is not sensitive to possible bundles
in solution. The ms-pulse experiment on the other hand is long enough to move large nanotubes but shows a slight mismatch on the upsweep of the magnetic field (Figure 3.7). It is
possible that a bi-modal length distribution exists in solution, a population of shorter individualized nanotubes and one of longer bundles of nanotubes. Further experiments on samples
of known length distribution, measuring LDr, are needed to investigate this hypothesis.
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3.5 Conclusion
The magnetic-field-induced dynamic linear dichroism of SWNT solutions was measured. The presented technique establishes a method for the extraction of the length distribution of the SWNTs present in solution based on the Smoluchowski equation. However, future
work is needed, specifically comparison with other techniques for determining length distributions, such as rheology and AFM measurements, allowing for refinement of published
values of SWNT magnetic susceptibility and chirality dependence. It is also possible from
this work to design experiments that will predominantly probe certain lengths of SWNTs in
solution, and investigate the possibility of varying length distributions with chirality.
A similar technique was presented to extract the length distribution through the dynamic measurements of viscosity in a time-dependent shear field. This technique has yet
to be tested and will take some manipulation once measurements are made; however, the
formulation is provided in this chapter.
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Chapter 4
Functionalized SWNTs
4.1 Introduction
Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) have exceptional properties necessary to
create high performance materials; they have high modulus and strength, low density, and
excellent electrical/thermal conductivity [Baughman et al., 2002; Hone et al., 1999, 2000].
One attempt at realizing these properties has been through the production of fibers and films
through liquid processing of SWNTs; however, this has been a difficult task. The major
roadblock has been the difficulty in finding a solvent that can solubilize the SWNTs at high
concentrations. This solubility of SWNTs in a solvent is an important property that affects
the phase behavior and thus the produced fiber properties. There have been many attempts
to wrap SWNTs, using surfactants [Haggenmueller et al., 2008; Moore et al., 2003], flexible
polymers [O'Connell et al., 2001], or biomaterials [Haggenmueller et al., 2008; Zheng et al.,
2003], to increase the solubility in organic and aqueous solvents, however, due to high Van
der Waals interactions, it is typically only possible to disperse < 1.0 wt% of SWNTs [Badaire
et al., 2005; Islam et al., 2003]. An added problem is how to remove the wrapping after the
fiber is produced. Vigolo et al. [2000, 2002] have produced fibers by spinning a 0.35 wt. %
SWNT bundle dispersion in sodium dodecyl sulfate into a polyvinyl alcohol solution bath.
These fibers have promising mechanical and electrical actuation properties but the significant
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amount of polymer retained in the final fiber will likely limit the properties that can be
achieved. Producing fibers with properties approaching those observed on the nanoscale
requires the production of neat SWNT fibers; thus, a method that requires less of an additive
and can disperse a higher concentration of SWNTs is desired.
Functionalization of SWNTs (/"-SWNT), at either side-wall, ends, or defects, has been
shown to increase their solubility in organic and aqueous solutions to as much as Ig/L [Chen
et al., 1998]; while pristine SWNTs can be dispersed in 102% sulfuric acid to as much
as 230g/L [Davis et al., 2004] more than two orders of magnitude higher. However, the
SWNT/sulfuric acid dispersion is not a true solution, as shown by the presence of SWNT interactions at low concentrations producing a liquid crystalline phase [Davis et al., 2009].
The strong van der Waals forces between SWNTs, 1.35 N/m [Akita et al., 2000; Falvo
et al., 1999] or ~0.4-0.6 eV per nanometer of inter-tubular contact [Thess et al., 1996],
allows the nanotubes to remain attractive through the 1-2 nm of separation provided by
electrostatic repulsion and electric double-layer stabilization given from sidewall protonation by superacids [Lee and Yakobson, 2004]. The sidewalls of the SWNT can be functionalized enough that there will be no solvent/SWNT interaction as well as preventing the
SWNT/SWNT van der Waals interactions. However, there will be difficulty in producing
pure SWNT fibers since the functionalized groups will need to be removed leaving voids.
Also, during fiber processing the functionalized SWNTs may have difficulty aligning. Therefore it is desirable to increase the solubility of SWNTs in solvents by adding a minimal
amount of functional groups. It would be most beneficial to add a small amount of functionalization to increase the solubility in sulfuric acid as well as add steric hinderance to combat
van der Waals attractions. The small amount of functionalization may also help produce a
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stronger fiber. Perfectly packed arrays of aligned S WNTs may lack shear resistance and may
slip past each other in tension. Recent theoretical work predicts that adding cap-bonding,
crosslinks, or functional groups can overcome this problem and boost shear resistance [Zhao
et al., 2002]. Functional groups provide a new control knob to reduce lateral attraction in
overcoming bundling (roping) while at the same time raising the resistance to longitudinal
glide in the target-material. The presence of functional groups on the sidewalls of SWNTs
provides three kinds of control: (1) Type of the functional group, (2) Length of the functional
group, and (3) Density of functional group on the sidewalls of SWNTs.
The words solution and dispersion mean the same thing at this stage as it is still unclear
what extent of functionalization will induce a transition from a dispersion to a solution.

4.2 Background
Functionalization is considered anything that interacts with the carbon nanotube to alter its properties; the property of interest being the solubility. There are five general types
of functionalization that are done to SWNTs: internal functionalization, noncovalent external functionalization with surfactants, noncovalent external functionalization with polymers,
defect-group functionalization, and covalent sidewall functionalization as depicted in Figure 4.1.
Internal functionalization is when molecules are placed inside the hollow SWNT nanotube. This method of functionalization has been shown to create new nano-materials [Han
et al., 1997; Matsui et al., 2001; Smith et al., 1999]; however, it will not help solubilize the
outer surface of the SWNT.
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Figure 4.1 : Ways of functionalizing SWNTs: A) defect-group functionalization, B) covalent
sidewall functionalization, C) noncovalent external functionalization with surfactants, D) noncovalent external functionalization with polymers, and E) internal functionalization with, for
example, Ceo. Reprinted without permission [Hirsch, 2002]. Reprinted without permission.

Noncovalent external functionalization with surfactants, such as sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and polyethylene-polypropylene-polyethylene (Pluronic), has been a well studied
technique known to exfoliate SWNT bundles as individuals by a combination of sonification
and the amphiphilic nature of the surfactant [O'Connell et al., 2002]. The SWNT is believed
to sit in the hydrophobic interior of the surfactant micelle. Individual SWNTs may solubilize
up to 0.2 wt. % and small bundles as high as 0.5 wt. % in aqueous SDS [O'Connell et al.,
2002], which is nowhere near the concentrations of interest. It is possible to spin fibers from
surfactant stabilized dispersions; however, a significant amount of surfactant and polymer is
retained in the final fiber [Vigolo et al., 2000, 2002]. Noncovalent external functionalization
with polymers has shown promise of higher dispersions of bundles of SWNTs as high as
1.4 g/L and has been shown to produce aligned structures [O'Connell et al., 2001] and elec-
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tronic devices [Star et al., 2001]. However, in both cases this type of functionalization does
not produce the neat SWNT fiber.
Defect-group functionalization seems like a good way to take advantage of the defects
in the form of carboxyl groups mostly created during the purification process, many located
at the ends. These carboxyl groups can be activated with SOCI2 and then reacted with an Ramine to produce an R functional group covalently connected with an -CONH- spacer [Chen
et al., 1998]. Highly oxidizing the SWNTs can produce short nanotubes (100-300 nm) [Liu
et al., 1998] containing up to 5 % defects sites [Mawhinney et al., 2000], which gives a final
degree of functionalization up to 1 functional group per 17 carbons [Hamon et al., 2001].
This degree of functionalization cannot just come from functionalized ends, thus both the
ends and the sidewalls of the SWNTs are being functionalized. The carboxyl groups can
also be reacted with R-amines (such as octadecylammonium) at temperatures of 120 °C for
4-8 days to produce ammonium salts that make the/-SWNTs soluble in organic solvents up
to 0.5 wt. %. These/-SWNTs maintain their electronic properties and can easily be scaled up
since it entails basic acid-base chemistry [Chen et al., 2001]. This technique shows promise
of producing fibers of good electronic properties, especially since the functional groups can
be thermally removed; however, a great amount of defects are needed which are produced
by shortening, both of which are not desirable when trying to produce a neat SWNT fiber
that retain mechanical and electrical properties of individual SWNTs.
The last and probably most studied is the covalent sidewall functionalization of SWNTs.
This technique offers some control of the degree of functionalization and attacks the location
of the strong van der Waals attraction, the sidewalls. Though many methods of functionalization can be used, a method that is easily scaled up at a relatively low cost will be most
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desirable when producing fibers.
Various side wall functionalization techniques include fluorination [Mickelson et al.,
1998], alkylation [Boul et al, 1999; Khabashesku et al., 2002], amination [Georgakilas et al.,
2002], and phenylation [Bahr et al., 2001]. However, these reactions are prohibitively expensive and are not commercially viable for making large quantities of functionalized SWNTs
for applications as high-performance materials. Free radical sidewall functionalization processes offer some scalability [Minisci et al., 1989; Ying et al., 2003]; however, the process
can be expensive and types of functional groups are limited.
Another simple process using pieces of lithium and almost any R-iodide has been
shown to functionalize the sidewalls of SWNTs quite efficiently [Liang et al., 2004]. Depending on the choice of R, the degree of functionalization has reached as high as 1 in 15
carbons. This technique can also be applied to fluorinated nanotubes to increase the degree
of functionalization to a maximum of 1 in 2 carbons without destroying the integrity of the
SWNT [Mickelson et al., 1998]. By this method, functional groups such as poly(ethylene
glycol) and aniline, which are difficult to attach by other methods, have been attached to
SWNTs. The method is simple, easy to scale up, and relatively cheap; all desired properties.
The solubility of covalently functionalized SWNTs is greater than pristine SWNTs in
organic solvents, dependent on the functional group and solvent chosen; this suggests that/SWNTs will have a greater solubility in superacids if the right functional group can be found.
In the end the group used must have the ability to make strong, well-aligned, packed fibers
of/-SWNTs indicative of a solution with desirable rheological properties: liquid crystalline
order, strong shear thinning (so that the dispersion can be pushed through an orifice), and
ability to withstand tension along the streamlines (so that the fiber can be picked up on a
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tensioning reel in the coagulation bath). Ideally, these properties should occur at the highest
possible concentration, so that the amount of solvent that needs to be extracted from the
fiber during the solidification step is minimized. Historically, the Theological properties of
rigid-rod polymers that can generate lyotropic nematic phases have been controlled through
the addition of side-groups or main-chain spacers, which lower the stiffness of the polymer
and thus lower its melting point and increase its solubility [Donald and Windle, 1992].

4.3 Experimental Procedures
4.3.1

Materials
Carbon nanotubes were produced by HiPco at Rice University (Batch 162.1). Oleum

(density: 1920 kg/m3) and sulfuric acid (96 %, density: 1860 kg/m3)are taken directly from
bottles supplied by Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) or obtained in the stockroom. Initial
excess SO3 in the oleum was in the range of 17 to 23 % (specified by Aldrich by batch
number). The ~102% sulfuric acid used is prepared by mixing concentrated, 96 wt. %,
H 2 S0 4 with oleum inside a glove box. It should be noted that '102 %' is an approximate
value that varies by less than 1% from mixture to mixture; thus, the concentration of the acid
is definitely greater than 100 %. Hereafter all H2SO4 without a percentage will be referring
to 102 % sulfuric acid. The mixing ratio is determined by assuming equimolar reaction
between the excess SO3 in the oleum and the water in the 96 % H 2 S0 4 . The concentrations
of water in the 96% H2SO4 is estimated based on the initial bottle specifications when new or
the titrated concentration, done a couple times a year. While the initial oleum concentration
is retrieved through Aldrich by the batch number, it is recognized that every time the oleum is
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opened, even in a dry environment, the amount of free S0 3 will decrease slightly varying the
final acid concentration. For this reason, the sulfuric acid is typically prepared at 102 wt. %
and transferred to smaller bottles to minimize the time of use. If a bottle is questionable it
can be titrated with an accuracy of 0.5 %.

4.3.2

Acid Titration
Before the prepared ~102 wt. % sulfuric acid is used its concentration is determined

by the ACS standard technique of titration with a strong base ( I N NaOH). The indicator
used for this purpose was Phenolphthalein, which turns pink when the pH is greater than 9,
as shown in Figure 4.2. Since the titration of H2SO4, a strong acid, is done with a strong
base the transition from a low pH to a high pH is quick, thus an indicator at a pH of 9 will
measure the amount needed to neutralize (pH 7) the solution. In order to get a concentration
measurement within 1%, a Dely weighting nanotube is used (Figure 4.3). The Dely tube
allows for easy weighing of up to 4 g of acid with minimal contact with air thus reducing
error caused by addition of moisture.

4.3.3

Functionalization
The functionalization reactions were carried out as follows: 20 mg (1.6 mmol of car-

bon) of purified SWNTs were added to a flame dried 100 mL three-neck round bottom flask.
Then 60 mL of ammonia (NH3) is condensed into the flask with a dry ice (solid C02)/acetone
batch, thereby ensuring that no water is present. This is followed by the addition of small
pieces of lithium metal (~ 11 mg, 1.6 mmol). Then an equivalent amount (1.6 mmol) of functional group/iodide, such as dodecyliodide, is added and the mixture is left to stir overnight

Figure 4.2 : The ACS standard method for calculating the
concentration of H2SO juses phenolphthalein as an indicator, which turns pink when neutralized.

Figure 4.3 : Defy Weighing Tube:
The ACS standard apparatus that is used to accurately
measure the weight of the H2SO4 to be titrated.
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allowing the slow evaporation of NH3. The flask is then cooled in an ice bath as 10 mL
of methanol is added slowly, followed by 20 mL of water; this is done to slowly react all
the remaining reactants. The/-SWNTs are then rinsed a couple of times with a 10 % HC1
solution, extracted with hexane, and washed several times with water. The hexane layer is
then filtered through a 0.2 /zm PTFE membrane filter and washed with ethanol. Finally the
sample is dried in a vacuum oven at 80 °C overnight [Liang et al., 2004].

4.3.4

Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA)
TGA analysis was performed on a Q-600 Simultaneous TGA/DSC from TA Instru-

ments. 10-20 mg of sample was placed in tared platinum pan. The sample was heated in
air to 150 °C at 20 °C per minute and then held for 20 min to remove all the solvents. The
sample was then heated to 1000 °C at 10°C per minute. There are two ranges of temperatures at which weight loss occurs. Between 300-450 °C the functional group will burn off.
At around 600 °C the nanotubes will burn. The remaining weight is iron oxide.
For comparison between functional groups the concentration of SWNTs is kept constant. For example, a 0.15 wt. % sample is prepared by adding 5.6 mg of SWNTs, taking into
account the weight percent of the functional group determined by TGA, to 2 mL of 102%
H2SO4. The TGA of sample 5 showed a 30.3% weight loss at 300 °C in air. To make the
0.15 wt. % dispersion, 5.6/(1 - .303) mg = 8.0 mg of sample 5 was added to 2 mL of 102%
H2SO4 giving a total weight percent of 0.21 wt. %. For clarification the notation for weight
percent of SWNTs as described above will be ' wt. %SWNT '•
From the TGA data the amount of functionalization can be estimated from the molecular weight of carbon, Mwc, and the molecular weight of the functional group, Mwf, as
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follows
degree of functionalization =f° — -—Mwc

*

,

(4.1)

Wf

where f° is the average number of carbons between functional groups, Wf and WSWNT are the
weight fraction of the functional groups and SWNTs, respectively, as determined by TGA.
In the above example, the sample has moderate amount of functionalization which is an f°
of 28; a high degree of functionalization is considered to have an/° of 9 while a low degree
of functionalization has an/° of 100 or more.

4.3.5

Mixing
Mixing must be conducted in an anhydrous environment because even small amounts

of moisture can cause SWNTs to bundle or aggregate. Therefore, all components and tools
are dried prior to use and a dry environment is maintained throughout the mixing process.
The nanotubes, mixing vials, and the mixing apparatus have been dried under vacuum at
~80°C for at least four hours and then cooled in a desiccator or glove box. Flame drying
the assembled mixer or mixing vials is sometimes used in place of, or in addition to, vacuum
drying components. For high concentration mixing, during the assembly and addition of
H2SO4 the system is purged with ultra-high purity argon and a flow of argon is maintained
throughout the mixing process.

Mixing at Low Concentrations
For low concentration samples, 0.5 wt. % SWNT and below, SWNT powder (bucky
pearls, functionalized, or raw) and acid are mixed using a standard magnetic stirrer either
in the glove box, which operates with air dried to a dewpoint of —50°C. All samples are
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initially mixed for three or more days before testing; however, those diluted from a prepared
sample are mixed from 1 hr (dilute solutions below 100 ppm wt.) to 24 hrs (solutions below
0.25 wt. %).

Mixing at High Concentrations

Figure 4.4 : The "mini-mixer" consists of Teflon paddles connected to a glass rod and glass casing to allow purging with Argon gas and to prevent corrosion. Capable of mixing concentrations
up to 6 wt. % of SWNT in all acids.

More concentrated samples require a more powerful and elaborate mixing setup. For
this a custom design paddle mixer was developed for producing small volumes (Figure 4.4).
The mini-mixer (designed by Carter Kittrell in 2005) was a high shearing apparatus made
of all glass and Teflon to prevent corrosion. Small Teflon paddles were angled to move the
dispersion vertically as well as radially; the clearance between the paddles and between the
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paddles and the wall created high shear. This mini-mixer was used to produce between 3 and
8 ml samples at concentrations of SWNTs between 0.5 and 6 wt. %.

4.3.6

Solubility Measurements
A centrifugation technique in conjunction with a UV-vis-nIR spectroscopy method for

measuring the concentration of dispersions of SWNTs in strong acids was used to quantify
the isotropic phase in equilibrium with the nematic phase [Rai et al., 2006], referred to as the
solubility concentration. For/-SWNT no nematic phase may be present, in this case the centrifuge will separate the dispersed, Brownian/-SWNTs from the undispersed or flocculated
more dense material.

4.3.7

Microscopy
Concentrated solutions of/-SWNTs in sulfuric acid (0.15 wt %) were prepared for mi-

croscopic examination by mixing with a stir bar in a glove box (dew point -50 °C) and then
were hermetically sealed between a dry microscopic slide and a glass cover slip. They were
then examined by polarized light microscopy in a Zeiss polarized light microscope equipped
with an oil immersion objective (63X, 1.4 NA) and a rotatable sample holder mounted between the polarizer and analyzer. In order to more accurately compare the functionalized
groups, each dispersion is made at 0.15 wt. %SWNT- All images are taken 3-5 days after
mixing and the same day the slides are prepared.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of the coagulated fibers was carried out on an
FEI Quanta 400, high resolution field emission scanning electron microscope operating in
high vac mode at 30 kV.
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4.3.8

Rheology
Rheological testing was performed with an ARES 100 and 2000 FRT with LS motor

and RDA III strain controlled rheometers. Since the samples are corrosive and sensitive to
moisture, some modifications were made to the measuring system. Corrosion-resistant tools,
made of either Hastelloy C or 316 Stainless Steel, were purchased because of the exposure
to strong acid. An anhydrous environment must be made for the loading and measuring of
samples. On the ARES, this is achieved by enclosing the fixtures in a desiccant chamber,
where dry argon is continuously flowing (Figure 2.13). Samples are loaded from the syringe through a side port in the chamber and a layer of 3M Flourinert® FC-77 (density =
1.78 g/cm3, viscosity =1.3 mPa-s) or 10 to 100 mPa-s silicon oil is used to further prevent the
possibility of any moisture ingress. In the RDA III, an anhydrous environment is achieved
by enclosing the fixtures in a nitrogen-purged chamber during loading and purging the oven
with nitrogen during testing. Again, Flourinert® or silicon oil are typically used for added
protection.

4.3.9

Fiber Spinning
Fiber spinning is separate from mixing and is performed by extruding, with a syringe

pump (high pressure Harvard Apparatus Remote 44 syringe pump) the /-SWNT/acid dispersion through a glass or metal gas-tight syringes with a blunt tip needle. The material is
transferred from the mixing apparatus to the syringe in the glove box. The fibers are extruded
into a large graduated cylinder of coagulant. Needle diameters used were 130 and 180 /j,m
with lengths of 18 mm. The syringe is mounted vertically and the coagulant is placed below
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on a lift with the ability to move; this will allow spinning with or without an air gap.

4.3.10

Raman Spectroscopy

A Renishaw Micro-Raman System 1000 with rotating stage is used to characterize the
alignment in fibers. A 782 nm laser is used to probe the semiconducting SWNTs. The Raman
spectra of SWNTs primarily consists of peaks at ~200 and 1592 cm - 1 . The ~200 cm - 1
peaks are due to the radial breathing mode, indicative of nanotube diameter. The 1592 cm - 1
peak, referred to as the G peak, is due to tangential C-C stretch or the axial breathing mode.
Due to its higher intensity, this peak is used to determine the relative degree of alignment
along the axis of measurement. Spectra were taken with the sample's primary axis aligned
parallel and perpendicular to the incident laser. Comparison of the G peak provides an
indication of the relative degree of alignment within the sample. Some error can occur due
to imperfect centering of the sample during rotation and due to an imperfect surface making
it difficult to focus. Because of this 5 measurements are taken for each direction and the
spectrum is averaged [Ericson, 2003].

4.4 Results
4.4.1

Microscopy
Microscopy was done on six different types of covalently bonded functionalized SWNTs

(/"-SWNTs) in 102% H2S04(shown in Figure 4.5); the functional groups being: butyl (-C4H9)
(1), phenyl (~C6H5) (2), acrylonitrile {-CH2CH2CN)
(4), butyl-pegylated (-{C2H40)3C4H9)

(3), methyl-pegylated

(5), and 9-nonadecynated (CsHJC'

(-(C2H40)^CH3)
= CHC9H19)
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butyl- (1)

phenyl- (2)
N
acrylonitrile- (3)

methyl-PEGylated- (4)

butyl-PEGylated- (5)

v
9-nonadecynated- (6)

Figure 4.5 : Thefivefunctional groups studied, which were covalently attached to SWNTs by
the Billups' method [Liang et al., 2004] and dispersed in H2SO4 at 0.15 wt. %.

(6). All samples were prepared at 0.15 wt. %SWNT- A comparison was drawn between all
/-SWNT studied and further testing was completed on the best functional groups.

Pristine SWNTs
The solubility of pristine SWNTs in superacids is evidenced by microscopy, rheology [Davis et al., 2004], and small angle neutron scattering [Winey et al., 2004]. SWNTs are
soluble as individuals up to 0.01 wt. % in 102% H 2 S0 4 [Davis et al., 2009]; at higher concentrations it forms a biphasic phase, where a fraction of SWNTs are solvated with H 2 S0 4
molecules but van der Waals attractive forces remain, giving a dilute phase in equilibrium
with a liquid crystalline 'spaghetti' phase [Davis et al., 2004]. The relative amounts of each
phase change as the concentration of SWNTs increases until about ~ 4 wt. %, this will
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depend on the length of SWNTs, where the dispersion transitions to a lyotropic nematic
liquid crystal. Figure 4.6 is a highly birefringent 4 wt. % sample in oleum taken under
cross-polarization, where polydomains polarize light at a different angles. Polydomains that
polarize light 45° to either cross polar are bright while those that polarize light parallel to
either polarizer are dark.
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Figure 4.6 : A cross-polarization image of 4 wt. % SWNT in a superacid (oleum). The bright
domains polarize light parallel to the polarizer while the dark domains polarize light perpendicular [Davis et al., 2004]. Reproduced with permission from Macromolecules 2004,37,154-160.
Copyright 2004 Macromolecules.

Figs. 4.7 a) and b) are images of a dispersion of pristine SWNTs. Image a) is taken at a
magnification of 20 and shows few dark spots ranging from 1-10 ^m, which could possibly
be bundles of SWNTs that could not be dispersed. In examining under cross-polarized light
there does not seem to be any birefringence indicating the absence of large liquid crystalline
domains; the lack of this phase is further shown by the nonuniformity in the image, light
spots of either acid or the dilute phase and dark spots of a denser phase. Upon a closer
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look in b) at a magnification of 157.5, the edges of the darker phase show evidence of a one
dimensional seemingly endless birefringent liquid crystalline phase called 'spaghetti', which
could not be seen at higher magnification. From the two pictures it can be concluded that
this concentration lies in a biphasic region.

Butylated-SWNTs
Figs. 4.7 c) and d) are images of a dispersion of butyl functionalized SWNTs. Image
c) is taken at a magnification of 20 and shows few dark spots ranging from 1-3 fj,m, which
indicates a good uniform dispersion. At this magnification, under cross-polarized light, no
birefringence was seen indicating at this concentration there are no large liquid crystalline
domains. Upon a closer look in d) at a magnification of 63, there is no presence of the
'spaghetti' phase, this could mean that the functional group counteracts the van der Waals
forces enough to give better dispersion. This sample could lie in a biphasic phase with
a liquid crystalline phase dissimilar from 'spaghetti' phase, but it would be too small to
be seen. The uniformity of the dispersion has given cause to study this functional group at
higher concentrations to look for liquid crystalline domain formation. As well this functional
group is a good candidate for further characterization to determine if a fiber should be spun.
TGA analysis reveals a/° of 27, which is a moderate amount of functionalization.

Phenylated-SWNTs
Figs. 4.8 a) and b) are images of a dispersion of phenyl functionalized SWNTs. Image
a) is taken at a magnification of 20 and shows very few dark spots less than 1 ^m in size,
which suggest similar or better dispersion than with pristine SWNTs. Examining under

S9 p_m

d)

Figure 4.7 : Microscopy images of a 0.15 wt. % dispersion of purified SWNTs in H2SO4 at a) 20x and b) 157.5x (63x oil emersion objective
with 2.5x magnification) and of ~ 0.15 wt. %SWNT dispersion of butly functionalized SWNTs in H2SO4 at c) 20x and d) 63x (oil emersion
objective).
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cross-polarized light shows no birefringence indicating the absence of a liquid crystalline
phase at this concentration. A closer look in b) at a magnification of 157.5 shows no presence
of the 'spaghetti' phase. This gives good evidence that the functional group counteracts the
van der Waals forces enough to give better dispersion.

Nitrile-SWNTs
Figs. 4.8 c) and d) are images of a dispersion of nitrile functionalized SWNTs. Image
c) is taken at a magnification of 20 and shows close to no dark spots, which suggest similar or
better dispersion than with pristine SWNTs. Examining under cross-polarized light shows no
birefringence indicating no presence of a liquid crystalline phase. At a magnification of 63 in
d) there exists fatter strands that are similar to 'spaghetti' but are not endless, this gives good
evidence that the acrylonitrile group changes the structure of the liquid crystalline phase but
does not counteract the van der Waals forces enough to give better dispersion. These strands
are slightly birefringent suggesting some alignment within the strand. From the two pictures
it can be concluded that this concentration probably lies in a biphasic region and the liquid
crystalline phase could be similar to the 'spaghetti' phase but thicker.

Methyl-pegylated-SWNTs
Figs. 4.9 a) and b) are images of a dispersion of methyl-pegylated functionalized
SWNTs. Image a) is taken at a magnification of 20 and shows some dispersed very dark
but small spots, which strongly suggests groups of SWNTs that could not be dispersed. The
dispersion overall seems similar to pristine SWNTs. Examining under cross-polarized light
shows no birefringence indicating at this concentration it is not a liquid crystalline phase. A
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Figure 4.8 : Microscopy images of ~ 0.15 wt. %SWNT dispersion of phenyl functionalized SWNTs in H2SO4 at a) 20x and b) 157.5x (63x oil
emersion objective with 2.5x magnification) and of ~ 0.15 wt. %SWNT dispersion of acetonitrile functionalized SWNTs in H2SO4 at c) 20x
and d) 63x (oil emersion objective).
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closer look in image b) at a magnification of 157.5, shows no presence of 'spaghetti', instead
a flocculated dispersion similar to the butylated SWNTs is seen. f° was 1 in 28 carbons
which is a fairly good amount and according to the microscopy results is enough to affect
the dispersion.

Butyl-pegylated-SWNTs
Figs. 4.9 c) and d) show images of a dispersion of butyl-pegylated functionalized
SWNTs. Image c) is taken at a magnification of 20 and shows many dispersed, very dark,
but small spots, which strongly suggest groups of SWNTs that could not be dispersed. The
dispersion seems worse than with pristine SWNTs which is not expected since the methylpegylated SWNTs gave such good dispersion. Examining under cross-polarized light shows
no birefringence indicating at this concentration there are no liquid crystalline domains.
Upon a closer look in d) at a magnification of 63, there are 'spaghetti'-like structures that
are not endless as well as really dark spots about 1-5 fim. From the two pictures it can be
concluded that this concentration probably lies in a biphasic region and the liquid crystalline
phase is the 'spaghetti' phase.
The two major differences between the methyl- and butyl-pegylated SWNTs are the
degree of functionalization and the functional group. f° was 1 in 50 carbons which is a
not as high as the methyl-pegylated SWNTs. Thus there is not enough steric hinderance
to prevent van der Waals attraction, which could be why the microscopy looks more like
pristine SWNTs. The other reason could be that the hydrophobic end (butyl vs methyl)
wraps another/-SWNT, similar to SDS, and a bridge is formed with H 2 S0 4 in between.
This will keep the/-SWNT in close contact and can cause 'spaghetti'-like structures with

Figure 4.9 : Microscopy images of a 0.15 wt. %SWNT dispersion of methyl-pegylated functionalized SWNTs in H2SO4 at a) 20x and b) 63x
(oil emersion objective) and of 0.15 wt. %SWNT dispersion of butly-pegylated functionalized SWNTs in H2SO4 at c) 20x and d) 157.5x (63x
oil emersion objective with 2.5x magnification).
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ends. There are other possibilities that can be studied in a more systematic fashion; however,
it is not important because a 'spaghetti' structure with ends suggests immobility, which will
produce poor fibers.

9-Nonadecynated-SWNTs
Figs. 4.10 a) and b) are images of a dispersion of 9-nonadecynated functionalized
SWNTs. Image a) is taken at a magnification of 20 and shows almost dark spots, which
suggest similar or better dispersion than with pristine SWNTs. Examining under crosspolarized light shows no birefringence indicating no presence of a liquid crystalline phase.
At a magnification of 63 in b) there exist strands that are similar to the acrylonitrile group.
The 9-nonadecynated group changes the structure of the liquid crystalline phase but does not
counteract the van der Waals forces enough to give better dispersion. From the two pictures
it can be concluded that this concentration probably lies in a biphasic phase and the liquid
crystalline phase could be similar to the 'spaghetti' phase. The large functional groups could
be wrapping nearby/-SWNT making large 'spaghetti'-like structures. TGA analysis reveals
a/° of 9, the highest/ 0 of all the/-SWNT studied. The 9-nonadecynated group is one of the
largest groups studied; this will make them hard to remove if a pristine fiber is the final goal.
However, the size could increase the amount of entanglement making a more elastic dope,
which will allow the material to be drawn while spinning. Drawing is known to enhance the
alignment and strength.

Figure 4.10 : Microscopy images of a 0.15 wt %sWNT dispersion of 9-nonadecynated functionalized SWNTs in H2S04 at a) 20x and b)
63x (oil emersion objective).
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Continuing Study
Among the functional groups investigated here, butylated, phenylated, and methylpegylated/-SWNT showed similar well dispersed images. At 0.15 wt. %SWNT no 'spaghetti'
nor birefringent domains could be seen. However, there are apparent more concentrated regions (darker) and less concentrated regions (lighter) suggesting a phase separation. The
next step will be to increase the concentration and see what structures form. Since they are
similar, only butylated SWNTs will be further studied. Should good results follow the other
functional groups can be tested. The butyl-pegylated SWNTs showed similar microscopy to
pristine SWNTs, but with a greater amount of undispersed material. No further knowledge
can be gained in testing this functional group. The last two functionalized SWNTs, acrylonitrile and 9-nonadecynated, showed similar dispersability and had a fatter 'spaghetti'-like
birefringent liquid crystalline domain. Again, one of the two, 9-nonadecynated, functional
groups was chosen for further study.

4.4.2

Solubility
A centrifugation technique, which separates the dispersed, Brownian material from

the undispersed, structured material, was used to measure the isotropic solubility (supernatant) of/-SWNT [Rai et al., 2006]. Figure 4.11 shows the solubility for the pristine
SWNTs is 20 ppm*, while the solubility for the butyl- and 9-nonadecynated SWNTs are
28 and 156 ppm, respectively. When accounting for the mass of the functional groups,
20 % and 70 %, respectively, the SWNT contributions to the solubilities are 23 and 47 ppm,
*It is important to note that the solubility is batch dependent, thus the same batch is functionalized to make
an accurate comparison
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Figure 4 . 1 1 : Solubility of Hipco batch 162.1 before (Pristine) and after (Butylated and 9Nonadecynated) functionalization in H2SO4. The/-SWNT have a higher solubility even when
comparing only the SWNT contribution. 9-nonadecynated SWNTs have a higher solubility
than pristine SWNTs by a factor of 2.5.

respectively. The butylated SWNTs show a slight improvement in solubility while the 9nonadecynated SWNTs have a 2.4 fold improvement.

4.4.3

Rheology
In keeping with characterization of the/-SWNT at lower concentrations, the intrinsic

viscosity is found for both/-SWNTs studied. The reduced viscosity, (77 — r)s)/r]3(f>, versus
shear rate was measured for butylated (Figure 4.12) and 9-nonadecynated SWNTs (Figure 4.13). In both the cases, the reduced viscosity has a strong overlap at high shear rates
(above 0.1 s _1 ), but the overlap remains good but is not strong at low shear rates approaching
the torque limits of the instrument. This makes finding the intrinsic viscosity, the reduced
viscosity as the shear rate and concentration approach 0, difficult. Both are highly shear thinning, as expected for dilute rigid rods in solution. The slope of the shear thinning region for
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Figure 4.13 : Dilute rheology of 9-nonadecynated SWNTs
in 102 % sulfuric acid show good overlap at all concentrations. Concentrations are based on mass of /-SWNTs
added.
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the butylated and 9-nonadecynated SWNTs are -0.42 and -0.44, respectively. Dilute rigidrods are expected to shear thin with a slope of -0.5 [Doi and Edwards, 1986]. The smaller
slope suggests the/-SWNT are more reluctant to shear thin; this is most likely due to the
functional groups on the sidewalls. The reduced viscosities of the butylated SWNTs and
9-nonadecynated SWNTs nearly match at each shear rate; this suggests that the friction coefficient between rod and fluid (which controls the relaxation time) should be comparable in
the two cases. Why it should be so is not clear, as 9-nonadecynated groups are considerably
larger than butyl ones and therefore should yield a higher friction coefficient. However, because the 9-nonadecynated dispersion has less of a contribution from the SWNTs (30 wt. %)
it has less individual/-SWNT in solution by a factor of two; thus there should be less of a
viscous contribution. In other words, the 9-nonadecynated SWNTs have less contributing
molecules that have higher friction coefficients. It is very odd that they counterbalance each
other such that the two functional groups have the same apparent intrinsic viscosity. More
experiments (including structural information) are needed before drawing conclusions on the
dependence of zero-shear viscosity and relaxation time on these functional groups.
The butylated SWNTs were mixed at 9 wt. %, 6.3 wt. %SWNT, to compare with a
pristine SWNT mixture of 6 wt. %. Due to the small contribution of SWNTs in the 9nonadecynated SWNTs and its large intrinsic viscosity, the mixer used would not be expected
to work. Therefore only a high concentration of butylated SWNTs was made. Figure 4.14
shows that the butylated SWNT sample has a higher viscosity than both the 6 (same number
of SWNTs) and 8 wt. % (similar overall concentration) pristine SWNT sample at all shear
rates. Although more experiments are needed, a higher viscosity would be expected if no
liquid crystalline domains formed.
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Figure 4.14 : Comparison of the rheology of 9 wt. % butylated SWNTs (6.3 wt. %SWNT since
30 % are butyl groups) with 6 and 8 wt. % SWNTs in H2SO4 shows that the functionalized
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Figure 4.15 : Rheology of 9 wt. % butylated SWNTs (6.3 wt. % SWNTs since 30 % are butyl
groups) in H2SO4 shows a high viscosity that will make spinning a fiber difficult.
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A closer look at the viscosity profile of the butylated SWNT sample in Figure 4.15
shows that the viscosity shear thins at a slope of 1. This is slightly more than the slope of
0.8 found for pristine SWNTs at 6 wt. % [Davis, 2005]. To have a slope of 1 means that the
torque does not change with shear rate. This will only occur if the dope is slipping or shear
banding, which is not advantageous for fiber spinning. At a shear rate of 0.6 s~\ the slope
becomes greater than 1, meaning the torque is decreasing as the shear rate is increasing. This
can only be explained by extreme slipping or sample ejection. For pristine SWNT dispersions sample ejection begins near 5-8 s _1 . These results show that the/-SWNT dispersion
will make a poorer fiber than pristine SWNTs.

4.4.4 Fiber Spinning
Although rheology and microscopy have pointed to possible problems for spinning a
fiber from butylated SWNTs, they were not conclusive. The material was already mixed and
characterized; spinning a fiber from the dope was the next step.
Good SWNT fibers, Figure 4.16, were spun from an 8 wt. % SWNT dispersion in
H 2 S0 4 and coagulated in water. They have a uniform diameter dependent on the inner
diameter (I.D.) of the needle it is spun through. The 180 fim I.D. used resulted in a fiber with
60 ftm diameter. The fiber is composed of a collection of tightly packed, very long fibrils
(Figure 4.16 d) with diameters ranging from 100-500 nm. The fibrils are well aligned along
the axis of the fiber, and the SWNTs are highly aligned within the fibrils. The alignment is
measured with polarized Raman spectroscopy; an alignment ratio is defined as the ratio of
the G-peak signal taken parallel with the fiber axis to the signal taken perpendicular with the
fiber axis. The signal will be stronger if the SWNTs are aligned with the polarization of the
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Figure 4.17 : Raman spectroscopy taken perpendicular and parallel to the SWNTfiberspun
through a 180 /J,m I.D. needle shows a good alignment ratio of 7.6. The best alignment ratios
have reached 30 [Ericson, 2003].

laser beam. Figure 4.17 shows that the alignment ratio for the fiber shown in Figure 4.16 is
7.8. Better fibers have shown alignment ratios as high as 30 [Ericson, 2003].
A /-SWNT fiber was spun into a water coagulation bath with no air gap through a
180 ^m I.D. needle, 22 mm in length. SEM images, Figure 4.18, reveal a diameter of
56 nm, which is similar to the diameter of fibers spun from pristine SWNTs. This suggests a
similar to slightly more dense fiber since the overall starting concentration is a bit higher (9
vs. 8 wt. %). The fibers did maintain a uniform diameter, as seen in image a), but the surface
of the fiber was very rough. This is most likely due to poor shear alignment, possibly because
the material is slipping at the walls. Taking a closer look within the rough surface structure,
image b) shows that the microstructure has no alignment and resembles SEM images of
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Figure 4.18 : Fiber spun from 9 wt. % butylated SWNTs in H 2 S0 4 through a 180 fim I.D.
needle and coagulated with water and no air gap. a) even at low magnification, the larger
needle produces fibers of poor alignment and b) upon further magnification the same poorly
aligned microstructure resembling primordial ropes can be seen.
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as-produced SWNT bundles seen in bucky papers.
A smaller needle was also used to spin a/-SWNT fiber. A smaller needle will impose
a higher shear rate, which should give better alignment. Figure 4.19 a) shows that in fact
the macroscopic alignment has improved greatly; this results in a smoother surface structure
that better resembles pristine SWNT fibers. Upon magnification within the smooth structures, Figure 4.19 b) the same poorly aligned microstructure is seen. The fiber is composed
of small bundles of 10-30 nm that are mostly aligned randomly with a slightly enhanced
population of bundles aligned in the fiber direction. The similarities of this structure with
'as-produced' SWNTs suggests that at 6.3 wt. %SWNT the material iss not dispersed enough
to reorganize into liquid crystalline domains nor dispersed enough to disrupt the SWNTs
preferred structure of bundles 10-30 nm in size. At 9 wt. % the dispersion is close to the
maximum dispersable concentration of 10 wt. % found for pristine SWNTs in H 2 S0 4 [Davis
et al., 2009]; however, at 10 wt. % pockets of bundles were found along with fibril structures
suggesting some liquid crystalline formation. No fibrils were seen in the/-SWNT fibers.
Raman spectroscopy was used to characterize the poor alignment of the /-SWNT
fibers. As expected, Figs. 4.20 and 4.21 show that the SWNTs were only slightly aligned
along the fiber axis. For the fibers spun through a 180 and 130 fim I.D needle the alignment
ratios were 1.42 and 1.4 respectively. The decrease in needle diameter did not improve the
alignment of the fiber much.

4.4.5

Conclusion
Much work was done in characterizing the dispersion of functionalized SWNTs in sul-

furic acid. Functionalization has been known to improve the solubility of SWNTs in many
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Figure 4.19 : Fiber spun from 9 wt. % butylated SWNTs in H 2 S0 4 through a 130 /an I.D.
needle and coagulated with water and no air gap. a) at low magnification the fiber seems to be
well aligned; however, b) a magnified image of the fiber reveals a poorly aligned microstructure
that resembles primordial ropes seen in Buckypaper.
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solvents; the hope was that adding the right functional group could improve the solubility of
the S WNTs in acid and help produce a better fiber. Although not all possible functional group
were tested, a study of 6 functional groups revealed two possible candidates for fiber spinning. Butylated SWNTs showed great dispersions with minimal undispersed material; however, no liquid crystalline phase was present at 0.15 wt. %SWNT- 9-nonadecynated SWNTs
also showed great dispersability and had a 'spaghetti'-like phase that was not birefringent.
The two/-SWNT were chosen for further characterization and possible fiber spinning.
The two /-SWNT showed great improvements in solubility and low concentration
viscosity measurements suggested that both dispersed well. The 9-nonadecynated SWNTs
showed evidence of a much higher friction coefficient, as expected for the larger functional
group, than the butylated SWNTs. However, the large weight fraction of functional groups
would result in large voids in the final fiber when the functional group was removed; so
butylated SWNTs were chosen for spinning a fiber.
Viscosity measurements of 6.3 wt. %SWNT butylated SWNTs in H 2 S0 4 were higher
than comparable concentrations of pristine SWNTs. They also showed very strong shear
thinning, so strong that sample slipping or shear banding is most likely the cause. The higher
viscosity and possible slipping were not advantageous for fiber spinning; however, the dope
was made so the fibers were spun.
Fibers were spun through both a 180 and a 130 fxm I.D. needle. The smaller needle
gave a better aligned, smoother macrostrucure, but both had very poorly aligned microstructure. Raman analysis confirmed small alignment ratios of ~ 1.4 for both fibers, as compared
to a typical alignment ratio of 8 and a maximum of 30 for pristine SWNT fibers.
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4.4.6

Future Work

Chlorosulfonic Acid
Although the study of functionalized SWNTs did not result in good findings for sulfuric acid, this does not mean the functionalized path to strong fibers is a dead end. A
functional group still offers a resistance to fiber breakage in tension by SWNTs slipping by
creating chances for entanglement and forcing the fiber to break by breaking bonds. Chlorosulfonic acid is an athermal solvent for SWNT [Davis et al, 2009] and may have a better
chance of dispersing/-SWNT. In fact, Figure 4.22 shows just the type of structure needed:
liquid crystalline domains. In H2SO4 butylated SWNTs showed flocks of material that gave
no birefringence; however, in chlorosulfonic acid, highly birefringent liquid crystalline domains are prevalent. With the current progress made in spinning fibers from chlorosulfonic
acid, this microscopic result shows great promise of spinning a fiber from/-SWNT. Liquid
crystallinity in chlorosulfonic acid does not guarantee that the fiber will be stronger, but that
a highly aligned fiber may be attainable and thus the question can be answered.
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Figure 4.22 : Comparison of butyl functionalized SWNTs dispersed in H 2 S0 4 and CISO3H.
a) 0.15 wt. %SWNT dispersion of butyl functionalized SWNTs in H2SO4 at 20x show floculated
dispersions with no structures, b) and c) 0.7 wt. %SWNT dispersion of butyl functionalized
SWNTs in CISO3H at 20x under b) transmitted and c) cross-polarized light. In oleum no birefringence can be seen, while in chlorosulfonic acid strong birefringent structures are found.
This shows promise of fibers spun from chlorosulfonic acid dopes.
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Chapter 5
Chlorosulfonic Acid: The Ultimate Carbon Nanotube
Solvent
*

5.1

Introduction
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are the subject of research in many scientific areas, rang-

ing from biological sensing, diagnosis, and cell ablation [Dai, 2002; Gannon et al., 2007;
Palwai et al., 2007; Sinnott and Andrews, 2001] to polymer property enhancement through
reinforcement and improved conductivities [Andrews et al., 1999; Bryning et al., 2005] to
nanoscopic and macroscopic electronics [Allen et al., 2007; Appenzeller et al., 2002; Choi
et al., 2000; Johnston et al., 2005]. Carbon nanotubes occur as both single-walled (SWNTs)
and multi-walled (MWNTs) nanotubes. One of the most significant problems associated with
them is the difficulty in dispersing CNTs to form stable, aggregation-free solutions. Strong
van der Waals forces (0.5 eV/nm for SWNTs) cause carbon nanotubes to bundle and become difficult to disperse, particularly as research needs push production of long (>50 ^m),
*The work in this chapter was done in collaboration with Professor Pulickel Ajayan, Department of Mechanical Engineering and Material Science, Rice University, and with Professors Yachin Cohen and Yeshayahu
Talmon, Department of Chemical Engineering, Technion - Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa 32000, Israel.
CNT carpets were grown by Anubha Goyal and Cary Pint at Rice University. All cryo-TEM imaging was
performed by Judith Schmidt and Ellina Kesselman at the Technion, Israel.
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pristine carbon nanotubes [Behabtu et al., 2008]. For some applications, it is important to
maintain the carbon nanotubes in solution to retain their individual optical signatures [Duque
et al., 2008; Gannon et al., 2007]. However, for applications such as fibers and films, the goal
is to retain their electronic and mechanical properties in the final product after removing the
solvent; thus, any manipulation used to disperse the SWNTs must be reversible or easily
removed. Ideally, the final product would consist of a solid, ordered material made solely of
CNTs. This goal is very difficult to accomplish by making the fiber or film directly inline
with the production methods; this is because the as-produced CNTs either tend to be entangled or low in density - both reduce the properties of the final product. Thus, it is important
to manipulate carbon nanotubes to produce a desired nanostructure; for this, liquid-phase
processing techniques are advantageous.
SWNTs have been dispersed using various techniques, either with solvents [Bahr et al.,
2001] or with wrapping agents (surfactants [Haggenmueller et al., 2008; Moore et al., 2003],
polymers [O'Connell et al., 2001], or DNA [Haggenmueller et al., 2008; Zheng et al., 2003]);
with functionalization, the range of concentrations and solvents used can be broadened [Chen
et al., 2006; Dyke and Tour, 2004; Nimmagadda et al., 2006]. However, all of these methods
have failed to achieve significant concentrations in liquid (greater than 1 wt. % [Badaire
et al., 2005; Islam et al., 2003]). MWNTs are difficult to disperse in solvents. They need to
be oxidized [Salam and Burk, 2008], or functionalized [Feng et al., 2003; Klink and Ritter,
2008; Singh et al., 2005], or wrapped [Hyung et al., 2007; Karousis et al., 2008; Sinani
et al., 2005], or need a co-solvent [Chen et al., 2007; Chun et al., 2006; Xie et al., 2008]
to disperse in a liquid. Unlike SWNTs, with modified MWNTs large concentrations have
been dispersed to produce liquid crystalline solutions [Song et al., 2003]. With an additive
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or by functionalization, the concentrations achieved are high enough to produce films [Dan
et al., 2009] and fibers [Dalton et al., 2003; Kumar et al., 2002; Vigolo et al., 2000], but
the products contain additives or functional groups that need to be removed. This may be
accomplished with controlled heating or a series of washes; however, these only increase the
cost and complication of the process.
Recently, superacids (e.g., fuming sulfuric and chlorosulfonic acids) were shown to
dissolve HiPco SWNTs at high concentrations (>10 wt. %) [Davis et al., 2004, 2009; Ericson et al., 2004]. Strong acids protonate the sidewalls of SWNTs, resulting in a delocalized fractional positive charge on the carbon atoms; this charge induces tube-tube repulsion
and promotes dispersion by counteracting van der Waals attraction [Girifalco et al., 2000].
SWNTs can easily be dispersed at concentrations up to 10 wt. % in superacids, which makes
fiber and film production an easier task; one only need remove the acid by simply washing
the final product with the proper solvent [Ericson et al., 2004].
In this chapter, the dissolution power of chlorosulfonic acid is demonstrated in solubilizing various types and lengths of CNTs, and CNTs are shown to be undamaged by acid
dissolution. A quantitative measurement is employed to measure the solubility and show
evidence of liquid crystalline domains, as expected for rigid rods [Flory, 1956; Onsager,
1949].
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5.2 Experimental Section.
5.2.1

Materials
Carbon nanotubes were produced by several manufacturers. Single-walled nanotubes

(SWNTs) utilized in this study were: Comocat SWNTs (produced by SWeNT, SG65 freeze
dried powder, lot # 000-0025); HiPco SWNTs (produced at Rice University, Batch 188.3,
with diameter ranges from 0.7 - 1.4 nm [Bachilo et al., 2002], length ranges from 100 nm
- 3 fim [Parra-Vasquez et al., 2007]); Carpet grown SWNTs (produced at Rice University,
with diameter ranges from 0.8 - 4 nm [Pint et al., 2008]); arc discharge SWNTs (produced
by Carbon Solutions, Inc., p2-SWNTs, Batch # 02-304); and CVD grown Sunnano SWNTs
(produced by Sun Innovations, Inc., lot # SN2102). Multi-walled nanotubes (MWNTs) utilized in this study were obtained from Mitsui & Co, Ltd. (Lot No. 0507200 lk28); Rice
University (carpet grown MWNT, Prof. Ajayan); and Sun Innovations, Inc. (CVD growth,
Sunnano SWNT, lot # ). Carpets of SWNT made from Rice University were prepared with
Co-Mo catalyst particles on alumina substrates with acetylene as the carbon source with
three different growth procedures: grown at 750 °C for 15 min (60 /jm), grown at 750 °C for
30 min (100 /xm), and grown at 550 °C for 15 min (16 fim) [Pint et al., 2008, 2009]. Carpets
of MWNT made from Rice University were prepared on thermally oxidized silicon wafers
by the chemical vapor deposition of xylene (C8H10) and ferrocene (Fe(C5H5)2) at 850 °C
until nanotube heights were 500 ^m on average [Zhu et al., 2002].
ACS-certified chlorosulfonic acid (density: 1753 kg/m3) was used as received from
Sigma Aldrich. All chemicals, unless otherwise noted, were purchased from Aldrich (St.
Louis, MO) and were used without further purification.
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5.2.2

Solubility Measurements
When significant quantities of the CNTs could be procured, a centrifugation technique

in conjunction with a UV-vis-nIR spectroscopy method for measuring the concentration of
dispersions of SWNTs in strong acids was used to quantify the isotropic phase in equilibrium
with the nematic phase [Rai et al., 2006], referred to as the solubility concentration. Otherwise, concentrations at 50 mg/L were prepared and centrifuged for 12 hrs to show CNTs
remain in solution.

5.2.3

Raman Measurements
Concentrated solutions of SWNTs in chlorosulfonic acid (between 0.5 and 2 wt. %)

were prepared for microscopic examination by mixing with a stir bar in a glove box (dew
point -50 °C) and then were hermetically sealed between a dry microscopic slide and a glass
cover slip. The samples were examined by polarized Raman spectroscopy in the reflection
geometry employing a Renishaw micro-Raman spectrometer. Two different lasers of wavelengths respectively at 514 nm (Ar+ ion) and 785 nm (diode) were used as exciting sources.

5.2.4

UV-vis-nIR Measurements
Dilute solutions for UV-vis-nIR absorption spectroscopy were made by dispersing ~

0.4 mg of the dry SWNT in 3 mL of chlorosulfonic acid at room temperature in a 10 mm
pathlength quartz cell. Two solutions were prepared; one was mixed with a vortex mixer
and a stir bar and the other was unmixed. In both samples, the CISO3H was slowly added
to prevent agitation as much as possible. However, there was a small amount of agitation
during transfer, so a true concentration at 0 seconds could not be measured. The concen-
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tration of the mixed sample was measured after 1 min. of vortex mixing, then after 1 hour
of stir bar mixing, and finally after one day of stir bar mixing. The unmixed sample was
measured at 1 min., 1 h, 2 h, 4 h, 8 h, 24 h, and 72 h. UV-vis- NIR absorption spectra of the
solutions were recorded with a spectrophotometer. Absorption was measured between 600
and 700 nm to calculate the concentration by the procedure published by Rai et al. [2006].
Pure chlorosulfonic acid was used as a baseline reference.

5.2.5

Fluorescence Measurements
A well-mixed sample of SWNTs in chlorosulfonic acid was slowly added (dropwise)

to a vial of water (highly exothermic reaction), which resulted in aggregation. The vial was
then centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 5-10 minutes to concentrate the bundled SWNTs at the
bottom of the vial. The excess acidic water was removed with a pipette and replaced with
neutral water. This procedure was repeated until the solution is neutral. (Eight cycles was
typically sufficient). The SWNT solution was then added to a basic (pH 10, addition of
NaOH) 1 wt % SDBS solution. The sample was tip sonicated for 30 minutes. The resulting
solution (5-15 mg/L) was excited with diode lasers at 660 nm and 785 nm, and the emission
was detected between 900 and 1400 nm with a 512 element InGaAs array.

5.2.6

Cryo-Transmission Electron Microscopy
CNTs (HiPco SWNTs, carpet grown SWNTs, Sunnano SWNTs, and carpet grown

MWNTs) were dispersed in 97 % reagent grade chlorosulfonic acid at concentrations between 1350 and 450 ppm. Dispersions were prepared and allowed to mix for a day in a dry
glove box to prevent evolution of gaseous hydrochloric acid. 2 mL of either dispersion was
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transferred to a small vial and placed in the vitrification apparatus along with a glass filter paper and glass pipette. The entire set-up was placed in a glove bag and purged with ultra-pure
nitrogen (99.9995%) for 30 min. A drop of the SWNT dispersion was then placed on 200
copper mesh, lacey carbon grid (Ted Pella). The glass filter paper (unreactive with chlorosulfonic acid) was then used to blot the sample leaving a thin film of liquid. The grid was then
quickly vitrified in liquid nitrogen and placed in a CRYO-specimen holder for transfer to
the TEM. The samples were imaged in bright-field on an FEIT12 G2 transmission electron
microscope operated at 120 kV, using a Gatan 626 cooling holder operated at about -180 °C.

5.2.7

Microscopy
The concentrated samples that were previously sealed for Raman characterization were

then examined by polarized light microscopy in a Zeiss polarized light microscope equipped
with an oil immersion objective (63X, 1.4 NA) and a rotatable sample holder mounted between the polarizer and analyzer. To view with transmitted light, pressure was applied to
the coverslip, forcing liquid to spread thin enough for light to pass through. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of the coagulated solids was carried out on an FEI Quanta 400, high
resolution field emission scanning electron microscope operating in high vac mode at 30 kV.

5.3 Review of SWNT Dispersions in Oleum
5.3.1

Spontaneous Dissolution
The room temperature solubility of HiPco produced SWNTs in superacids is well-

characterized [Davis et al., 2009; Rai et al., 2006; Ramesh et al., 2004]; the SWNTs im-
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Figure 5.1: Spontaneous dissolution of HiPco SWNTs in chlorosulfonic acid reaches the nominal concentration after an hour of mixing or after 24 hours of sitting in solution. Even the small
agitation applied while moving the sample to the UV instrument caused «50 % of the SWNTs
to disperse in solution.

mediately disperse in the strongest of these superacids - chlorosulfonic acid. UV-vis-NIR
absorbtion is employed to monitor the spontaneous dissolution, easily seen upon addition of
chlorosulfonic acid to purified HiPco produced SWNTs. Shown in Figure 5.1, the rate of
dissolution is observed by measuring the concentration (proportional to the absorbance [Rai
et al., 2006]) of the SWNT/CISO3H dispersion as a function of time. The concentration is
normalized by the nominal concentration of 0.2 and 0.1 ± 0.01 mg/mL for the mixed and
unmixed samples, respectively. The mixed sample dispersed 85 % of the SWNTs with only
one minute of vortex mixing and fully dispersed the SWNTs at some point within an hour
of stir-bar mixing. Further stir bar mixing did not change the concentration, which suggests
very quick SWNT dissolution. The unmixed sample reached a concentration of 40 % the
nominal concentration after one minute of sitting (and slight agitation while transferring for
measurement). The concentration then slowly increased to 55 % the nominal concentration
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after eight hours. After 24 h the sample had reached its equilibrium concentration (within
the error of the nominal concentration) and no further change in concentration was seen
after 72 h. This suggests HiPco-produced purified SWNTs spontaneously disperse to their
equilibrium concentration within 24 h of the addition of CISO3H without the need of mixing.

5.3.2

Optical Microscopy.
Optical microscopy at low concentrations show a homogeneous solution with no presents

of aggregates. SWNT/CISO3H solutions at high concentrations (8 wt. %) show smooth liquid crystalline domains [Davis et al., 2009], Figure 5.2a, with strong birefringent domains
that have maximum illumination under fully cross-polarized light when the domain orients
the light at a 45° angle with respect to the cross-polars. When rotating the cross-polarized
light by 45°, those same illuminated domains 'turn off' and become dark. This phenomenon
is shown in Figure 5.2b and Figure 5.2c where the polarized light is crossed at 0 and 45°,
respectively. This strong orientation of SWNTs in superacids has enabled to production of
highly aligned fibers [Ericson et al., 2004] and show promise for new aligned structures.

5.3.3

Dispersion Mechanism
Chlorosulfonic acid solubilizes the SWNTs by reversibly protonating the surface of

the SWNT with a delocalized positive charge, i.e., the acid molecules remove a fractional
charge from the electrons in each of neighboring carbon atoms - not a full electron from one
carbon, which results in a delocalized positive charge [Ramesh et al., 2004]. This can be
represented by

[Csx+H^+](ClSO^)y,

Figure 5.2 : Optical microscopy images of HiPco SWNTs in chlorosulfonic acid, a) At 0.5 w t % all SWNTs are dispersed resulting in
an isotropic solution, b-d) At 8 wt. % all SWNTs are dispersed and the sample is fully liquid crystalline. Image b) is viewed only under
polarized light, while images b) and c) are viewed with cross-polarized light positioned at 0° and 45°, respectively, revealing birefringent
liquid crystalline domains. All images are at 10X and the scale bars are 200 /xm.
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where 8 is the fractional positive charge carried by a single carbon atom, x is the number of
carbon atoms in a given nanotube, y the number of protons solvating the carbon nanotube,
CISO31 is the conjugate base anion and k = x/y [Ramesh et al., 2004]. The change in the
Raman shift of the G-peak can be used to measure the fractional positive charge per carbon
based on the reported value by Eklund et al. of 320 cm - 1 per hole per carbon [Sumanasekera
et al., 1999]. The HiPco SWNT solubility in superacids was found to vary with the shift in
G-peak; a minimal shift of 16 cm -1 ^ is needed to solubilize SWNT enough to form liquid
crystals, with greater shifts resulting in better dispersions [Davis et al., 2009]. It is important
to note that the analysis presented by Davis et al. [2009] is applicable to all SWNTs; however,
the shape of the curve is subject to change as the geometry of the SWNTs change. For
example, recently, the solubility of SWNTs in oleum (the concentration that transitions from
an isotropic to a biphasic system) has been shown to be diameter dependent [Duque et al.,
2009]. The typical shift in the G-peak for HiPco purified SWNTs dispersed in CISO3H is
23-25 cm - 1 , which corresponds to one proton per 13-14 carbons [Davis et al., 2009; Ramesh
etal., 2004].

5.3.4

SWNT Integrity
Although nitric acid at elevated temperatures has been known to oxidize and even

cut SWNTs [Hu et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2004], there is no evidence of oxidation in pure
chlorosulfonic acid. The CISO3H conjugate base CISO3" provides for extreme derealization
and allows the acid to directly protonate elemental carbon without oxidation [Ramesh et al.,
tThis number is expected to be sensitive to the SWNT distribution (type, diameter, length, and defect
density); therefore, it will vary with production method as well as the batch.
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2004]. Both Raman spectroscopy and fluorescence were used to verify SWNT integrity after
being dissolved in acid.
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Figure 5.3 : HiPco produced SWNTs show a small disorder peak (D-peak @ 1290 cm -1 )
that does not increase nor does the G-peak (@ 1590 cm"') location shift after dissolution in
chlorosulfonic acid.

Raman signatures of HiPco produced SWNTs were taken prior to dissolution with
chlorosulfonic acid. The SWNTs were then dispersed at 0.25 wt. % in chlorosulfonic acid
for 3 days (allowing plenty of time to disperse thoroughly). The sample was then quenched
in ether, filtered, and then washed with water until the pH of the wash was neutral. The
Raman spectra of the resulting buckypaper was measured and compared with the Raman
signature of the SWNTs. As shown in Figure 5.3, the measurements were identical; no in-
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crease in disorder (D-peak at 1350 cm - 1 ) nor shift in the G-peak (at 1590 cm - 1 ). This
revealed that chlorosulfonic acid did not cause any damage to the nanotubes and the dissolution mechanism was purely reversible.

Fluorescence
Fluorescence in SWNTs is a very sensitive measurement that is affected by any environmental interactions [Cognet et al., 2007; Duque et al., 2008]; it is an excellent measure
of the integrity of the nanotubes after dissolution in acid. SWNTs individually dispersed in
chlorosulfonic acid were transferred to aqueous surfactant solutions by a simple washing and
redispersing technique (see experimental methods). Fluorescence measurements revealed
the redispersed SWNTs contain the same population of fluorescent nanotubes (Fig 5.4c and
d), however, the intensity at the same concentration has decreased by 5, shown in Fig 5.4a
and b). As stated in Duque et al. [2008], a pH shift from 6 to 5 will quench the fluorescence
intensity by an order of magnitude; thus any protons that remain associated with the nanotubes will decrease fluorescence intensity. Further processing may remove all associated
acid; however, it may also damage the nanotubes or bundle the nanotubes, making them
difficult to disperse in surfactants. Bundling during the transfer from acid to surfactant solutions is another possible reason the intensity is less. The key result is that fluorescence is
still attainable, which means that the SWNTs electrical properties have not been significantly
altered upon dissolution with chlorosulfonic acid.
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5.4 Results and Discussion
5.4.1

Dissolution of CNTs
Chlorosulfonic acid is a very successful solvent for HiPco produced SWNTs, but it is

not limited to single-walled carbon nanotubes. The key ingredient is the protonation of the
surface of the CNT to sufficiently counteract the strong van der Waals attraction. Large multiwalled carbon nanotubes, large diameter single and double-walled nanotubes, and very long
carbon nanotubes all have more surface area between adjacent aligned nanotubes than singlewalled nanotubes; therefore, they are more difficult to disperse since they have a stronger
attractive force to overcome. As well, the larger diameters, thus lower curvature, decrease
the ability of the surface to protonate, which in turn makes these other types of nanotubes
more difficult to disperse in superacids [Duque et al., 2009; Rai et al., 2007]. The successful
dissolution of HiPco produced SWNTs has inspired the systematic study of other CNTs.

5.4.2

SWNTs
The first step was to investigate the solubility of SWNTs produced by techniques other

than HiPco. Four production methods of SWNTs were studied: CoMoCat SWNTs, arc
discharge SWNTs, carpet-grown SWNTs, and CVD-grown Sunnano SWNTs. CoMoCat
and arc discharge SWNTs are expected to be similar in length (0.5-2 /im), while Sunnano
(f»10 fxm) SWNTs are longer and carpet SWNTs (10-100 /^m) are much longer, which will
make them more difficult to disperse. To our knowledge, no SWNTs this long have been
dispersed in any liquid, especially without altering the SWNTs, i.e. sonication or functionalization.
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Figure 5.5 : Raman signatures of all types of SWNTs show neither an increase in disorder peak (D-peak), no oxidation or functionalization,
nor a shift in G-peak, no change in C-C bonding, i.e. protonation with residual acid. The four types of SWNTs are a) HiPco (D-peak @
1290 c m 1 , G-peak @ 1590 c m 1 ) , b) CoMoCat (D-peak @ 1285 c m 1 , G-peak @ 1588 cm - 1 ), arc discharge (D-peak @ 1290 c m 1 ,
G-peak @ 1588 cm" 1 ), and Sunnano (D-peak @ 1295 c m 1 , G-peak @ 1588 c m 1 ) .
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Table 5.1: Raman Shifts of the G-Peak of SWNTs Dispersed in Chlorosulfonic Acid
'The range of values found for many HiPco produced SWNTs Davis et al. [2009]; Ramesh et al. [2004]
SWNT Type

Raman Shift in G-Peak ( c m - 1 )

Fractional Charge per Carbon

HiPco SWNT

23-25b

0.075

CoMoCat SWNT

26

0.081

Arc Discharge SWNT

23

0.072

Rice Carpet SWNT

22

0.069

Upon addition of chlorosulfonic acid to each sample, within minutes, the mixture spontaneously turned black, with the longer nanotubes taking longer to uniformly turn black.
After allowing to mix for a day, the Raman shift deviation in the G-peak ( 1590 cm - 1 )
was measured in chlorosulfonic acid. Upon removal of the chlorosulfonic acid, Raman data
shows no damage occurs to the SWNTs. (Figure 5.5) Table 5.1 presents the Raman shifts and
corresponding fractional charge per carbon for each SWNT type. All are above the minimal
16 cm - 1 necessary to disperse SWNTs enough to form liquid crystals (as found by Davis
et al. [2009]), even the ultra-long carpet grown SWNTs [Davis et al., 2009]. * Raman shifts
and visual dissolution suggest the SWNTs are protonated enough to readily disperse SWNTs
as individuals. (Figs. 5.6-5.8)
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Figure 5.6 : In chlorosulfonic acid, the
G-peak in CoMoCat SWNTs has a raman
shift of 1616.4 c m - 1 , which results in a
26 c m - 1 change in the G-peak. This corresponds to 1 proton per 12 carbons.
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Figure 5.7 : In chlorosulfonic acid, the Gpeak in arc discharge SWNTs has a raman
shift of 1622.3 c m - 1 , which results in a
23 c m - 1 change in the G-peak. This corresponds to 1 proton per 14 carbons.
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Figure 5.8 : In chlorosulfonic acid, the Gpeak in carpet grown SWNTs has a raman
shift of 1610.5 c m - 1 , which results in a
22 c m - 1 change in the G-peak. This corresponds to 1 proton per 15 carbons.
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Figure 5.9 : Black and white optical microscopy images of different types of SWNTs in chlorosulfonic acid: a) HiPco (dispersed at 8 wt. %),
b) CoMoCat (dispersed at 6 wt. %), c) arc discharge (dispersed at 6 wt. %), and d) Sunnano (dispersed at 6 wt. %). All images are viewed
under cross-polarized light at 10X; since the polarized light is crossed at 0°, the liquid crystalline domains oriented at ±45° are highlighted.
All scale bars are 200 //m.
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Liquid Crystallinity
Since all the SWNTs visually disperse into chlorosulfonic acid, optical microscopy is
used to more accurately measure their dispersion. At higher concentrations, all the SWNTs
show liquid crystalline (LC) birefringence under cross-polarized light, as expected. In Figure 5.9, all images are crossed at 0 °, which means that birefringent, LC domains are highlighted when arranged at ± 45° and black when arranged parallel (0°) or perpendicular (90°).
Figures 5.9b), c), and d) also contain black, circular spots of undispersed material. (Also see
Figs. 5.10-5.13)
SWNTs with geometries similar to HiPco SWNTs were expected to disperse and form
liquid crystals; however, it has been long assumed that the ultra-long carpet-grown SWNTs
could never disperse to form a liquid crystalline phase. Figure 5.14 shows the surprising
formation of LC domains; these domains are larger than those made with any of the other
SWNTs. The larger LC domains for carpet-grown SWNTs is due to a combination of their
length and their well-aligned structure when grown. Due to the small quantities of ultra-long
SWNTs available for this study, the concentration is lower than in the other samples; thus,
isotropic regions can be seen in Figure 5.14 a). These regions remain greyish black when
viewed under cross-polars. One indication of strong birefringence is the ability to effectively
turn the birefringence 'on and off' by rotating the cross-polars. For example, the LC domain
circled in Figs. 5.14 b and c is highlighted when the cross-polars are aligned at 0° (b) and
dark when the cross polars are aligned 45° (c).
*The Raman spectroscopy of the Sunnano SWNTs remains difficult to measure, however, they spontaneously dissolve in chlorosulfonic acid.

Figure 5.10 : Optical microscopy images of HiPco SWNTs in chlorosulfonic acid at 8 wt. %. All SWNTs are dispersed and the sample is
fully liquid crystalline. Image a) is viewed only under polarized light, while images b) and c) are viewed with cross-polarized light positioned
at 0° and 45°, respectively, revealing birefringent liquid crystalline domains. All images are at 10X and the scale bars are 200 /xm.

Figure 5.11: Optical microscopy images of 6 wt. % CoMoCat SWNTs in chlorosulfonic acid. At 6 wt. % the dispersion is nearly fully liquid
crystalline, however, there is a good amount of undispensed material. Image a) is viewed under non-polarized light, while images b) and c)
are viewed with cross-polarized light positioned at 0° and 45°, respectively, revealing birefringent liquid crystalline domains. All images are
at 10X and the scale bars are 200 jum.

Figure 5.12 : Optical microscopy images of 6 wt. % arc discharge SWNTs in chlorosulfonic acid. At 6 wt % the dispersion is mostly fully
liquid crystalline, however, there is a great amount of undispersed material. Image a) is viewed under polarized light, while images b) and c)
are viewed with cross-polarized light positioned at 0° and 45°, respectively, revealing birefringent liquid crystalline domains. All images are
at 10X and the scale bars are 200 /xm.
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Figure 5.13 : Optical microscopy images of 6 wt. % Sunnano SWNTs in chlorosulfonic acid. At 6 wt. % the dispersion is nearly fully liquid
crystalline, however, there are small amounts of undispersed material. Image a) is viewed under polarized light, while images b) and c) are
viewed with cross-polarized light positioned at 0° and 45°, respectively, revealing birefringent liquid crystalline domains. All images are at
10X and the scale bars are 200 fim.
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Figure 5.14 : Color optical microscopy images of concentrated carpet grown SWNTs in chlorosulfonic acid. At this concentration mostly
all SWNTs are dispersed and the sample is in the biphasic region. Image a) is viewed under non-polarized light, while images b) and c) are
images viewed with cross-polarized light positioned at 0° and 45°, respectively, revealing highly birefringent liquid crystalline domains. The
LC domain circled (in b and c) is highlighted when the cross-polars are aligned at 0° (b) and dark when the cross polars are aligned 45° (c).
All images are at 10X and the scale bars are 200 //m.
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Solubility

Table 5.2 : Solubility of SWNTs in Chlorosulfonic Acid
*Due to material limitations, a sample was prepared at 50 ppm, centrifuged, and the concentration of SWNT
remaining in solution was measured.
CNT Type

Starting Cone, (ppm)

Solubility Cone, (ppm)

HiPco SWNT

5000

4100

CoMoCat SWNT

5000

4200

Arc Discharge SWNT

5000

2600

Sunnano SWNT

5000

450

Rice Carpet SWNT

50*

50

A centrifugation technique, which separates the liquid crystalline phase (and insoluble material) from the isotropic phase, was used to measure the isotropic solubility of
SWNTs [Rai et al., 2006]. The solubility is the concentration of the supernatant (isotropic
phase) that is measured by UV-vis-nER absorption, presented in Table 5.2. The CoMoCat
and HiPco SWNTs have nearly identical solubility. Arc discharge nanotubes have a slightly
smaller solubility, most likely due to slightly larger diameters and lengths. Onsager predicts for rigid rods in solution [Onsager, 1949] that the transition from isotropic phase to
biphasic phase, i.e. the supernatant, is inversely proportional to aspect ratio (L/D). Thus,
the longer, larger diameter Sunnano SWNTs are an order of magnitude lower than the other
SWNTs. Lastly, due to their large aspect ratios, carpet grown SWNTs are expected to remain
an isotropic phase at 50 ppm. Since limited material was available, a sample was prepared
at 50 ppm, centrifuged, and completely remained in solution.
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AFM
Thus far, AFM measurements on acid samples have been unreliable. Occasionally,
images indicating individual SWNTs have been obtained (Fig 5.15b); however, most samples
were inconclusive due to problems with SWNTs adhering to the mica (or other substrates),
or to structure formation during acid removal, or to the difficulty in removing acid from the
surface (Fig 5.15a) and the SWNTs themselves (Fig 5.15c and d).

Cryo-TEM
Typical spectroscopic techniques used to characterize dispersions of individual SWNTs,
such as near infrared (nIR) fluorescence [Bachilo et al., 2002] and UV-vis-nIR absorption [O'Connell et al., 2002], cannot be used to assess individualization in acidic environments [Ramesh et al., 2004]. Individualization is the ability of a solvent to disperse the
SWNTs as individual noninteracting nanotubes, not as small bundles as other techniques
can accomplish [Cathcart and Coleman, 2009]. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is another
technique used to assess SWNTs individualization; however, it is extremely difficult to take
measurements in a superacidic environment. (Figure 5.15) Cryo-TEM has been successfully
used to image individual SWNTs in surfactants [Duque et al., 2008; Moore et al., 2003] and
DNA dispersions [Fagan et al., 2006] and recently been used to image individual SWNTs
dispersed in chlorosulfonic acid [Davis et al., 2009]. The process of imaging the SWNTs
is interesting in itself; since the acid has a stronger electron affinity than the nanotubes and
lacey carbon it appears black. The acid appears so black that in some cases, the acid must
be removed by e-beam irradiation before the SWNTs are visible. Cryo-TEM images of
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Figure 5.15 : AFM images of SWNTs deposited from dilute dispersions mostly resemble acid
covered surfaces (a). In rare instances an individual SWNT can be seen (b). However, what are
mostly found are structures that appear to be agglomerations of individual (or small bundles
off) SWNTs covered im add (c and d). Uponffmrtlierrinsing, these structures cam mo longer be
seem. All scalebars are 500 mm.,

Figure 5.16 : Cryo-TEM images of a) carpet grown SWNTs and b) Sunnano SWNTs dispersed in chlorosulfonic acid reveal individual
SWNTs isotropically dispersed. The vitrified chlorosulfonic acid has a higher contrast than the SWNTs, so e-beam irradiation is needed to
lighten the acid making SWNTs visible. Both scale bars are 100 nm.
-o
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Sunnano and carpet grown SWNTs show individual dispersions in chlorosulfonic acid (Figures 5.16 a) and b), respectively), indicating that chlorosulfonic acid can disperse SWNTs of
larger diameters and ultra-long lengths as individuals.
All types of SWNTs retain their Raman signatures when removed from chlorosulfonic
acid, which signifies that the SWNTs are not damaged by the acid.

SWNT Integrity
To ensure there is no sulfonation or oxidation of the SWNTs, Raman spectroscopy was
taken before and after dissolution with chlorosulfonic, shown in Figure 5.17. Upon removal
of the acid, all samples gave the exact same raman signatures as they had prior to dissolution.
There were no shifts in the G-peak, thus no remanence of acid, and there were no increases
in the D-peak, thus no increase in sp3 bonding signifying sulfonation or oxidation.

5.4.3

DWNTs and MWNTs
Since chlorosulfonic acid was able to disperse all types of SWNTs, its dispersing

power was tested on other types of CNTs with various diameters:
1. carpet grown DWNTs with small diameter («2-3 nm), two walls, and few defects
2. two types of Sunnano MWNTs:
• medium diameters (3-10 nm), few walls (<10), and some defects
• large diameters (15-45 nm), many walls (>15), and some defects
3. Rice carpet grown MWNTs with medium diameters (5-15 nm), few walls (<10), and
few defects
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Figure 5.17 : Raman signatures of all types of SWNTs show neither an increase in disorder peak (D-peak), no oxidation or functionalization,
nor a shift in G-peak, no change in C-C bonding, i.e. protonation with residual acid. The four types of SWNTs are a) HiPco (D-peak @
1290 c m 1 , G-peak @ 1590 c m 1 ) , b) CoMoCat (D-peak @ 1285 cm" 1 , G-peak @ 1588 cm" 1 ), arc discharge (D-peak @ 1290 c m 1 ,
G-peak @ 1588 c m 1 ) , and CVD grown (D-peak @ 1295 c m - 1 , G-peak @ 1588 cm - 1 ).
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4. Mitsui MWNTs with large diameters (50-100 nm), many walls (> 15), and few defects.
Amazingly, all CNTs tested uniformly dispersed in chlorosulfonic acid when mixed
with a stir bar; even the large Mitsui MWNTs dispersed. For a comparison, 30 mg of Mitsui
MWNTs, 50-100 nm in diameter, were mixed in 10 mL of each chloroform and chlorosulfonic acid. Images in chloroform were added to highlight the difference between undispersed
and dispersed samples. The chloroform sample had MWNTs floating throughout the sample
(Figure 5.18 a) and it appeared uniform; however, when placed in a 1 mm pathlength cuvette
(Figure 5.18 b), there was complete separation between the chloroform and the MWNTs.
On the other hand, chlorosulfonic acid uniformly dispersed the MWNTs (Figure 5.18 a) and
b), and the dispersion was still uniform when viewed with an optical microscope through a
10X objective (Figure 5.18 c). However, when allowed to sit unstirred for 3 or more days
the Mitsui MWNTs settled.
To ensure protonation was the the mechanism of the MWNT dispersions, the change in
the Raman shift of the G-peak was measured in chlorosulfonic acid. The Sunnano MWNTs
gave a Raman shift change of 20 cm"*, which corresponds to 1 proton per 16 carbons, shown
in Figure 5.19. Mitsui MWNTs had a G-peak centered at 1588.9 cm - 1 with a shoulder at
1603 cm - 1 , shown in Figure 5.20. The center of the G-peak shows a small change of
8 cm - 1 , while the shoulder gives a larger change of 22 cm - 1 . We speculate the outer wall
is fully protonated with chlorosulfonic acid and the inner walls are feel some smaller effects
from this protonation, which results in a small change in the G-peak center of 8 cm - 1 .
Along with the G-peak shoulder, the uniform, spontaneous dispersion of the Mitsui MWNTs strongly suggests that they are protonated enough to electrostatically stabilize

MWNT/
Chlorosulfonic Acid I

MWNT/
Chloroform

MWNT/
Chlorosulfonic Acid

Figure 5.18 : Mitsui MWNTs dispersed in chloroform and chlorosulfonic acid. Although both look uniformly dispersed in vials, a), when
placed in 1 mm pathlength cuvettes, b), only chlorosulfonic acid uniformly disperses the large MWNTs. An optical image of the chlorosulfonic
acid/MWNT dispersion at 10X shows a uniform dispersion. Scale bar is 200 /<m.
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Figure 5.19 : In chlorosulfonic acid, the G-peak in Sunnano MWNTs has a raman shift of 1606.8 cm - 1 , which
results in a 20 cm - 1 change in the G-peak. This corresponds to 1 proton per 16 carbons.
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Figure 5.20 : In chlorosulfonic acid, the G-peak in Mitsui
MWNTs has a raman shift of 1588.9 cm -1 , which results
in a 8 cm - 1 change in the G-peak. The G-peak has a shoulder at a higher raman shift of 1603.0 cm - 1 , which results
in a 22 cm - 1 change in the G-peak. This corresponds to 1
proton per 15 carbons. The shoulder may be from the surface carbons and the smaller shift may be from the inner
carbons.
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MWNTs in solution; however, given enough time, they settle. To remain in solution there
must be enough thermal energy to prevent the MWNTs from settling due to gravity, or the
sedimentation energy. This energy is

{pMWNT —

Pacid)9^MWNT,

where PMWNT and pacid are the densities of the MWNTs (2100 kg/m3, calculated with an
inner diameter of 15 nm and outer diameter of 75 nm) and acid (1750 kg/m3),respectively;
g is the gravimetric constant (9.8 m/s2); h is taken to be 1 cm; and VMWNT

is the average

volume of a MWNT that is 1 //m long. For Mitsui MWNT the ratio of thermal to sedimentation energy is 0.05. This value is far less than 1, which means that the MWNTs are too
large to remain in solution. The ratio approaches 1 as the outer diameter shrinks to 15 nm,
so dispersed MWNTs with diameters less than 15 nm are expected to remain in solution.

Liquid Crystallinity
Optical images of DWNTs, slightly larger than SWNTs, showed no undispersed material and highly birefringent liquid crystalline domains at all concentrations (Figure 5.21).
Carpet grown, few-walled MWNTs showed a mixture of undispersed material and liquid
crystalline regions (Figure 5.22). Image a) is viewed under non-polarized light, while images b) and c) are viewed with cross-polarized light positioned at 0° and 45°, respectively,
revealing highly birefringent liquid crystalline domains. Under cross-polarized light, at 0° b)
and 45° c), birefringent, liquid crystalline regions are highlighted when arranged 45° to the
orientation of the cross-polars and black when arranged parallel (0°) or perpendicular (90°).
This is shown in all samples; dark regions in images b) are highlighted in images c) and vice

Figure S.21 : Optical microscopy images of concentrated carpet grown DWNTs in chlorosulfonic acid. At this concentration mostly all
DWNTs are dispersed and the sample is in the biphasic region. Image a) is viewed under non-polarized light, while images b) and c) are
viewed with cross-polarized light positioned at 0° and 45°, respectively, revealing highly birefringent liquid crystalline domains. All images
are at 10X and the scale bars are 200 fim.
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Figure 5.23 : The top phase of the centrifuged Sunnano MWNTs shows many disfigured MWNTs. Although disfigured, the defect density is
low enough for a good dispersion. The disfigured MWNTs are also soluble because of the greater amount of curvature, which allows greater
protonation. Scale bars are 50 and 10 nm for the left and right image, respectively.
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versa highlighted regions in images b) are darkened in images c).
The Sunnano MWNTs showed a high solubility in chlorosulfonic acid, but it showed
no liquid crystallinity when prepared at 1 wt. %. We suspect the undispersed material prevents LC domains from forming. To verify this hypothesis, the supernatant of several vials of
dispersed Sunnano MWNTs were collected; only 50 % of the top was taken to prevent undispersed material from contaminating the solution. The sample was then poured over ice to dilute the chlorosulfonic acid and remove the MWNTs from solution. The water/acid/MWNT
mixture was then filtered to retrieve the MWNTs. The MWNTs were rinsed with water and
then placed in a vacuum over to dry. The dry MWNTs were redispersed in chlorosulfonic
acid at 1 wt. %and microscopic images were taken under transmitted light. Again no liquid
crystalline structure were present. This was very unexpected. Some of the sample was then
analyzed by TEM to understand the physical make-up of the dispersed MWNTs. From TEM
images, shown in Figure 5.23, the MWNTs were mostly disfigured and not pristine, straight
rods. A liquid crystalline phase would be difficult to form with these nanotubes. Although
they are disfigured, the defect density is low, which means the side-walls can be protonated.
Also, the greater amount of curvature can increase the degree of protonation.

Solubility
Table 5.3 shows the solubilities of MWNTs in chlorosulfonic acid; samples were measured by the same technique used for SWNTs [Rai et al., 2006]. As expected, based on the
sedimentation argument, MWNTs of larger diameter show a lower solubility because many
nanotubes, although protonated, are too large to remain in solution. The Rice carpet grown
MWNTs have a lower solubility of 66 ppm because they are 500 yum in length and thus the
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Table 5.3 : Solubility of MWNTs in Chlorosulfonic Acid
*Due to material limitations, a sample was prepared at 160 ppm, centrifuged, and the concentration of SWNT
remaining in solution was measured.
CNT Type

Starting Cone, (ppm)

Solubility Cone, (ppm)

Sunnano MWNT (3-10 nm)

6000

4900

Rice Carpet MWNT (5-15 nm, 500 pm long)

160*

66

Sunnano MWNT (15-45 nm)

5800

1800

Mitsui MWNT (50-100 nm)

5000

15

transition from the isotropic to biphasic region is lower, as predicted by Onsager [Onsager,
1949]. The Sunnano MWNTs do not settle like the Mitsui MWNT because they have an
average diameter less than 15 nm, which results in a low enough density that they remain in
solution.

5.4.4

Limitations of Chlorosulfonic Acid
Chlorosulfonic acid can delocally protonate the side-walls of CNTs due to their elec-

tronic nature [Ramesh et al., 2004; Reed et al., 2000]; therefore, any changes in the electronic
properties of the CNTs will strongly effect their ability to be protonated. One measurable
change in the electronic structure of CNTs is a change from an sp2 hybridized carbon to a sp3
hybridized carbon, measured by a greater Raman D-peak (1200-1400 cm - 1 ). This is mainly
caused by defects, functionalization, or oxidation. This change will cause a more difficult
charge transfer from the carbon atoms to the acid, which makes the CNT more difficult to
protonate and less soluble.
To verify this hypothesis, three carpets were grown at different lengths and differ-
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Figure 5.24 : Dissolution of carpet grown CNTs are highly dependent on the quality of the nanotubes and not so dependent on the length of
nanotubes. a) and c) contain minimal defects and although they differ in length (a) 60 /xm and c) 100 /xm) they are both soluble, however, b)
grown with large amounts of defects (16 /tm), is insoluble (slight discoloration). A measure of their defect density is shown by the intensity of
the D-peak (1350 cm -1 ) relative to the G-peak (1590 cm -1 ) in the Raman plots below each image; sp3 hybridized carbons scale with the
height of the D-peak.
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ent degrees of disorder. Two carpets were grown at 750 °C for 15 and 30 min to produce
low-defect SWNTs of 60 and 100 //m, respectively. A third carpet was grown at 550 °C
for 30 min to produce a high-defect CNT sample (16 fxm) (SWNT and few-walled CNT).
Figure 5.24 shows the Raman spectra of the three samples; the high defect SWNTs have a
D/G (sp3/sp2) ratio of 1 while the low defect SWNTs have a ratio of 0.2. Upon addition
of chlorosulfonic acid, the low-defect SWNTs spontaneously went into solution, while the
high-defect CNTs expanded and slightly exfoliated but did not dissolve. After 24 h of centrifugation, Figure 5.24 shows that the low-defect SWNTs remained in solution regardless of
length, while the high-defect CNTs precipitate out of solution. The ability of chlorosulfonic
acid to disperse CNTs is a function of the amount of disorder; solubility varies inversely with
the degree of disorder.

5.4.5

Fiber Applications
The fact that chlorosulfonic acid is able to disperse SWNTs as long as 100 fim is a very

important step in producing fibers with excellent strength and conductivity [Behabtu et al.,
2008]. The tensile strength of neat CNT-based fibers is linearly proportional to the length
of the constituent CNTs. This is the case because of the increase in overlap and friction
between the CNTs. The larger nanotube length will reduce the number of electron hopping
points per unit length and increase the conductivity. However, using chlorosulfonic acid
increases the difficulty in coagulating the fiber, i.e. removing the acid without ruining the
fiber's integrity nor alignment. Fiber spinning from a liquid dispersion of SWNTs parallels
fiber spinning of rigid-rod polymers in acids, i.e. Kevlar in sulfuric acid. After dispersion,
the next important step to produce a good fiber is removal of the superacid. Rapid removal

Figure 5.25 : A fiber spun from a 4 wt. % dispersion of SWNTs in chlorosulfonic acid spun into a 96 % sulfuric acid coagulant bath. The
fiber has a pleated macrostructure (left) with a smooth, highly-aligned microstructure (right).
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results in the formation of a skin surrounding the fiber that limits further coagulation and
prevents densification, which could result in fibers of dog-boned shape. Too slow removal
results in a fiber structure too weak to support continuous spinning and acid may remain in
the final product. Ideally a coagulation would occur at a rate that avoids all these problems.
The simplest coagulant for an acid system would be water, since water can dissolve
the acid and dissipate the heat. However, chlorosulfonic acid reacts violently with water;
thus, coagulation in water, at all temperatures, results in micro explosions making holes in
the fiber structure. It was recently shown that SWNTs are dispersable in superacids above
a critical acidity, thus an acid below this acidity will be able to draw out the chlorosulfonic
acid without dispersing the SWNTs and will have minimal water to react with the acid. 96 %
sulfuric acid was chosen as the first candidate for coagulation.
Chlorosulfonic acid is so reactive with water that the humidity causes gaseous HC1
formation during dry-jet spinning; this compromises the integrity of the fiber. To get around
this, the fiber could be spun directly into a coagulant. Fibers spun in this fashion experienced surface irregularities due to the high viscosity and similar density of sulfuric acid to
that of the fiber dope; however, the slow coagulation resulted in a condensed, well-aligned
microstructure, see Fig 5.25. This signified a successful coagulation process, but the high
viscosity coagulant applied too much force on the fiber prior to solidification and caused
surface instabilities.

Co-flow Fiber Spinning
To prevent this, the coagulant was flown along with the fiber, adding a controllable
parameter on some tension placed on the fiber. By controlling the flow rates of the coagulant
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Figure 5.26 : Schematic of a spinning apparatus designed to spin SWNT dispersions in chlorosulfonic acid. This co-flow system, flows the
coagulant on the outside of the fiber; the fiber is always immersed to prevent water ingress. The flow rates are controlled by the separate
syringes, which allows some drawing of the fiber by flowing the coagulant at a faster rate.
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Figure 5.27 : Fibers spun from SWNTs dispersed in chlorosulfonic acid at 6 wt. %. The dope was co-flowed with 96 % sulfuric acid which
[ as the coagulant. The ratio of flow rates was 24, which allowed for draw on the fiber. The resulting diameter was 13 ^m, which started
i a needle with an inner diameter of 130 /tin. The scale bars are 30 and 3 jim for the left and right image, respectively.
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and the fiber, the surface instabilities could be removed. Given enough tension, the fiber
could shrink in diameter, increasing the density and alignment. On the other hand, too much
tension would result in a discontinuous fiber.
A schematic of the co-flowing apparatus is shown in Figure 5.26. The diameters and
pressure applied to the syringes controls the relative flow rates and the tension on the inner
fiber. Since the fiber is coagulated slowly, more time is needed for the fiber to solidify;
because of this, the fiber is spun horizontally for 30 cm through a glass capillary nanotube
that is slowly bent at the end to be collected in a beaker. Chlorosulfonic dope at 7 wt. % was
spun through a needle with an inner diameter of 125 fim at aflowrate of 20 /xm/min, 24 times
slower than the coagulant flow rate. Spinning at any higher rates resulted in non-laminar
fluid flow that caused the fiber to buckle, produce waves, or even break. The resulting fiber
had a diameter of 13 /nm (1/4 of the expected diameter of 55 //m based on concentration
and needle diameter) and an extremely smooth microstructure (see Figure 5.27), which is
consistent with a drawn fiber at an intermediate coagulation rate.
A continuous fiber could be produced; however, in 96 % sulfuric acid the fiber did not
fully coagulate. Thus, attempts to remove the fiber from solution resulted in the breaking
of the produced fibers. Small pieces could be retrieved and further coagulated and neutralized in water for microstructure analysis by SEM. Mechanical and electrical properties could
not be measured on such small samples. Attempts with less concentrated acids resulted in
hydrochloric acid formation within the glass capillary, which destroyed the fiber integrity.
Attempts with other coagulants resulted in microstructures similar to fibers spun directly
into baths of the same coagulants, because the coagulants were not viscous enough to produce tension on the fiber. One possible solution would be to add polymers compatible with
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chlorosulfonic acid as viscosity enhancers.

5.5 Conclusions
The ability to disperse CNTs into any solvent at high concentrations has been an extremely difficult task until now; chlorosulfonic acid is the ultimate CNT solvent. Chlorosulfonic acid can solubilize individual SWNTs produced by various techniques at concentrations above 0.25 wt. %. Cryo-TEM images have corroborated the individuality of dispersions. Chlorosulfonic acid can also easily disperse SWNTs at high concentrations showing well dispersed liquid crystalline domains. The length of the SWNTs had no effect on
their spontaneous dissolution. DWNTs, few-walled nanotubes, and even MWNTs were
dispersed easily in chlorosulfonic acid, where smaller diameters and fewer walls showed
higher solubilities. At high concentrations, a mixture of dispersed liquid-crystalline regions
and undispersed materials was observed suggesting a population of dispersable and undispersable CNTs.
The mechanism of dispersion is known to be electrostatic stabilization by delocalized
protonation of the sidewalls. It was shown that nanotubes of high defect density, i.e. more
sp3 characteristics, are unable to disperse in chlorosulfonic acid due to their inability to be
protonated.
Lastly, SWNTs were dispersed at high concentrations and the liquid crystalline dope
spun to produce well-aligned fibers. Although chlorosulfonic acid is difficult to handle, fibers
can be produced with a fairly easy process.
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Chapter 6
Cryo-TEM Imaging in Superacids

6.1

Introduction
There has been great progress in dispersing high concentrations of single-walled nan-

otubes (SWNTs) in superacids [Davis et al., 2004] for application to spinning fibers made
purely of SWNTs [Ericson et al., 2004]. The absolute goal was to retain excellent individual
SWNT properties on a macroscale by understanding and manipulating the liquid dispersion
of SWNTs. Much work has been done to build a phase diagram of SWNTs dispersed in
superacids. Within the past couple of years, the liquid crystalline behavior of SWNTs in
sulfuric acid has been expanded to more superacids, and in doing this a degree of control is
understood: greater acidity means great protonation, which gives greater isotropic solubility
and more fluid liquid crystallinity [Davis et al., 2009; Green et al., 2009]. The phase diagram
has been built by experiments in rheology, differential scanning calorimetry, centrifugation,
*The work in this chapter was done in collaboration with Professor Pulickel Ajayan, Department of Mechanical Engineering and Material Science, Rice University, and with Professors Yachin Cohen and Yeshayahu
Talmon, Department of Chemical Engineering, Technion - Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa 32000, Israel.
CNT carpets were grown by Anubha Goyal and Cary Pint at Rice University. All cryo-TEM imaging was
performed by Judith Schmidt and Ellina Kesselman at the Technion, Israel.
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and microscopy [Davis et al., 2004; Rai et al., 2006; Zhou et al., 2005], and corroborated
by theoretical calculations and phenomenological modeling [Green et al., 2009; Onsager,
1949; Wensink and Vroege, 2003]. The combination of experiments and modeling worked
to ask and answer the intricate details of the phase diagram. However, one large claim was
yet to be infallibly observed; that chlorosulfonic acid is a true solvent in the thermodynamic
sense for SWNTs. Bulk measurements and models strongly suggested this finality, but the
unquestionable evidence was missing.
Other systems that have claimed individual dispersion of SWNTs, as close to a true solvent as has been discovered, have given evidence of individual dispersion by AFM [Carver
et al., 2005; Parra-Vasquez et al., 2007; Ziegler et al., 2005], UV-vis-nIR or fluorescence
spectroscopy [Bachilo et al., 2002; O'Connell et al., 2002], or cryo-TEM [Duque et al.,
2008; Fagan et al., 2006; Moore et al., 2003]. These techniques, however, have not been useful in looking at superacid dispersions. Spectroscopic techniques cannot resolve individual
SWNTs in acids [Ramesh et al., 2004]. AFM measurements of acid-dispersed SWNTs has
been difficult, due to the inherent drawbacks of the technique, including SWNT deposition
and rebundling. Cryo-TEM specialists, until now, have been very reluctant to put a highly
corrosive and dangerous material in their expensive instruments. Cryo-TEM is the infallible
experiment; if successful, it gives nanoscopic evidence of individually dispersed SWNTs in
chlorosulfonic acid.
Countless experiments on carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been performed by both
TEM and cryo-TEM, many fewer have been performed on acidic systems, and none has
been done with superacids. Henriksen and Jones [1971] looked at the radical formation of
thymine in 10 M sulfuric acid, Jiang et al. [1992] looked at the irradiation of sulfuric acids
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to form sulfate radicals in 0.4 M sulfuric acid, and Dainton et al. [1967] and Vacek and
Schultef [1968] studied hydrogen formation in 5-6 M sulfuric acid with an additive present;
all at concentrations where water was the most abundant molecule.
In this chapter, we describe how cryo-TEM imaging of SWNTs in pure chlorosulfonic
acid was not only successful but new avenues of research and new questions were raised.
Also, the dispersions of other carbon nanotube types in chlorosulfonic acid were studied
by cryo-TEM. Most importantly, the search for the infallible evidence was performed with
promising results.

6.2
6.2.1

Experimental Procedures
Materials
Carbon nanotubes were produced at Rice University by several production methods.

Single-walled nanotubes (SWNTs) utilized in this study were produce by HiPco (Batch
187.4, with diameter ranges from 0.7 - 1.4 nm [Bachilo et al., 2002], length ranges from
100 nm - 3 /zm [Parra-Vasquez et al., 2007]) and carpet grown (with diameter ranges from
0.8 - 4 nm [Pint et al., 2008], length of 100 /xm). Carpets of SWNTs were prepared with
Co-Mo catalyst particles on alumina substrates with acetylene as the carbon source, grown
at 750 °C for 30 min (100 /jm) [Pint et al., 2008, 2009]. Multi-walled nanotubes (MWNTs)
utilized in this study were carpet grown. Carpets of MWNT were prepared on thermally
oxidized silicon wafers by the chemical vapor deposition of xylene (C8Hi0) and ferrocene
(Fe(C5H5)2) at 850 °C, until nanotube heights were 500 /im on average [Zhu et al., 2002].
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6.2.2

Cryo-Transmission Electron Microscopy
CNTs were dispersed in 97 % reagent grade chlorosulfonic acid or (120 %) oleum

(as purchased from Sigma Aldrich - St. Louis, MO) at concentrations between 1350 and
100 ppm. Dispersions were prepared and allowed to mix for one to three days in a dry
glove box to prevent evolution of gaseous hydrochloric acid or S0 3 . 2 mL the the solution
was transferred to a small vial and placed in the vitrification apparatus along with a glass
filter paper and glass pipette. The entire set-up was placed in a glove bag and purged with
ultra-pure nitrogen (99.9995%) for 30 min. A drop of the SWNT solution was then placed
on 200 copper mesh, lacey carbon grid (Ted Pella). The glass filter paper (unreactive with
chlorosulfonic acid) was then used to blot the sample leaving a thin film of liquid. The
grid was then quickly vitrified in liquid nitrogen and placed in a CRYO-specimen holder for
transfer to the TEM. The samples were imaged in bright-field on an FEIT12 G2 transmission
electron microscope operated at 120 kV, using a Gatan 626 cooling holder operated at about
-180°C.

6.3 Results
6.3.1

Cryo-TEM imaging of HiPco SWNTs
The first samples tested were made six months prior to imaging, and were shipped by

truck and boat to the Technion in Haifa, since strong acids could not be flown. Although the
samples were still visibly dispersed, they all contained bundles when they should not have.
Because of the bundling, many of the films contained no nanotubes. From these films with
no SWNTs it was found that the lacey carbon had lower contrast than the vitrified acid due to
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the stronger electron density of sulfur compared to carbon, shown in Figure 6.1. When irradiating the sample further, the acid near the lacey carbon undergoes electron beam irradiationdamage, before the acid in the bulk, shown in Figure 6.1. A similar phenomenon has been
seen in aqueous/organic systems [Mortensen and Talmon, 1995; Talmon, 1984, 1987; Talmon et al., 1985, 1986]; where enhanced irradiation damage occurs at the aqueous/organic
interface. It is postulated that radicals are made in the aqueous ice and then attack the organic material, which removes material from both the organic and aqueous ice creating a
hole. Radicals are also know to form in sulfuric acid under e-beam irradiation [Dainton
et al., 1967; Henriksen and Jones, 1971; Jiang et al., 1992; Vacek and Schultef, 1968]. So
something similar may be occurring at the acid/lacey carbon interface.
There may be some complications in imaging the SWNTs. First, SWNTs have a lower
electron density than the acid and are expected to have lower contrast, which may make
them difficult to distinguish. Second, SWNTs are much smaller; thus, they will have a lower
mass thickness, which will give even less contrast making them difficult to visualize. Third,
SWNTs will offer an organic/acid interface that may cause enhanced irradiation, which could
make them difficult to distinguish.
Oleum is a less corrosive, less dangerous acid, thus it was the first to be studied. An
old 100 ppm sample of SWNTs in 120 % oleum was expected to have mostly individual
SWNTs. When first imaged, nothing was found (Figure 6.2 left*), but the visually black
solution contained SWNTs. It was possible the acid had too much mass thickness contrast
tThe dark cylindrical structures in the images were found to be glass fibers from the filter paper used to
blot the grids to make a thin film. These fibers were seen more in the oleum samples than the chlorosulfonic
samples due to the difference in viscosity.
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Figure 6.2 : Cryo-TEM images of bundles of SWNTs dispersed in oleum at 100 ppm. At first
only the acid is visible, then with further irradiation bundles of SWNTs are visible. No presence
of individual SWNTs was found.
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Figure 6.3 : A schematic depicting the mass thickness contrast between SWNT bundles and
the vitrified acid. IQ is the initial intensity of the e-beam, and h and h are the intensities of the
e-beam exiting the sample, t is thefilmthickness and t' is the SWNT bundle thickness.

to show the SWNTs. So the thought was to remove some acid with e-beam irradiation and
see if the film can get thin enough to see the SWNTs. Interestingly, after further irradiation
the vitrified acid showed bundles of SWNTs. The acid was irradiating around the bundles,
which gave enough mass thickness contrast to the SWNTs (Figure 6.2 right). Since the acid
surrounding the lacey carbon lightened with more e-beam irradiation (Figure 6.1), it made
sense that the SWNTs could do the same.
The oleum sample showed only bundles of SWNTs, which was not expected. One
thought was that the mass thickness did not provide enough contrast to see individual SWNTs.
As is, to image a bundle of SWNTs some irradiation was needed. Mass thickness contrast
ZMT is defined as

->MT

h-h\

(6.1)
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where I0, h, and I2 are the entering and exiting intensities of the e-beam as depicted in
Figure 6.3, a is the extinction coefficient that is a function of the e-beam voltage and the
objective aperture, PSWNT and pacid are the mass thickness for SWNTs and the acid, respectively, and t and t' are the thickness of the film and the SWNT, respectively. If either t' or
(PSWNT

— Pacid) are very small, then ZMT is nearly 0, and the SWNTs are not visible. In

the case of SWNTs in oleum, at first the bundles are not visible. Since the SWNT bundles
are on the order of the film thickness, t' cannot be too small to image; thus, (PSWNT — Pacid)
must be too small. Only after some acid is irradiated is this difference large enough to give
enough contrast to visualize the SWNT bundles. Individual SWNTs will be more difficult to
image since both t' and (PSWNT — Padd) will be small.
Since no individual SWNTs were found in old oleum samples, the old chlorosulfonic
acid samples were imaged next. Chlorosulfonic acid is expected to disperse SWNTs as individuals up to 4000 ppm [Rai et al., 2006]. Even though chlorosulfonic acid is a stronger,
more dangerous acid, the samples were easier to prepare because of the lower viscosity.
Also, once imaged, more areas of films, sufficiently thin for cryo-TEM, were found in the
chlorosulfonic acid samples. With the 100 ppm dispersion of SWNTs in chlorosulfonic acid,
the imaging was done with minimal amounts of irradiation. Figure. 6.4 shows a series of
images taken of the same area. The first image has been dosed with less than 10 e~/A2, and
no SWNTs were visible. In the second image, after about 20 e~/A2 white cloudy structures

Figure 6.4 : Cryo-TEM images, from left to right, show that with continued irradiation the small bundles of SWNTs become slowly visible
after about 20-30 e~/A2. Further irradiation (£100 e~/A2) causes bubble formation along the SWNTs, which make the SWNTs more difficult
to see. Below each image is a schematic showing how irradiation gives better mass thickness (t" > t') contrast allowing the SWNTs to be
visible. However, too much irradiation results in bubble formation.
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began to slowly form. In the third image, after more than 100 e~/A2, bubbles began to form
on the SWNTs making the structure difficult to discern. Below the three images are schematics that represent the mass thickness contrast at each of the doses. In the first schematic, the
SWNT bundle does not have enough mass thickness contrast to be seen, i.e. t' is very small.
Once the acid surrounding the SWNT bundle has undergone irradiation damage, a hollow
cavity is formed, which enables the SWNTs to be visible. The mass thickness contrast in
this second image is defined by t" > t', which is large enough to give contrast between
the SWNT/cavity mass thickness and the acid mass thickness. After high doses of irradiation the acid surrounding the cavity is no longer uniformly damaged in a tubular shape, but
bubble like cavities form causing the shape of the SWNT bundles to be more difficult to
discern. This sample still showed bundles of SWNTs, although much smaller, which was
not expected. After this only freshly made samples were imaged.
At this point another observation can be made; the acid surrounding the lacey carbon
and SWNTs underwent irradiation damage before the bulk acid. Also, the acid surrounding
the glass fibers (Figure 6.2) did not undergo irradiation damage. This suggests that there is
something in both the lacey carbon and the SWNTs but not in the glass fibers that contributes
to the irradiation damage of the acid surrounding. Figure 6.4 also shows that the acid surrounding the SWNTs undergoes irradiation damage before the acid surrounding the lacey
carbon. So whatever is contributing to the localized irradiation damage is stronger for the
SWNTs.
A freshly made sample was prepared at ~1000 ppm and diluted to ~300 ppm. Due
to the lack of instrumentation to measure precise volumes these concentrations are accurate
to within 25 %. The 300 ppm sample was imaged first; it was more concentrated than the
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Figure 6.5 : Cryo-TEM image of individually dispersed HiPco SWNTs in chlorosulfonic acid
at a concentration of 300 ppm.
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Figure 6.6 : Cryo-TEM image of individually dispersed HiPco SWNTs in chlorosulfonic acid
at a concentration of 1000 ppm. The SWNTs remain individual even at 1000 ppm and form an
isotropic concentrated phase.
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previous 100 ppm samples to give a higher probability of finding SWNTs, while remaining
in the isotropic phase. Similar to previous images, the sample needed to be irradiated before SWNTs were visible. As expected, Figure 6.5 shows individual SWNTs dispersed in
chlorosulfonic acid with very few bundles visible. Even at 1000 ppm, individual SWNTs
encompass the whole image, Figure 6.6, resembling cryo-TEM images of SWNTs dispersed
with surfactants [Moore et al., 2003]. The 1000 ppm sample also needed irradiation to image
the SWNTs, but less irradiation was needed. The higher concentration means less acid to
image through and more opportunities for SWNTs to be near the surface of the film. Another
interesting observation is that the SWNTs are darker than the irradiated acid. This is possibly
due to filling of the SWNTs with acid or the inherent resolution of cryo-TEM or a chemical
reaction occurring on the surface of the SWNT
Surrounding each dark SWNT are light 'tracks' of selectively etched acid. By digitally
enhancing these cryo-TEM images and analyzing the intensities the approximate diameter
of the SWNTs is found to be 2 nm, shown in Figure 6.7. This is greater than the typical
diameter distribution produced by HiPco (0.7-1.4 nm [Bachilo et al., 2002]). The difference
is also seen in cryo-TEM imaging of SWNTs dispersed with surfactants, where the average
diameter appears to be 2-4 nm [Moore et al., 2003]. Spectroscopically, Moore et al. [2003]
showed that these samples were individually dispersed SWNTs, and that the greater diameter
came from the surfactant wrapping and lower resolution when imaging in a vitrified sample.
In focussing on the irradiated acid, it is interesting that the irradiated area seems to be
uniform in size. In figure 6.8, it appears to be ~3.8 nm; the size seems to be consistently
between 3 and 4 nm in other images of this same sample although the intensity varies. This
shows that only a range of acid is affected possibly due to a diffusion effect. The acid near
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Figure 6.7 : Digitally enhanced cryo-TEM images were processed with a MATLAB program
to evaluate the diameter of the SWNTs dispersed in acid at a) 300 ppm and b) 1000 ppm. Both
show the SWNTs are about 2 nm in diameter.
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Figure 6.8 : Digitally zoomed cryo-TEM image of SWNTs dispersed in chlorosulfonic acid at
a concentration of 300 ppm shows black SWNTs surrounded by white irradiated acid on each
side. The nanotube diameter is 2.5 nm. The irradiated acid is 3.8 nm and seems to be consistent
along the SWNT.

the SWNT wall undergoes irradiation damage and a cavity is formed. Once the cavity gets
to a certain size the SWNT no longer interacts with the acid so the tubular cavity does not
grow any more. More experiments should be done to better understand this observation.

6.3.2

Cryo-TEM Imaging of Ultra-Long SWNTs
Ultra-long SWNTs 100 /im in length were easily dispersed in chlorosulfonic acid,

but given their length, entanglement and bundling are a strong possibility. Cryo-TEM was
used to view the dissolution achieved in acid. Similar to shorter SWNTs, the ultra-long
SWNTs were dispersed as individuals. Different than the shorter SWNTs, two types of
SWNTs existed. Figure 6.9 shows that there are light and dark SWNTs and that there are no
lightened regions of irradiated acid surrounding the SWNTs. The ultra-long SWNTs have a
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Figure 6.9 : Cryo-TEM images of individually dispersed ultra-long SWNTs are slightly different than HiPco SWNTs. The diameters are larger and the nanotubes are longer with more
kinks. Different than HiPco SWNTs, there are light and dark SWNTs. The dark are possibly
filled with acid and thus need more irradiation to view, while the light contain no acid and are
visible with little irradiation.
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larger diameter, 0.8-4 nm [Pint et al., 2008], which enables cryo-TEM to resolve the SWNT
walls and the inner-tube. The light SWNTs, ones that have greater mass thickness contrast,
are most likely nanotubes with no acid inside, while the darker SWNTs, having a similar
contrast inside and outside the nanotube walls, are most likely nanotubes with acid inside.
Room-temperature TEM has shown that the nanotubes made are mostly SWNTs with very
few 2-3 walled nanotubes [Pint et al., 2008]. This would mean the walls are expected to
be 0.4-1 nm, but similar to the shorter SWNT case, the cryo-TEM does not resolve these
small values and the dark walls appear to be 1-1.5 nm along the same nanotube with a few
nanotube walls reaching 4 nm. The inner diameters of the nanotubes range from 2-5 nm,
where the few nanotubes with larger walls have larger inner diameters reaching 7 nm.
Given this resolution analysis, two single layer walls for small diameter SWNTs will
create dark lines of about 1-1.5 nm. Since the SWNTs are only 0.8-1.4 nm [Bachilo et al.,
2002], the dark lines from each wall will overlap making it impossible to resolve if the
SWNTs are filled or not. So from the previous images of HiPco SWNTs it is understandable
why they are dark, when expected to be light, because of carbon's lower electron density.
Also, no conclusion can be drawn whether they are filled or not.
A look at the dynamics of nanotube irradiation gives more insight in the two types of
nanotubes. Figure 6.10, shows the evolution of a cryo-TEM image with irradiation doses
between less than 10 and more than 50 e~/A2. The light nanotubes are visible at less than
10 e~/A2, the amount of dosage used to take the first image. No aspect of these nanotubes
seem to change with further small amounts of irradiation; massive irradiation results in bubble formation (not shown). The greater amount of volume with lower electron density (unfilled SWNTs), or greater mass thickness contrast, enable these nanotubes to be seen with
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Figure 6.10: A series of cryo-TEM images of carpet grown SWNTs dispersed in chlorosulfonic
acid and irradiated with different amounts of electron doses (from less than 10 e~lk2 in a) to
more than 50 e~/A2 in d) reveal mainly individual SWNTs of various diameters. Two species of
SWNTs are visible; with minimal e-beam irradiation, a), white (unfilled) SWNTs with smaller
diameters are visible and after significant irradiation, c), needed to remove the surrounding
acid, black (filled) SWNTs become visible. Further irradiation results in bubble formation
shown in image d). Scalebars are 100 nm.
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minimal irradiation. The dark nanotubes are not visible with small amounts of irradiation.
Similar to the short SWNTs, irradiation is needed to lighten the acid both inside and outside the SWNTs. As more irradiation is applied, both the area inside and surrounding the
dark SWNTs are lightened, which suggests acid is removed from both the inside and the
immediate surrounding. This strongly suggests these SWNTs are filled with acid.

6.3.3

Cryo-TEM Imaging of Ultra-Long MWNTs
Short and ultra-long SWNTs were easily imaged by cryo-TEM, which showed that

chlorosulfonic acid dispersed these SWNTs as individuals. Ultra-long MWNTs 500 /^m in
length were also found to disperse easily in chlorosulfonic acid; however, multiple walls
have greater chance of defects, which decreases solubility, and the larger nanotubes may
cause other unknown problems. Thus, cryo-TEM would be a good way to view the MWNT
dispersion. Figure 6.11 shows a very similar image to ultra-long SWNTs; both light and
dark individual MWNTs are present and the dark ones need more irradiation to be visible. A
new nanotube image feature also exists, where part of it is light, and part of it is dark. The
MWNT diameters are the same as those found by regular TEM; however, like the SWNTs,
the average wall thickness is slightly larger, from 1-2.5 nm (estimated by a couple TEM
images taken, not shown) by room-temperature TEM to 2-3.5 nm in cryo-TEM.
At a higher magnification, Figure 6.12 shows a couple examples of MWNTs with both
light and dark regions. There are two variations of these light/dark MWNTs. The first, shown
within the rectangles, have light and dark regions with a sharp transition. This transition
looks very similar to a meniscus; however, at the interface a very dark line is seen. Regular
TEM (not shown) shows many instances of caps within the MWNTs. This dark line is most
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Figure 6.11: Cryo-TEM reveals individually dispersed, ultra-long MWNTs. Similar to ultralong SWNTs, two types of MWNTs are visible, light and dark. Most likely the dark MWNTs
are filled with acid, while the light MWNTs are not.

Figure 6.12 : Cryo-TEM images of MWNTs individually dispersed in chlorosulfonic acid. Like SWNTs, the acid surrounding the MWNTs
irradiate first and after time bubbles in the acid form (right). Some MWNTs have dark and light regions within the nanotube separated by
an inner cap, shown within the rectangular boxes. Other MWNTs with light and dark regions (circled) are examples of possible flattening as
described in Figure 6.13.
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likely an inner-cap and not a meniscus for two reasons: the intensity of the line does not
change with irradiation, similar to the walls of the MWNTs, and the line does not move with
irradiation, which would be expected because irradiation damage is expected to be enhanced
at the solid/gas interface. The second example of light/dark MWNTs is shown within the
circles. These gradually change from light to dark and then to light again; and when they go
dark the diameter of the MWNT increases. This is most likely caused by flattening of the
MWNT. A schematic is presented in Figure 6.13 to better illustrate this. A regular unfilled
MWNT appears light. When a nanotube is flattened in a plane perpendicular to the e-beam
(circled), it creates a situation where the electron travels through less of the nanotube and
more of the acid, which causes the nanotube to look dark. There is a second case where the
nanotube is flattened parallel to the e-beam; this case will result in possible brightening of
the MWNT. However, it is unclear how much brighter the nanotube can get and there is a
possibility that it is so flat the walls will combine and appear as a single line (shown in the
upper left region of Figure 6.11). Very similar to all nanotube samples, too much irradiation
results in bubble formation.

6.3.4

Mechanisms for Acid Irradiation
To review, the key findings that each mechanism must be able to explain are:

• acid surrounding carbon nanotubes and the lacey carbon film undergoes irradiation
damage before the bulk acid,
• acid surrounding glass fibers do not undergo irradiation damage before the bulk acid,
• acid surrounding carbon nanotubes is affected much more quickly than the acid sur-
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Figure 6.13: Schematic of electrons traveling through an emptyflattenednanotube. If the
electron travels through the longer cross-section then it will more easily tunnel through the
empty space and the nanotube will appear lighter. Inversely, if traveling through the shorter
cross-section, it will travel through more acid and will appear darker. A twisting, flattened
nanotube will show a light section broaden and turn darker, shown in Figure 6.12.

rounding the lacey carbon (a carbon coated polymer),
• prolonged irradiation results in bubble formation.

Probable Mechanism
E-beam irradiation is known to create free radicals in water Talmon [1982, 1990];
Talmon et al. [1979] and these free radicals have been found to attack organic material at
the aqueous/organic interface [Mortensen and Talmon, 1995; Talmon, 1984, 1987; Talmon
et al., 1985, 1986]. E-beam irradiation is also know to create free radicals in sulfuric acid
in the form of H , OH , S0 4 , SO s , and S0 2 [Henriksen and Jones, 1971]. In chlorosulfonic
acid CI radicals may also be formed. Like in the aqueous/organic system, the free radicals
could attack the CNTs or lacey carbon at the acid/organic interface. Since the glass fiber is
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an inorganic material it may not react with the acid radicals like the organic material does.
This mechanism does not describe why the CNTs would cause acid irradiation damage more
quickly that the lacey carbon.
CNTs were found to be great free radical scavengers [Fenoglio et al., 2006; Galano,
2008; Lucente-Schultz et al., 2009; Watts et al., 2003]. Fenoglio et al. [2006] showed that
MWNTs could scavenge OH' radicals at 0.27 //mol/m2 of nanotube surface. Galano [2008]
showed, with density functional theory calculations, that the reactions of SWNTs with most
of the free radicals studied were favorable, and once a radical had reacted the subsequent
radical additions were even more favorable (greater free energy) than the first. Watts et al.
[2003] showed that CNTs decreased the oxidation of polymers, and in some cases CNT
functionalization occurred, enhancing the stability of the polymers. Lastly, Lucente-Schultz
et al. [2009] showed that pristine SWNTs are better free radical scavengers than SWNTs
that were functionalized with radical scavenging groups because the amount of area along
the SWNT for free radical addition is decreased by the functional group.
The CNT's will also undergo irradiation damage. Carbon atoms can be removed from
SWNTs by electrons with a minimum energy of 86 keV by a knock-on collision [Smith and
Luzzi, 2001]. This first occurs to carbon atoms on the walls parallel with the e-beam. Carbon
atoms perpendicular to the e-beam can be removed at e-beam energies of 139 keV or greater.
However, the images are taken at very low doses there is no evidence of CNT etching. Another possibility is that the carbon atoms could instead undergo structural rearrangement into
graphitic structures or onions [Duan et al., 2008]. Gupta and Patel [2007] recently showed
that for low e-beam power and for small e-beam doses, CNTs do not undergo knock-on
damage but instead carbon-carbon bonds are broken, which transitions the carbons from an
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sp2 to an sp3 hybridization (shown by Raman spectroscopy). The most probable explanation for this is the breaking of the double bonds (sp2 hybridizatoin) to form free radicals on
each carbon (more similar to sp3 hybridization). A similar radical formation may occur in
the lacey carbon, either on the evaporated carbon film or the polymer backbone (polyvinyl
formal made by reacting polyvinyl alcohol with formaldehyde). Since there are no double
bonds in silicon oxide (the glass fibers), radicals are not expected to form in the glass fibers
as readily as in the CNTs.
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Figure 6.14 : Two schemes of possible reactions that occur, which explains the mechanism by
which the irradiation damage of the acid surrounding the CNTs is enhanced. Scheme la shows
radicals from the acid attacking the CNT, which creates a radical on the CNT that further can
attack acid molecules creating a radical (Scheme lb). Scheme II shows radicals being created
on the CNT and then reacting with the surrounding acid to form acid radicals.

The mechanism by which the acid surrounding the CNTs undergoes irradiation dam-
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age is by a combination of two processes. First, as depicted in Figure 6.14: Scheme la,
radicals that form in the acid attack the CNT double bond. This functionalizes the CNT
(possibly with a molecule that is more electron dense than carbon) and creates a free radical
on the CNT surface. This radical can react with another radical in the acid or on the surface of
the CNT or it can travel along the CNT by breaking and reforming double bonds. Once this
radical comes in contact with an acid molecule, it reacts to functionalize the CNT and make
an acid radical (shown in Scheme lb). By this process no extra radicals are created (overall
radical concentration remains constant), but radicals are created near the CNT, which creates
an area more concentrated in acid radicals. The second process is depicted in Figure 6.14:
Scheme II; in this process the radicals are created in the CNT by the breaking of a double
bond to form two radicals. Each of these radicals can react with acid molecules to create an
acid radical and a functional group attached to the CNT. Again, the radical can move along
the surface of the CNT to find and react with a acid molecule. In this process, irradiation
of the CNT creates two radicals in the acid molecules surrounding the CNT. There will be
a probability of radical recombination both in the acid and on the surface of the CNT; these
are not depicted in these schemes because the focus is radical formation. The increased concentration of radicals in the area surrounding the CNT will enhance the natural irradiation
damage that occurs in the free acid; thus creating a cavity surrounding the CNT.
Lastly, once a cavity of sufficient size surrounds the CNT, the irradiation damage remains enhanced at near the nanotubes. This enhancement is not due to the CNTs, since the
CNTs are not interacting with the acid. Instead the enhancement is caused by the newly
created solid/gas (or vacuum) interface, which is supplying a surface for the damaged acid to
escape. Once the acid begins to be removed from one location on the interface, it nucleates
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the growth of a spherical shaped cavity because the removal of acid wants to maintain the
greatest amount of surface area. These spherical shapes appear as bubbles in the cryo-TEM
images and should occur whenever a cavity is formed; either in the bulk acid or localized
around a CNT or lacey carbon grid.
The lacey carbon and polymer backbone will also undergo irradiation damage and
react with the acid creating localized acid radicals; however, both materials do not offer a
mechanism for the radical to move along the surface to find and react with an acid molecule.
Thus, the irradiation damage enhancement in the acid surrounding the lacey carbon will
occur after greater doses of e-beam irradiation. Since glass does not have many double
bonds, it is difficult for radicals to form and for reactions to occur with acid radicals, which
means the acid surrounding the glass fibers will not undergo enhanced irradiation damage.

6.4

Conclusion
Cryo-TEM is a very valuable tool for imaging the dispersion of carbon nanotubes in

superacids. Interestingly, the carbon nanotubes are not visible unless the acid surrounding
the nanotubes is irradiated first; this creates a cavity surrounding the CNT, which increases
the mass thickness contrast. Although the carbon material is expected to have lower contrast
than the acid, SWNTs appear dark and are surrounded by a uniform cavity of removed acid.
From analysis of other CNT samples, the HiPco SWNTs appear dark because the walls are
dark and cryo-TEM cannot resolve both walls but instead a single SWNT.
By cryo-TEM dispersions of SWNTs, ultra-long 100 jum SWNTs, and ultra-long
500 fim MWNTs, all showed individual CNT dispersion. In the cases of the ultra-long
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CNTs two species were present, dark and light CNTs. Strong evidence suggests these differences are due to filling of CNTs with acid: the dark CNTs are filled, and the light CNTs
are unfilled. With MWNTs, individual nanotubes were found to have both light and dark
regions. These were explained by partial filling due to inner cap defects or flattening of the
MWNTs.
The mechanism proposed is based on the radical scavenging properties of CNTs. Ebeam irradiation damage creates free radicals in both the acid and in the CNT. The acid
radicals quickly react with the CNT to functionalize the surface and create a radical in the
process. A free radical on the CNT can transverse along the CNT until it combines with
another free radical from the acid or it can combine with an acid molecule creating a free
radical in the acid. Thus, the CNT creates acid radicals that causes irradiation damage to
the acid surrounding the CNT. The scavenging CNT will also be functionalized with acid
groups, which have a greater electron density than carbon, giving the CNT greater contrast.
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Appendix A
MATLAB Codes

A. 1 Determining Length Distribution Through Viscosity Measurements
Here are the MATLAB codes for fitting a bundle and length distribution to viscosity
data.
Globdatabnd.m
clear clear global
%this file will load the filename to get the raw data being fit.
global raw rateraw phi R error Rh frac theta tog3 etas afmrau afmsd
etanotstd ctr sv
o
o

ctr=l;
R=1.27e-9/2; ^average radius of nanotube
% kirknplok
[fname,pname] = uigetfile('*.xls', 'Rheology Data'); %prompt for file
test=xlsread(fname);
% save the dimentionless eta and shear rate from the raw data
detaraw=test(:,1)'; rateraw=test(:,2)'; if min(size(test))==3
etanotstd=test (1, 3) ; else etanotstd = 1000; end dispCWhat
surfactant did you use?') disp('l:SDS, 2:Pluronic, 3:Acid,
4:Deoxycolate 5:DNA 6:Other')
% flipl=input('');
flipl=2; switch(flipl)
case (1)
disp('Enter the solvent viscosity (in Pa*s),')
dispCSDS has a typical viscosity of 0.00095,')
etas=input ('');
Rh=2.5e-9; %SDS
case (2)
disp('Enter the solvent viscosity (in Pa*s),')
%
disp('Pluronics has a typical viscosity of 0.001368,')
%
etas=input ('');
etas = 0.001368;
Rh=3.2e-9; %Pluronic
case(3)
disp('Enter the solvent viscosity (in Pa*s),')
dispCAcid has a typical viscosity of 0.0242,')
etas=input('');
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%
%
end

Rh=0.0e-9; %Acid
case (4)
etas=0.007922;
Rh=0.0e-9; %need to figure out for deoxycolate
case(5)
etas=0.012025;
%etas=0.0076;
Rh=0.0e-9; %need to figure out for DNA
case(6)
disp('Enter the solvent viscosity (in Pa*s),')
etas=input (' ' ) ;
disp('What size is the dispersing molecule (nm)?')
Rh=input(" )*le-9;
otherwise Rh=0;
etas=0.025;
dispCEnter the solvent viscosity (in Pa*s),')
etas=input('');

o.

% afmmu=input('Input the mean found by AFM: ' ) ;
% afmsd=input('Input the standard deviation found by AFM: ' ) ;
% afmmu=-15.43; %pluronic 1
% afmsd=0.627;
afmmu=-15.13365; %pluronic 2
afmsd=0.73968;
% afmmu=-15.6321; %sugar
% afmsd=0.84 4 6;
tog3=0;
phi=le-6*100; ^concentration of sample
raw= (detaraw*phi + l)*etas;
Q
O

theta=0.485;
options=optimset(@lsqnonlin); options.TolX=le-6;
options.TolFun=le-6; options.NonlEqnAlgorithm='gm';
options.DiffMaxChange=l;
Q.
O

% x=lsqnonlin(@etvsshbnd,[-13.1224 0.01],[-40 .001 ],[-6 6],options);
% x=lsqnonlin(@etvsshbnd, [x], [-40 .001], [-6 6],options);
% x=lsqnonlin(Setvsshbnd, [x], [-40 .001], [-6 6],options);
% x=lsqnonlin(@etvsshbnd, [x], [-40 .001], [-6 6],options);
x=lsqnonlin(Setvsshbnd, [-14 0.2 0.693], [-40 .001 0.01], [-6 6
4.5],options); x=lsqnonlin(Setvsshbnd, [x], [-40 .001 .01], [-6 6
4.5],options); x=lsqnonlin(Setvsshbnd, [x], [-40 .001 .01], [-6 6
4.5],options); x=lsqnonlin(Setvsshbnd, [x] , [-40 .001 .01], [-6 6
4.5],options);
o
o

err=etvsshbnd(x); eror=sqrt(sum(err)) etvssh(x,fname); disp('The
values of x are: (mean(lnL) , std(lnL), mean(bundle), error)')
disp ( [x,eror])
function err=etvsshbnd(fit)
% This function fits a lognormal distribution to viscosity data and it fits

%
%
%
%
%

a gaussian distribution of bundles,
it outputs the error (err) to measured data
errl is the standard error
err2 is the error vs AFM distribution
err3 is the error vs intrinsic viscosity

o
o

global raw rateraw phi R theta etas L3 mean afmmu afmsd etanotstd
ctr sv
% raw reduced viscosity
detaraw=(raw-etas)/etas/phi;
% Tempurature
T=273.15+25;
% Boltzman's constant
kb=1.38066e-23;
% change of variables to ensure zero shear
shear=rateraw;
% size of bundles
N=l:40;
% distribution of bundles, stdbnd defines the range of bundles
% stdbnd=0.693; %1.5 defines 50% of the tubes in bundles for gaus
% stdbnd=100;
stdbnd=fit(3); % 0.693 defines 50% for sum
Q,
O

KN=exp(-l*stdbnd*N);
KN=KN/sum(KN); % discrete case = sum
for q=l:length(N) radb(q)=radbun(q,R); end
% Loop on tubes
%This will calculate based on gauss-hermite points
ngh=19; %number of gauss points
[xi,Ai]=gausshermite(ngh);
% Li=exp(meanL+sqrt(2)*stdL*xi);
Li=exp(fit(l)+sqrt(2)*fit(2)*xi); Ai(Li<10e-9)=[]; Li(Li<10e-9)=[];
sm=sum(Ai); if sm==0
Ai=Ai;
else Ai=Ai*sqrt(pi)/sm; end
CLl=logncdf(Li,fit(1),fit (2)); CL0=logncdf(9.999e-9,fit(1),fit (2));
CL=(CL1-CL0)/(1-CL0); for q=l:length(N)
% find mean
men(q)=sum(Ai.*Li.*(q*CL.~(q-1)))/sqrt(pi);
volbun(q)=sum(Ai.*(pi*Li.*radb(q)"2.*(q*CL."(q-1))))/sqrt(pi);
L3(q)=sum(Ai.*Li."3.*(q*CL."(q-1)))/sqrt(pi);
% find standard deviation
qi=(Li-men(q))."2;
std(q)=sqrt(sum(Ai.*qi.*(q*CL."(q-1)))/sqrt (pi));
end menb=sum(men.*KN); volb=sum(volbun.*KN); L3b=sum (L3.*KN);
stdb=sum(std.*KN);
% find number of rods per volume
v=phi/volb;
% find Shear modulus
G=3/5*kb*T*v;
% find rotational friction and relaxation time
for q=l:length(N) [frier,taur]=taurotbnd(Li,radb(q));
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tauz(q)=sum(taur.*Ai)/sqrt(pi);
etanot(q)=4/3*G*sum(taur.*Ai)/sqrt(pi)+etas;
for a=l:length(shear)
deta=(4/3*G*taur) .* (1+(shear(a)*taur/theta) . "2. 405)." (-1/2/2.405).*Ai;
eta(a)=etas+sum(deta)/sqrt(pi);
dimetadum(q,a)=(eta(a)-etas)/etas/phi;
end end tauzb=sum(tauz.*KN); etanotb=sum(etanot.*KN);
dimeta=KN*dimetadum;
% get torque of calculated data
rawstar=(dimeta*phi+l)*etas;
torstar=rawstar.*shear*2*pi*16"2*34/10"9;
% get torque of measured data
tor=raw.*shear*2*pi*16"2*34/10"9; logtor=log(tor);
% assign error based on instrument error at a given torque
stlx=1.095782*logtor-4.248542; inlx=find(stlx<-18.7);
stlx (inlx)=-18.7; torstlx=exp (stlx);
% error scaled by instrument error
errl=abs(tor-torstar)./torstlx;
% weight of importance of AFM distribution
A=0;
% error on distribution
err2=A*sqrt(((afmmu-fit(1))"2/5"2+(afmsd-fit(2))"2/2.7*2));
o
o

% creat a gausian well based on the average and standard deviation of the
% zero shear reduced viscosity
o
o

shearcmp=shear(1)/100; [frier,taur]=taurotbnd(Li,radb(1));
% raw torque at lower shear rate
tornotcmp=raw(1)*shearcmp*2*pi*16"2*34/10"9;
% standard deviation on torque
rawnotstd=(etanotstd*phi+l)*etas;
tornotstd=rawnotstd*shearcmp*2*pi*16"2*34/10" 9;
% calculated torque at lower shear rate
detacmp=(4/3*G*taur) .*(1+ (shearcmp*taur/theta) ."2.405) ."(-1/2/2.405) .*Ai;
etacmp=etas+sum(detaemp)/sqrt(pi);
torcmp=etacmp*shearcmp*2*pi*16"2*34/10" 9;
% parameters for gaussian weight
% B=75;
% % gaussian weight
% Dmax=l/tornotstd/sqrt(2*pi);
% Dval=l/tornotstd/sqrt(2*pi)*exp(-(toremp-tornotemp)"2/2/tornotstd"2);
% terror
% err3=B*(1-Dval/Dmax); %B*abs(tor(1)-torstar (1)) ./tor (1);
% % sum(errl);
Bl=10; B2=100; B3=1000; if abs(toremp-tornotemp)<tornotstd
err3=0;
elseif abs(toremp-tornotemp)<2*tornotstd
err3=Bl*(abs(toremp-tornotemp)-tornotstd)/tornotstd;
elseif abs(toremp-tornotemp)<3*tornotstd
err3= (B2-B1)*(abs(toremp-tornotemp)-2*tornotstd)/tornotstd+Bl;
else err3=(B3-B2)*(abs(toremp-tornotemp)-3*tornotstd)/tornotstd+B2;
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end err=errl+err2+err3; sv(ctr,1)=fit(1); sv(ctr,2)=fit(2);
sv(ctr,3)=norm(err); ctr=ctr+l;

function rad=radbun(bund,R)
% this function calculates the radius of a bundle of nanotubes
switch(bund)
case (1)
rad=R;
case (2)
rad=sqrt(2)*R; %effective radius for oval with R and R/2 as axis
case(3)
rad=R*(1+2/sqrt(3)); %radius of equilateral triangle + R
case(4)
rad=R*(1+sqrt(2)); %radius of square + R
case(5)
rad=R*(1+1/sin(0.2*pi)); %radius of pentagon + R
case(6)
rad=R*sqrt(8); %estimated by oval around 6 tubes
case(7)
rad=3*R; %radius of hexigon + R
otherwise if bund < 20
rad=R*(sqrt(9+16*(bund-7)/12)); %estimate by each additional
else rad=R*(sqrt(25+24*(bund-19)/24));
end % tube contributing an equal fraction until a new circle is added
end
function [xi,Ai]=gausshermite(N)
% this function gives the Gauss-LaGuerre points and weights to
% solve this type of integral:
% int_0"inf (exp(-x)f(x)dx) = sum_l~N (Ai*f(xi))
a,

% only odd values of N are shown but both odd and even work
switch(N)
case(3)
xi(l)=-0.1224744871391589049lel;
xi (2)=0.0e0;
xi(3)=-xi(l);
Ai (1)=0.29540897515091933788e0;
Ai(2)=sqrt(pi)-2.0*sum(Ai);
Ai(3)=Ai(l);
case(5)
xi(1)=-0.20201828704560856329el;
xi (2)=-0.958572 464 6138185 0711e0;
xi (3)=0.0e0;
xi(4)=-xi(2);
xi(5)=-xi(l);
Ai(l)=0.1995 3242059045913208e-1;
Ai (2)=0.39361932315224115983e0;
Ai(3)=sqrt(pi)-2.0*sum(Ai);
Ai(4)=Ai(2);
Ai(5)=Ai (1);
case (7)
xi(l)=-0.26519613568352334924el;
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xi (2) ==-0.16735516287674714450el;
xi (3) ==-0.81628788285896466304e0;
xi (4) ==0.0e0;
xi (5) ==-xi(3);
xi (6) ==-xi(2) ;
xi (7) ==-xi(l) ;
=0.97178124509951915415e-3,•
Ai D =
Ai (2) ==0.54515582819127030592e-l;
Ai 3) ==0.42560725261012780052e0;
Ai 4) ==sqrt(pi)-2.0*sum(Ai);
Ai 5) ==Ai(3)
Ai 6) ==Ai(2)
Ai 7) ==Ai(l)
case(9)

xi
xi
xi
xi
xi
xi
xi
xi
xi
Ai
Ai
Ai
Ai
Ai
Ai
Ai
Ai
Ai

D ==-0.31909932017815276072el
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

==-0.22665805845318431118el
==-0.14685532892166679317el
==-0.72355101875283757332e0
== 0.0e0;
==-xi(4) ;
=:-xi(3) ;
==-xi(2) ;
==-xi(l);
^0.39606977263264381905e-4
=^O. 49436242755369472172e-2
== 0. 88474527394376573288e-l
=:0. 4326515590025557502OeO;
=: sqrt(pi)-2.0*sum(Ai);
=Ai ( 4 ) ;
=
=Ai(3);
=
==Ai(2);
==Ai(l);

D=
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

case (11 )

xi
xi
xi
xi
xi
xi
xi
xi

D=

=-0.366 84708465595825185el
2) ==-0.278 32900997816517708el
3) ==-0.202 59480158257553352el
4) ==-0.132 65570844949328559el
5) ==-0.656 80956688209976502e0
6) == 0.0;
7) =-xi(5)
8) =- x i ( 4 )
xi (9) =- x i ( 3 )
xi (10)=-xi (2 );
xi 11)=-xi (1 );
Ai (1) =0.1439 5603937142582203e-5
Ai (2) =0.3468 1946632334551064e-3
Ai (3) =0.1191 1395444911532450e-l
Ai (4) =0.1172 2787516770850338e0;
Ai (5) =0.4293 5975235612502845e0;
Ai (6) =sqrt(p i)-2.0*sum(Ai);
Ai (7) =A i ( 5 ) ;
Ai (8) =A i ( 4 ) ;
Ai (9) =A i ( 3 ) ;
Ai (10)=Ai(2)
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Ai(ll)=Ai(1);
case(13)
xx 1)=-0.41013375961786396412el
xi 2)=-0.324660897837240 9988 lei
xi 3)=-0.25197356856782378834el
xi 4)=-0.1853107651601512142Oel
xi 5)=-0.12200550365907484262el
xi 6)=-0.60576387917106011308e0
xi 7)=0.0;
xi 8)=-xi(6);
xi 9)=-xi(5);
xi 10)=-xi(4)
xi ll)=-xi(3)
xi 12)=-xi (2)
xi 13)=-xi(l)
Ai 1)=0.48257318500731310 883e-7
Ai 2)=0.20430360402707073125e-4
Ai 3)=0.12074599927193859473e-2
Ai 4)=0.20862775296169939217e-l
Ai 5)=0.140323320 68702343776e0;
Ai 6)=0.42161629689854322175e0;
Ai 7)=sqrt(pi)-2.0*sum(Ai);
Ai 8)=Ai(6);
Ai 9)=Ai(5);
Ai 10)=Ai(4)
Ai 11)=Ai(3)
Ai 12)=Ai(2)
Ai 13)=Ai(1)
case (15)
xi 1)=-0.44999907073093915537el
xi 2)=-0.36699503734044525347el
xi 3)=-0.29671669279056032485el
xi 4)=-0.23257324861738577455el
xi 5)=-0.17199925751864889324el
xi 6)=-0.1136115585210920 6663el
xi 7)=-0.56506958325557574853e0
xi 8)=0.0;
xi 9)=-xi(7);
xi 10)=-xi (6)
xi ll)=-xi (5)
xi 12)=-xi(4)
xi 13)=-xi(3)
xi 14)=-xi (2)
xi 15)=-xi(l)
Ai 1)=0.15224758042535170202e-8
Ai 2)=0.105911554 77110 666358e-5
Ai 3)=0.10000444123249986813e-3
Ai 4)=0.27780688429127758961e-2
Ai 5)=0.30780033872546082229e-l
Ai 6)=0.15848891579593574688e0;
Ai 7)=0.41202868749889862703e0;
Ai 8)=sqrt(pi)-2.0*sum(Ai) ;
Ai 9)=Ai(7);
Ai 10)=Ai(6);
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(ID = A i ( 5 ) ;
(12) = A i ( 4 ) ;
(13) = A i ( 3 ) ;
(14) = A i ( 2 ) ;
(15) = A i ( l ) ;

487 13451936744030883el
406 19466758754743069el
337 89320911414940834el
275 77629157038887309el
(4) =
217 35028266666208193el
(5) =
161 29243142212313331el
(6) =
106 76487257434505536el
(7) =
531
63300134265473135e0
i) =
(9) =0.0;
(10) =-xi (8
(11) =-xi (7
(12) =-xi (6
(13) =-xi (5
(14) =-xi (4
(15) =-xi (3
(16) =-xi (2
(17) =-xi (1
(D =0.4580 578 9307986333058e-10;
(2) =0.4977 078 9816307940523e-7;
(3) 0.7112 289 1400213095835e-5;
(4) =0.2986 432 8669775304115e-3;
(5) 0.5067 349 9576275379117e-2;
(6) 0.4092 003 4149756279809e-l;
(7) 0.1726 482 9767009707922e0;
i) 0.4018 264 6947041195658e0;
(9) =sqrt(p i ) - 2.0*sum(Ai);
(10)=Ai(8)
(11)=Ai(7)
(12)=Ai(6)
(13)=Ai(5)
(14)=Ai(4)
(15)=Ai(3)
(16)=Ai(2)
(17)=Ai(1)

(D =

(2) =
(3) =

22027 169053748 21646el
42853 280660377 94372el
76218 735196402 00975el
15784 881834760 22818el
59113 378979454 25649el
04923 170985061 93758el
52417 061939353 30318el
01036 838713431 13513el
03520 163423888 20937e0
== 0.0
:
= -xi (9)
=: -xi (8)
=: -xi (7)

(D=(2)=(3)=(4)=(5)=(6)=(7)=(8)=(9)=(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
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XI 14)=-xi( 6)

xi 15)=-xi( 5)
xi 16)=-xi( 4)
xi 17)=-xi( 3)
xi 18) =-xi( 2)
xi 19) =-xi( 1)
Ai D = 132 6297 0944985157519e-ll;
Ai 2) = 216 3051 0098635547502e-8;
Ai 3) = 448 8243 1472231229518e-6;
Ai 4) = 272 0919 7763161625771e-4;
Ai 5) = 670 8775 2140718110619e-3;
Ai 6) = 798 8866 7777229902092e-2;
Ai 7) = 508 1038 6909052067357e-l;
Ai 8) =0.183 6327 0130699707416e0;
Ai 9) =0.391 6089 8861303024450e0;
Ai 10)= sqrt (pi) -2.0*sum(Ai);
Ai 11)=Ai(9
Ai 12)=Ai (8
Ai 13)=Ai (7
Ai 14)=Ai (6
Ai 15)=Ai (5
Ai 16)=Ai (4
Ai 17)=Ai (3
Ai 18)=Ai (2
Ai 19)=Ai (1
Otherwise
Disp ( You entered an invalid number')
end
function [ fric,tau,f]=taurotbnd(L,R)
%this function computes the rotational relaxation time and
%friction factor for a rigid rod of length L
global etas Rh
% Tempurature
T=273.15+25;
% Boltzman's constant
kb=1.38066e-23;
% radius
r=R+Rh;
% % Batchelor
% % calculating epsilon
% ep=l./log(L./r);
% % calculating f (epsilon) Larson
% f=ep.*[ (l + 0.64*ep) ./ (1-1.5*ep)+1.659*ep.~ 2 ] ;
% % calculating the friction factor
% fric=4*pi*etas*f.*L."3;
% % calculating relaxation time
% tau=abs(fric/72/kb/T);
% % Mansfield and Douglas corrections
% % Cylinder
% % calculating epsilon
% A=L./(2*r);

% ep=l./log(A);
% % calculating prefactor
% pr=l./log(4*A/exp(25/12));
% % calculating f(epsilon)
% f=(l-1.178*ep+1.233*ep."1.86+1.925*ep."6.2 8+0.652*ep."12.67);
% botf= (1-1.094*ep+0.757*ep."3 . 76 + 1.34 4*ep."3.83+1.978*ep."12.07);
% % calculating the friction factor
% fric=pi*etas*pr. *f.*L."3./botf;
% % calculating relaxation time
% tau=abs (fric/18/kb/T);
% Blunt Cylinder
% calculating epsilon
A=L./(2*r); ep=l./log(A);
% calculating prefactor
pr=l./log(4*A/exp(25/12));
% calculating f (epsilon)
f=(l-0.824*ep+1.024*ep."1.86-0.082*ep."4.22+1.331*ep."6.36);
botf=(l-0.773*ep+1.2 02*ep."3.77+0.527*ep."3.85+1.088*ep."10.65);
% calculating the friction factor
fric=pi*etas*pr.*f.*L."3./botf;
% calculating relaxation time
tau=abs (fric/18/kb/T);
% % Simple Model
% % calculating epsilon
% A=L./(2*r);
% ep=l./log(A);
% % calculating f (epsilon)
% f=ep;
% % calculating the friction factor
% fric=pi*etas.*f.*L."3;
% % calculating relaxation time
% tau=abs(fric/18/kb/T);
function [err]=etvssh(fit,fname)
% This function plots a lognormal distribution to viscosity data in
% filename and it fits a gaussian distribution of bundles,
% it outputs the error (err) to measured data
% errl is the standard error
% err2 is the error vs AFM distribution
% err3 is the error vs intrinsic viscosity
o
o

global raw rateraw phi R theta etas L3 mean afmmu afmsd etanotstd
ctr sv
% raw reduced viscosity
detaraw=(raw-etas)/etas/phi;
% theta
theta=0.485;
% Tempurature
T=273.15+25;
% Boltzman's constant
kb=1.38066e-23;
% change of variables to ensure zero shear
Lrr=length(rateraw)
shear=logspace(loglO(rateraw(1))-1.5,loglO(rateraw(Lrr))+0.5,Lrr);
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% size of bundles
N=l:40;
% distribution of bundles, stdbnd defines the range of bundles
% stdbnd=0.693; %1.5 defines 50% of the tubes in bundles for gaus
% stdbnd=100;
stdbnd=fit(3); % 0.693 defines 50% for sum
KN=exp(-l*stdbnd*N) ;
KN=KN/sum(KN); % discrete case = sum
for q=l:length(N) radb(q)=radbun(q,R); end
% Loop on tubes
%This will calculate based on gauss-hermite points
ngh=19; %number of gauss points
[xi,Ai]=gausshermite(ngh);
% Li=exp(meanL+sqrt(2)*stdL*xi) ;
Li=exp(fit(l)+sqrt(2)*fit(2)*xi); Ai(Li<10e-9)=[]; Li(Li<10e-9)=[];
sm=sum(Ai); if sm==0
Ai=Ai;
else Ai=Ai*sqrt(pi)/sm; end
CLl=logncdf(Li,fit (1),fit (2)); CL0=logncdf (9.999e-9,fit (1),fit (2));
CL=(CL1-CL0)/ (1-CL0) ; for q=l:length(N)
% find mean
men(q)=sum(Ai.*Li.*(q*CL."(q-1)))/sqrt(pi);
volbun(q)=sum(Ai.*(pi*Li.*radb(q)"2.* (q*CL." (q-1) ) ) )/sqrt(pi) ;
L3(q)=sum(Ai.*Li."3.*(q*CL."(q-1)))/sqrt(pi);
% find standard deviation
qi=(Li-men(q))."2;
std(q)=sqrt(sum(Ai.*qi.*(q*CL."(q-1)))/sqrt(pi));
end menb=sum(men.*KN) volb=sum(volbun.*KN); L3b=sum(L3.*KN);
stdb=sum(std.*KN);
% find number of rods per volume
v=phi/volb;
% find Shear modulus
G=3/5*kb*T*v;
% find rotational friction and relaxation time
for q=l:length(N) [frier,taur]=taurotbnd(Li, radb(q)) ;
tauz(q)=sum(taur.*Ai)/sqrt(pi) ;
o

o

etanot(q)=4/3*G*tauz(q)+etas;
o
o

for a=l:length(shear)
deta=(4/3*G*taur).*(1+(shear(a)*taur/theta)."2.405)."(-1/2/2.405).*Ai;
eta(a)=etas + sum(deta)/sqrt(pi) ;
dimetadum(q,a)=(eta(a)-etas)/etas/phi;
end end tauzb=sum(tauz.*KN); etanotb=sum(etanot.*KN);
dimeta=KN*dimetadum;
% get torque of calculated data
rawstar=(dimeta*phi+l)*etas;
torstar=rawstar.*shear*2*pi*16"2*34/10"9;
% get torque of measured data
tor=raw.*shear*2*pi*16"2*34/10"9; logtor=log(tor);
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% assign error based on instrument error at a given torque
stlx=1.0 957 82*logtor-4.24 854 2; inlx=find (stlx<-18.7);
stlx (inlx)=-18.7; torstlx=exp(stlx);
% error scaled by instrument error
errl=abs(tor-torstar)./torstlx;
% weight of importance of AFM distribution
A=0;
% error on distribution
err2=A*sqrt(((afmmu-fit(1))"2/5"2+(afmsd-fit(2))"2/2.7"2));
% creat a gausian well based on the average and standard deviation of the
% zero shear reduced viscosity
o
o

shearcmp=shear(1)/10 0; [frier,taur]=taurotbnd(Li,radb(1));
% raw torque at lower shear rate
tornotcmp=raw(1)*shearcmp*2*pi*16"2*34/10"9;
% standard deviation on torque
rawnotstd=(etanotstd*phi+l)*etas;

tornotstd=rawnotstd*shearcmp*2*pi*16"2*34/10"9;
% c a l c u l a t e d t o r q u e a t lower shear r a t e
detacmp=(4/3*G*taur).*(1+(shearcmp*taur/theta)."2.405)."(-1/2/2.405).*Ai;
etacmp=etas + s u m ( d e t a e m p ) / s q r t ( p i ) ;
torcmp=etacmp*shearcmp*2*pi*16"2*34/10"9;
% parameters for gaussian weight
% B=75;
% % gaussian weight
% Dmax=l/tornotstd/sqrt(2*pi) ;
% Dval=l/tornotstd/sqrt(2*pi)*exp(-(toremp-tornotemp)"2/2/tornotstd"2);
% terror
% err3=B*(1-Dval/Dmax); %B*abs(tor(1)-torstar(1)) ./tor (1);
% % sum(errl);
Bl=10; B2=100; B3=1000; if abs(toremp-tornotemp)<tornotstd
err3=0;
elseif abs(toremp-tornotemp)<2*tornotstd
err3=Bl* (abs(toremp-tornotemp)-tornotstd)/tornotstd;
elseif abs(toremp-tornotemp)<3*tornotstd
err3= (B2-B1)*(abs(toremp-tornotemp)-2*tornotstd)/tornotstd+Bl;
else err3=(B3-B2)*(abs(toremp-tornotemp)-3*tornotstd)/tornotstd+B2;
end err=errl+err2+err3;
o
o

%plot histogram of tubes vs bundles
figured) bar (KN, 1) xlabel ('Bundle Size (# of tubes)')
ylabel('Frequency of Bundle') figure (2) bar(KN.*N,1) xlabel('Bundle
Size (# of tubes)') ylabel('Frequency of Tubes in Bundles')
% plot distribution
figure(3) L=logspace(loglO(le-8),loglO(le-4),1000);
N=lognpdf(L,fit(1),fit(2)); N=abs (N)/trapz (L,N); z=L.*N;
mean2=trapz(L,z); N2=lognpdf(L,afmmu,afmsd); N2=abs(N2)/trapz(L,N2);
semilogx(L*le9,L.*N,L*le9,L.*N2) tit=['Size Distribution of SWNTs in
',fname]; title (tit) xlabel('Size (nm)') ylabel('Frequency')
legend('Fit Distribution','AFM Distribution')
% Plot Fit Data
figure(4) semilogx(rateraw,detaraw,'*',shear,dimeta) tit=['Viscosity
Fit by Optimal Distribution in ',fname]; title (tit) xlabel('Shear
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Rate (s"{-l})') ylabel('Reduced

Viscosity')

A.2 Determining Length Distribution Through Polarized Absorption
Measurements
Here are the MATLAB codes for fitting a bundle and length distribution to polarized
absorption data.
runfile.m
% function err=runfile(fit)
clear clear global
% ms pulse
fit=[-12.7859 0.4];
% \mu s pulse
fit=[logl0(0.37e-6) 0.48]
% fit=[0.57 0.37];
g.

global NN Dr time B tripl trip new
% tic;
test=xlsread('shot 9.xls');
% set up length distribution
% sig=0.8; mu=-14.0; alpha=l;
%
mu=-ll*(exp(fit(1))-l)/(exp(1)-1)-8;
mu=fit(l); sig=fit(2); alpha=l; beta=l; %beta=fit(3);
% anot=-logl0(test(1,1)); %nd=300;
anot=test(1,1); etas=double(0.001);
% set up time
timedum=test(:,2); Bdum=test( : , 3) ;
% allrawdum=-loglO(test(:,1));
aperprawdum=test(:,1); nd=find(timedum < 1 ) ;
% nd=l:length(timedum);
time=timedum(nd)'; B=Bdum(nd)';
% allraw=allrawdum(nd)';
aperpraw=aperprawdum(nd)'; NN=29; Ntot=NN-l; Nmax=(NN-1)*2;
T=double(2 98.15); tfinal=double(0.01); k=double(1.380 6503e-23);
% new=-2.6441e-24;
[xi,Ai]=gausshermite(19); Li=exp(mu+sqrt(2)*sig*xi);
Lavg=sum(Ai.*Li."alpha/sqrt(pi));
% r=double(1.27e-9)12;
r=double(.757+.35)*le-9/2; ep=l.0./log(Li/r);
f=ep.*[ (1 + 0.64*ep) ./ (1 . 0-1. 5*ep)+1.659*ep." (2.0)];
Drdum=3.0*k*T./(pi*etas*Li."(3.0).*ep.*f);
newdum=-2.6441e-24/3e-7*Li."beta*100; trip=triplsph(2,0,2,0,0,0);
tripl=gettripl(NN);
Q,
O

Ydum=zeros([size(time'),1]); for
Dr=Drdum(nn);

nn=l:length(Drdum)
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new=newdum(nn);
[Tm,Y(: , : ,nn)] = 0DE23s(@dAdt,time,zeros(Ntot,1));
Stot(:, :,nn)=2*sqrt(pi/5)*Y(:, :,nn)/Li(nn);
Ydum=Ydum + Ai(nn)*Y(: , 1,nn)*(Li(nn)"alpha)/sqrt (pi);
end S=2*sqrt(pi/5)*Ydum/Lavg;
% all=anot*(2*S+1);
aperp=anot*(1-S) ;
o
o

nz=max(find(B>0 . 001) ) ;
% err=((allraw(nz) ' )-(all(nz))) ."2*10./allraw(nz)';
err=abs((aperpraw(1:nz)')- (aperp(1:nz)))'; norm(err); figure
% plot(time, B."2/max(B."2)*max(allraw-anot),time,allraw-anot,time,all-anot)
plot (time,1-B/max(B)*max(anot-aperpraw),time,aperpraw, time,aperp)
legend('B/max(B)*max(-aperp)','-raw' , ' -aperp' )
% plot(T, 2*sqrt(pi/5)*Ydum(: , :, 1) , time,B."2/max(B."2) )
% AXIS([0 .25 0 1])
xlabel('Time (s)') %julieta venegas
ylabel('aperp , B/max(B)*max(-aperp)') figure
semilogx(time, 1-B/max(B)*max(anot-aperpraw),time,aperpraw,time,aperp)
legend('B/max(B)*max(-aperp)','-raw','-aperp' )
% legend('aperp','B~2/max(B"2) ' )
% t=toc;
function [xi, Ai]=gausshermite(N)
Same as the function in the previous section.
function tr=triplsph (Il,12,13,ml,m2,m3)
if ml+m2==-m3 I m2+m3==-ml | m3+ml==-m2
fact=sqrt((2*11+1)*(2*12+1)*(2*13+1)/4/pi);
tr=fact*threej(11,12,13,0,0,0)*threej(11,12,13,ml,m2,m3);
else tr=0;
%
disp('not physically possible')
end
function tripl=gettripl(NN)
% This will calculate the coefficients of N
o
o

Ntot=NN-l; Nmax=(NN-l)*2;
% multiply by Yq, p and integrate
for q=l:l:Nmax/2
for n=l:1:Nmax
tripl(q,n,l)=sqrt(1.5*(2*n)*(2*n+l))*triplsph(2*q,2*n,2,0,1,-1);
tripl(q,n,2)=sqrt(1.5*(2*n)*(2*n+l))*triplsph(2*q,2*n,2,0,-l,l);
tripl (q,n,3)=6*triplsph(2*q,2*n, 2,0,0,0);
end
end
function aprime=dAdt(t,A0)
global NN Dr B time tripl trip new
alph=4.0/3.0*sqrt(pi/5);
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% new=-2.6441e-24;
k=double(1.3806503e-23); Temp=double(298.15); A00=1.0/2.0/sqrt(pi);
if t<0.0000001
Bdum=0;
else Bdum=interpl(time, B, t) ; end
% Bdum=50;
mult=alph*new*Dr/k/Temp*Bdum~2; D=getD(NN,Dr,mult,tripl);
aprime=D*A0; aprime(1)=aprime(l)-6.0*mult*A00*trip;
function D=getD(NN,Dr,mult,tripl)
% This will calculate the coefficients of N
o.

Ntot=NN-l; Nmax=(NN-l)*2;
% alpha=4/3*sqrt(pi/5);
% k=1.3806503e-23;
% T=298.15;

% mult=alpha*new*B~2*Dr/k/T;
D=zeros ( N t o t ) ;
% multiply by Yq,p and integrate
% for q=2:2:Nmax
%
D(nop(q),nop(q))=D(nop(q),nop(q))-q*(q+1)*Dr;
%
for n=2:2:Nmax
%
D (nop (q) , nop (n) ) =D (nop (q) , nop (n) ) -sqrt (1.5* (n) * (n+1) ) *mult*tripl (q, n, 1) ;
%
D (nop (q) , nop (n) ) =D (nop (q) , nop (n) ) -sqrt (1.5* (n) * (n+1) ) *mult*tripl (q, n, 2) ;
%
D (nop (q) , nop (n) ) =D (nop (q) , nop (n) ) -6*mult*tripl (q, n, 3) ;
%
end
% end
for q=l:l:Nmax/2
D(q,q)=D(q,q)-2*q*(2*q+l)*Dr;
for n=l:l:Nmax/2
D (q, n) =D (q, n) -mult*tripl (q, n, 1) ;
D(q,n)=D(q,n)-mult*tripl(q, n, 2) ;
D(q,n)=D(q,n)-mult*tripl(q,n,3);
end
end

